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ABSTRACT 

A relatively general formulation for studying dynamics of flexible multibody orbit

ing systems in a tree topology is developed. It is applicable to a large class of present 

and future spacecraft, and readily amenable to simulation of closed loop systems as 

well as control system synthesis. Some of the distinctive features of the formulation 

include: 

(a) its ability to simulate an arbitrary number of rigid, plate and beam-type struc

tural members, each free to undergo translational and rotational maneuvers, 

as well as an arbitrary number of force and moment actuators on each member; 

(b) the modelling of orbital perturbations through consideration of the trajectory 

radius and true anomaly as generalized coordinates; 

(c) inclusion of structural damping, the foreshortening effect, and quasi-comparison 

functions for the improved discretization of flexibility; 

(d) development of a compact set of nonlinear, nonautonomous, coupled governing 

equations by exploiting the cancellation of terms in the equations; 

(e) determination of a linear model, indispensable for the controller design, through 

computation of the Jacobian matrices by finite differences; 

(f) ability to include a dynamic compensator model which allows for the simu

lation of the closed loop system consisting of a nonlinear plant and a linear 

controller. 

After presenting a brief introduction to the subject and a review of the relevant 

literature in the areas of multibody dynamics and control, the Lagrangian formulation 

of interconnected flexible systems is introduced. Issues pertaining to the numerical 
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implementation of the formulation and its validation are discussed next. The latter 

is accomplished through verification of energy conservation as well as comparisons 

with particular cases reported by other investigators. An approximate, closed-form, 

analytical treatment of the problem, developed in Chapter 4, is applicable to a general 

set of n second order nonlinear differential equations. The approach proves to be 

quite accurate promising considerable savings in computational time and effort. It is 

particularly suitable during the preliminary design stage. 

Now, the attention is directed towards application of the formulation to study 

dynamics of several flexible systems of contemporary interest, exposed to a variety of 

disturbances, thus illustrating versatility of the approach. It also helps explain the 

foreshortening effect and the improved matching of boundary conditions through the 

use of quasi-comparison functions. The results clearly establish a need for active con

trol of the Space Station. Finally, attitude control of the First Element Launch (FEL) 

of the Station, and simultaneous attitude and vibration control for the Permanently 

Manned Configuration (PMC) are studied, in the presence of realistic disturbances, 

using three linear methods: the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic 

Gaussian/ Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR), and HQQ. The controller design is 

substantiated, in each case, through its application to the complete nonlinear sys

tem. The results suggest all the three approaches to be effective, however, the HOO 

controller shows better performance but at a cost of a larger compensator. 

The thesis concludes with a summary of significant results and recommendations 

for future investigations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preliminary Remarks 

The first earth orbiting satellite Sputnik was launched by the Soviet Union in 

1957. The early spacecraft carried their own source of power to accomplish the 

desired mission objectives. Typically it was either chemical or electrochemical [1]. 

The missions, mostly scientific, were of relatively short duration and therefore these 

sources proved to be adequate. The advent of satellites for communication, remote 

sensing, weather forecasting, etc. created the need for a longer lasting supply of 

power. A logical source was the sun, and as satellite technology matured during 

the sixties and seventies, satellites were designed with solar arrays for photovoltaic 

power generation. This coupled with more demanding mission requirements, which 

were beginning to include meteorology and surveillance, resulted in an increase in the 

size of satellites. The high cost of delivering payloads to space necessitated that the 

mass and pre-deployed volume of satellites remain low. These seemingly conflicting 

demands were satisfied by developing satellites with flexible, light solar arrays and, 

in some cases, antennae which are deployed once the spacecraft had attained their 

final orientation. Thus, the early artificial satellites can be characterized as being 

essentially rigid bodies, while current ones are represented by flexible, multibody 

systems. 

Of course this is a convenient generalization. Even the early, so-called, rigid 

satellites were often greatly influenced by flexibility effects. An example of this was 

the first American probe. Explorer I. Stability analysis of a rigid body in the absence 

of energy dissipation shows that it can be stabilized by imparting spin about either the 
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major or the minor inertia axes. However, in the presence of energy dissipation only 

the configuration with spin about the major axis of inertia is stable [2]. Unfortunately, 

Explorer I was spun about its minor axis. Furthermore, it was equipped with small, 

flexible antennae which were a source of energy dissipation, rendering its librational 

behaviour unstable. Within ninety minutes of orbit injection it was tumbhng to the 

dismay of engineers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [3]. The flexible character 

of modern spacecraft is much more pronounced as illustrated by a few examples of 

contemporary interest: 

(i) The Japanese Space Flyer Unit (SFU), an unmanned, reusable, free-flying plat

form for multipurpose use, is scheduled for launch by the H-II rocket in 1995. It 

consists of an octogonally shaped central body of about 5 m in width, with two 

solar arrays each approximately 10 m in length. 

(ii) The European Space Agency's (ESA) L-SAT (Large SATellite system, Olympus-

I) was launched in 1989. It is an advanced multipurpose communications platform 

with two solar arrays extending to 25 m, tip-to-tip. A follow-up to Olympus-I is 

proposed with solar panels that extend beyond 35 m. 

(iii)The Earth Observing System (EOS) is aimed at remote sensing of global environ

mental changes. Comprising of a system of around 50-90 satellites in Low Earth 

Orbit (LEO), it is aimed at monitoring phenomena such as global warming, car

bon dioxide and methane concentrations, loss of vegetation, etc. A typical EOS 

spacecraft has a asymmetric geometry, with a single solar panel extending from 

the satellite's main body. 

(iv)The proposed Space Station, a permanently manned platform being developed 

collaboratively by the United States, ESA, Japan, Canada and the recently added 



partner Russia. The principle objective of the program is the utilization of space 

for scientific research and technology development. The proposed space station 

has undergone numerous configurational changes since its inception, and will likely 

undergo more modification before it becomes a reality by the turn of the century. 

The current design of the station consists of a 110 m long central truss-like struc

ture called the Power Boom (Figure 1-1 ). Attached to both ends of the Boom 

are plate-like solar arrays, each extending to 33 m. 

The inability to effectively simulate, on earth, the space environment with its 

unique features has, thus far, precluded a comprehensive experimental approach to 

the dynamical response and control studies required for flexible spacecraft design. 

Mathematical analyses, aided in great part by numerical methods, became the prin

cipal tool as the complexity of spacecraft increased in the 1960's. With the ever 

increasing speed and decreasing cost of computing, numerical simulation of the dy

namics and control of flexible, multibody spacecraft continues to be a major tool in 

their design. It is only recently that planned experiments such as the Space Shuttle 

based Structural COntrol Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) and Control Structure 

Interaction (CSI) have been proposed. 

From the point of view of applicability to a large class of spacecraft and space 

platforms, the development of a relatively general dynamical formulation and associ

ated computer code appears quite attractive. The reward for the greater complexity 

and demand on time in such development is the availability of a powerful tool that is 

versatile.This approach allows a potential user to predict a spacecraft's dynamical be

haviour and necessary control for desired operation without engaging in the arduous 

task of derivation and programming of the equations of motion. 

A number of computer codes are available which offer this approach. They include 
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ALLFLEX, Treetops, DISCOS and others. ALLFLEX, developed by Ho and Herber 

[4], simulates the dynamics and control of large flexible multibody systems where 

the neighbouring bodies are connected by gimballed hinges with torsional springs 

and dampers. Time varying boundary conditions are accounted for by treating the 

quasi-static and homogeneous parts separately, and modal functions are generated by 

structural dynamics programs. The nominal behaviour of the idealized rigid system 

is represented by nonlinear equations of motion, while the behaviour of the perturbed 

motion due to structural flexibility is characterized by linearized equations. The direct 

path method [5] is used to transform the dynamic variables of individual bodies 

into the system dynamic variables. Both the Lagrangian and the Newton-Euler 

approaches may be followed to derive the governing equations of motion. 

Singh et al. [6] developed a program called Treetops. The features of this package 

include the ability to model a system of interconnected rigid and flexible bodies 

in a tree-type topology. The hinge-points between adjacent bodies are capable of 

translation and rotation, and the equations of motion are generated by employing 

Kane's method, resulting in a system of minimum dimensions. The user is able to 

specify a controller by either supplying the controller equations in the form of a linear, 

block diagram, or as a subroutine. Furthermore, the user is able to choose from a set 

of seven sensors and four actuators. 

A third example is represented by Dynamics Interaction Simulation of Controls 

and Structures (DISCOS), a public domain package developed by NASA, which is 

featured as an industry-standard software [7]. Its capabilities include an ability to 

handle tree-type topologies and the so-called order-A^ dynamical formulation, where 

the number of computations necessary for simulation are proportional to the number 

of bodies present. 



The availability of multibody computer programs such as the ones described above 

may satisfy the needs of many users. However, a major impediment to their use as 

a research tool is often their proprietary nature whereby vital detailed information 

about the formulation, program architecture, source code, etc. are witheld from the 

user. This is particularly true with ALLFLEX and Treetops. When details are avail

able, the amount of time and effort required to achieve a thorough understanding 

is substantial. Obviously, computational techniques employed by the developers of 

software are the result of experience gained during the development process. Any 

modifications of parts of the program to suit one's specific objectives are difficult if 

not impossible. Even when such modifications are possible to introduce, their effect on 

other parts of the program are often unpredictable. Furthermore, the understanding 

gained through the formulation and programming of the equations of motion is in

valuable and cannot be substituted by the use of the proverbial 'black boxes.' Hence, 

the independent development of simulation software even at the cost of time and ef

fort is often pursued. That is the approach followed in this thesis, with the objective 

of studying the dynamics and control of flexible, multibody orbiting systems. 

Challenges in the area of spacecraft control include simultaneous libration and 

vibration control, presence of a closely packed frequency spectrum, overlap between 

the controller bandwidth and the vibrational natural frequencies, need to ensure per

formance and stability robustness in the presence of parameter uncertainty and un-

modeled dynamics, sensor and actuator placement, to mention a few. Also, there is a 

desire to base the control design on a system model which is of relatively small-order 

and yet accurately represents the dynamical characteristics of the system. These is

sues are further complicated by the presence of operational disturbances caused by 

the Solar Array tracking, manipulators maneuvers and crew activities. 



1.2 A Brief Review of the Relevant Literature 

Despite being a relatively young field, the area of spacecraft dynamics and con

trol has generated a vast body of literature over the past thirty five years. Broadly 

speaking, focus has been on four areas: multibody formulation; dynamics and control; 

environmental effects; and, most recently, experimental validation. The present in

vestigation pertains to the first two areas, and hence only literature relevant to these 

fields are reviewed here. Also, there have also been several review papers published 

over the years which have summarized the developments at some length. An early 

paper by Shrivastava et al. [8] concentrated on the literature related to passive sta

bilization using gravity gradient torque. Modi later reviewed material in the area of 

attitude dynamics of satellites with flexible appendages [9]. An overview of develop

ments in the field of spacecraft attitude control was presented by Roberson in 1979 

[10] while a survey of literature in the area of satellite attitude dynamics and control 

in the presence of environmental torques was conducted by Modi and Shrivastava 

[11] in 1983. Likins [3] provides an insight into the field of satellite attitude dynamics 

and control from the point of view of his personal involvements, particularly during 

the early period. More recently, the literature, particularly in the areas of multibody 

formulation and dynamics, has been reviewed by Suleman [12], Ng [13] and Ibrahim 

[14] in their respective doctoral dissertations. Here, more important aspects of the 

relevant hterature in the area of multibody dynamics are reviewed first, followed by 

that in the area of control theory as applied to rigid and fiexible spacecraft systems. 

As previously mentioned, multibody dynamics had its genesis in the 1960's dur

ing the early days of the space program. Hooker and Marguiles [15] developed the 

equations of motion governing the dynamics of an assemblage of n rigid bodies in 

a tree topology, placed in Earth's gravitational field. In their formulation, bodies 



were capable of undergoing rotation, but not translation, relative to neighbouring 

members. The joints could be elastic and dissipative, and the equations were de

rived using the Newton-Euler procedure. Roberson and Wittenburg [16] extended 

the work of Hooker and Marguiles with the goal of making the formulation amenable 

to digital computer implementation. This was achieved by exploiting the concept of 

system graphs and incidence matrices to uniquely define the system topology. Later 

Roberson [17] applied this methodology to the study of a non-rigid tree-type topology. 

Hooker [18] presented a formulation based on the Newton-Euler approach which 

avoided explicit appearance of constraint forces and moments in the final equations 

of motion. The bodies were taken to be rigid and interconnected in an arbitrary 

fashion. The author extended his work to include systems where the terminal bodies 

were allowed to be fiexible [19]. In 1978, Jerkovsky [20] introduced the concept of path 

and reference matrices for defining the configuration of the system and developed a 

formalism for the governing equations of motion for an assemblage of rigid bodies. 

The linearized equations of motion for a chain of flexible bodies with rigid end 

members were developed by Hughes [21] employing the Newton-Euler approach. The 

equations are particularly suited for control system design. The study was motivated 

by the Canadian Remote Manipulator System (RMS) for the Space Shuttle program; 

hence the selection of rigid end bodies, representing the shuttle at one end and a rigid 

payload at the other. Kane and Levinson [22] examined several different methods 

employed in practice to formulate equations of motion for multibody systems, in

cluding the use of momentum principles (commonly referred to as the Newton-Euler 

approach), D'Alembert's principle, Lagrangian procedure and Hamilton's canonical 

equations. They also described a 'new procedure' developed by Kane in 1965 which is 

commonly referred to as "Kane's method." Not surprisingly, the authors concluded 
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that their method is the simplest for formulating equations of motion for complex 

spacecraft. 

Modi and Ibrahim [23] presented a formulation applicable to a large class of 

spacecraft with deploying, flexible members. The formulation, which employed the 

Lagrangian procedure, was extremely versatile and accounted for a shifting system 

centre of mass, variable mass density, flexural rigidity and cross-sectional area, vi

brational motion and appendage offset. Meirovitch and Quinn [24] developed the 

equations of motion for a flexible spacecraft undergoing large rigid-body maneuvers. 

Elastic deformation was assumed to be small, resulting in a set of linear differential 

equations with time-varying coefficients which described the perturbed behaviour for 

the elastic motion. However, the equations governing the rigid body motion were 

nonlinear. The Lagrangian method was employed, along with component-mode or 

substructure synthesis for the modeling of the vibration of elastic members. 

Vu-Quoc and Simo [25] adopted an approach which is applicable to flexible space 

structures undergoing large deformations by employing "geometrically-exact struc

tural theories" and referring the dynamics of the system directly to an inertial frame. 

This results in the equations of motion which are simpler than those obtained by 

using rotating intermediate reference frames. To avoid the numerical ill-conditioning 

that would arise due to the disparity between the small structural deformation and 

the large earth-satellite distance, both of which are expressed in an inertial reference 

frame, the authors propose the use of a "parallel translate of the inertial frame." This 

refers to a frame which is parallel to the true inertial frame, but whose location is 

coincident with the instantaneous centre of mass. 

Much of the recent literature on multibody dynamics focuses on the development 

of so-called oidev-N formulations. Here the number of computations required per 



integration time-step is proportional to the number of generalized coordinates em

ployed. By this convention, most formulations are of order A''̂ . The majority of 

order-A^ formulations rely on a sequential rather than a simultaneous formation of 

each component of the vector equations of motion. Keat [26] presented one such 

method using the Newton-Euler approach. Bodies, which may be rigid or flexible, 

were allowed to form an open-chain, closed-loop or tree-type topology, and joints 

were permitted to have upto six degrees of freedom (i.e. translation and rotation). 

Constraint forces were calculated only at joints in a closed-loop where a cut was intro

duced. Constraint terms at other joints were avoided through the use of a "Velocity 

Transform". Jain [27] presented an order-A^ formulation for a system of rigid bodies 

connected serially. Jain and Rodriguez [28] employed spatial operators and recursive 

algorithms to develop the equations of motion for serial, flexible multibody systems, 

and discussed extensions to more complicated topologies. 

Banerjee [29] presented a block-diagonal matrix formulation of the equations 

of motion for a flexible multibody system undergoing large rotation and translation. 

Both tree and closed-loop topologies were accounted for in this recursive formulation. 

Kane's equations were employed. Kurdila et al. [30] studied a nonrecursive order-A'' 

formulation for multibody systems. The authors considered their method preferable 

to the recursive, sequential order-A/" approaches, particularly for systems with many 

degrees of freedom, because of its nonassembling nature. Furthermore, the authors 

state that it is amenable to parallel, multiprocessor implementation. 

The area of spacecraft control is an extremely wide one, with specialties such as 

maneuvering control, attitude control and momentum management, vibration con

trol of flexible structures, and others. The first two areas can be further subdivided 

into cases where only the rigid motion is controlled, and situations where simultane-
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ous vibration as well as maneuvering or attitude control are required. Furthermore, 

the control methodology employed in each case may be either linear or nonlinear. 

For spacecraft undergoing significant parameter changes adaptive control and system 

identification may be used. The field of attitude control is reviewed by Roberson [10], 

while the area of flexible space structure control has been surveyed by Balas [31], and 

Meirovitch et al. [32,33]. In a recent survey paper. Van Woerkom [34] summarizes a 

number of recently developed techniques for the control of large, flexible structures. 

These include the Linear Quadratic Gaussian, Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR); 

H(x>; jj,; and positivity synthesis approaches. 

Yet another approach that has received some attention is that of the Modal-Space 

Control. Here the flexible structure dynamics, which is governed by a set of partial 

differential differential equations, is discretized by the eigenmodes of the system. The 

generalized coordinates associated with the modes are used as the states of the sys

tem for the controller design. Balas [35] has shown that a desired performance can be 

assured provided the retained modes are controllable and observable, the truncated 

modes are unobservable, and the control spillover satisfies a bound determined by 

the desired performance. The term 'control spillover' refers to the excitation of the 

truncated modes by the actuators. Meirovitch and Oz [36] proposed the Independent-

Modal Control, where a system is transformed to the Jordan form after discretization, 

in conjunction with a reduced-order observer for the control of a distributed gyro

scopic system. In a related study, the authors have investigated optimal control for 

the same type of systems [37]. 

A number of investigators have approached the problem of attitude control of 

large space platforms by incorporating the concept of momentum management. The 

integrated approach provides an implementable strategy that prevents saturation of 
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the momentum-based torque actuators, such as the Control Moment Gyros (CMG). 

Saturation of the CMC's is avoided by the use of the natural forces (gravity-gradient, 

aerodynamic, magnetic, etc.), or through desaturation effectors such as the reaction 

control system (RCS) [38]. Under certain situations, the latter is not favoured due 

to undesirable disturbances, propellant expenditure, the possibility of contamination, 

and damage due to plume impingement. Woo et al. [38] have presented an approach 

which utilizes the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) technique to maintain attitude 

control of the Space Station about a Torque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA), which 

need not be known a priori. A rigid model of the Space Station was considered 

in the investigation, and natural forces were used in the momentum management 

system. Chu et al. [39] applied Bode-type techniques, together with a graphical model 

reduction method, to design the attitude control system of a Space Station model. 

The model used included both CMC's and thrusters to maintain attitude control 

during normal station operation in the presence of crew induced disturbances, orbit 

reboost maneuvers, and shuttle docking. It also included flexibility effects although 

no consideration was given to vibration control. Sunkel and Shieh [40] presented a 

scheme which combined optimal (LQR) control and pole placement for the design 

of a momentum management controller for a rigid Space Station model. A digital 

redesign of this continuous time controller was also conducted [41] and a matrix sign 

algorithm was applied to decompose the Space Station's equations of motion into 

two decoupled subsystems [42]. The optimal pole placement technique used in their 

previous work [40] was then used to design controllers for each of the subsystems. 

Vadali and Oh [43] developed a nonlinear control strategy based on Lyapunov's 

second method to design an attitude control and momentum management system for 

the proposed Space Station. The investigation was based on a rigid model of the 
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Station, and revealed that momentum management, in most cases, can be achieved 

by using the gravity gradient torque. The use of gain scheduling was avoided because 

a nonlinear approach was employed. 

Harduvel [44] utilized disturbance rejection filters to design a momentum man

agement system for the coupled, 3-axis, rigid body dynamics of a spacecraft. The 

investigation also developed an approximate closed-form expression for the TEA in 

the presence of an aerodynamic environment. An application of î oo control theory 

to the design of an attitude and momentum control system of the Space Station was 

explored by Byun et al. [45]. The rigid model accounted for parameter uncertainty. 

Control of flexible spacecraft undergoing maneuvers has also attracted consider

able interest. Bainum and Li [46] investigated optimal three-dimensional large angle 

slew of flexible spacecraft using Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. A quasilineariza-

tion technique was used to solve the resulting nonlinear Two-Point Boundary-Value 

Problem (TPBVP). Sharony and Meirovitch [47] studied the near-minimum time 

single-axis slewing of a flexible spacecraft, modeled as a rigid hub and a single flexible 

appendage, employing a perturbation method. The problem was approached by first 

solving the minimum-time maneuver of a rigid spacecraft model. The resulting non

linear TPBVP was solved using a bang-bang control strategy giving the zero-order 

solution. The first order equations incorporating the elastic degrees of freedom as well 

as the perturbed rigid degrees of freedom, which are time-varying because of the zero-

order maneuver, were then controlled using a reduced-order optimal compensator. A 

related problem, where the disturbances created by the optimal slewing maneuvers 

of multiple flexible appendages are controlled, was investigated by Meirovitch and 

Kwak [48]. 

Singh and Vadali [49] considered the three-dimensional maneuvers of a space-
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craft modeled as a rigid hub with flexible beam-like appendages. A rigid model was 

used to derive the optimal (minimum time) bang-bang controller with five-switches. 

A time-delay prefilter shaped the torque to minimize vibratory motion of the ap

pendages. Using a method based on the Lyapunov stability criteria, which does not 

require discretization of the partial differential equations governing the flexible mo

tion, Junkins et al. [50] developed tracking control laws for a flexible spacecraft model 

which suppressed the departure of the actual trajectory from the reference target tra

jectory defined a priori. Experimental results validated the approach taken in the 

analytical work. Li and Bainum [51] derived a control law, which relies on momen

tum exchange between the flexible and rigid body motions, to suppress vibrations 

of a flexible spacecraft during both stationkeeping and large angle maneuvers. The 

stability of the scheme was proven using the Lyapunov direct method. Junkins and 

Bang [52] utilized Lyapunov stability theory to develop generalized procedures for 

maneuver and vibration control of flexible systems. The method used system energy 

derived from a PDE model of the system to guarantee robustness of the control law, 

and is particularly useful for hybrid discrete/distributed parameter systems. Hecht 

and Junkins [53] developed a near-minimum time control law for a flexible, two-link 

manipulator system by generating a reference bang-bang minimum-time control law 

for a rigid system and smoothing the control torque given by the reference control 

law to ensure acceptable vibratory response. A second term was also added to the 

control law to cancel the nonlinear dynamics resulting from the maneuver. This ba

sic approach was applied to three-dimensional maneuvers and near-minimum-fuel 

control of flexible spacecraft by Bell and Junkins [54]. 

Parlos and Sunkel [55] presented an attitude and momentum management system 

for large angle maneuvers of rigid spacecraft using the LQR pole placement method 
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in conjunction with gain scheduling. On the other hand, Zhao et al. [56] explored 

the design of a self-tuning adaptive controller to the same end. A rigid model was 

used with optimal regional pole placement, and the controller was implemented via 

a digital redesign step. 

Garcia and Inman [57] studied effects of the slewing control servomechanism of 

a flexible beam on the boundary conditions at the actuated end. Detailed modeling 

of the servo system, including the motor and the gearbox, was undertaken. A sim

ilar detailed modeling of a slewing servo system, for the sun tracking control of the 

proposed Space Station's solar arrays, is reported by Kumar et al. [58]. 

Literature in the area of active control of space structures has been reviewed 

by Hyland et al. [59] Balas [60,61] studied the effect of noncolocated sensors and 

actuators on the control and observation spillover problem due to the residual modes. 

The resulting instability was alleviated by the use of a phase-locked loop prefilter. The 

numerical results presented were for the case of a simply supported Euler-BernouUi 

beam. Balas also presented the conditions under which Direct Velocity FeedBack 

(DVFB) control is possible [62]. Here vibration velocities of a structure at a number 

of finite locations are fedback, after appropriate multiplication by a gain matrix, to 

force actuators, which are colocated with the sensors. The approach minimizes the 

spillover and guarantees stability. 

The problem of the sensitivity to parameter variations was studied by Yedavalli 

[63]. In particular, the parameters critical for achievement of a given performance 

level in a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) regulator problem were identified. 

The potential of piezoelectric actuators and sensors to improve structural damp

ing characteristics was explored by Goh and Caughney [64]. The benefits of such 
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actuators over conventional reaction-type devices were also discussed. 

Sundararajan et al. [65] applied the LQG/LTR design procedure to the pointing 

control of a flexible space antenna. Although vibration control was not achieved, 

the flexibility of the structure was incorporated in the model to achieve the required 

stability robustness of the closed-loop system. Wie [66] applied classical transfer 

function techniques to design a controller for the shuttle-based Control of Flexible 

Structural (COFS) experiment. Active vibration control synthesis, which is robust 

to both parameter uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics, was investigated by Heise 

et al. [67]. Both the LQG performance index and the HQQ norm of a disturbance 

transfer matrix were optimized simultaneously. 

Williams and Juang [68] applied state feedback to render as many vibration modes 

as possible unobservable at critical points in a structure. These, typically, correspond 

to locations where sensors or fragile components are present. The authors developed a 

strategy for complete pole-zero cancellation while minimizing the norm of the control 

gain matrix. 

Hanagud et al. [69] have presented optimal control laws based on quadratic perfor

mance indeces which are applicable to beam-type structures. Colocated piezoceramic 

sensors and actuators were employed and static output feedback in conjunction with 

signal conditioning was used. 

Reddy et al. [70] applied several techniques, including pole-placement and LQR, 

for the control of a large flexible orbiting platform, which was modeled as a plate. 

For the study, point force actuators were employed for simultaneous vibration and 

attitude control. The HQO approach was applied by Safonov et al. [71] in the synthesis 

of a controller for a ground-based laboratory model of a flexible space structure. The 
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structural damping characteristics of the model were first enhanced through rate out

put feedback achieved by employing colocated sensors and actuators. Subsequently, 

the HQO procedure was applied to control the two 'tilt' modes of the structure. 

Although many features of flexible spacecraft and the space environment are 

unique, there has been some interest in the use of ground-based experiments to vali

date control laws derived using mathematical models. The ground-based structures 

are designed in such a way that they share some important characteristics of the 

flexible spacecraft under study, including low and closely spaced frequency spectra 

that overlap the controller bandwidth, and very light damping. Lessons learned in 

implementing control strategies on such ground-based flexible structures can then be 

applied in the design of control systems for the prototype flexible spacecraft. 

A survey of both recent ground-based experiments and test facilities related to 

large flexible structures was conducted by Sparks and Juang [72]. The review also 

includes some space-based experimental work. Wie [73] describes investigations con

ducted at the Advanced Control Evaluation for Structures (ACES) testbed at the 

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. The testbed consists of a 13-m deployable beam

like structure with a mass of 2.27-kg. The objective is to understand the problems of 

control-structure interaction, and investigate the effects of simplifying assumptions in 

the controller design on the resulting behaviour of a complex structure with the con

troller in place. An experimental assessment of three robust linear control techniques 

(LQG/LTR, HQO, and /x synthesis) for the vibration suppression of a ten bay vertical 

truss structure situated at the NASA Langley Research Center was made by Dunn 

[74]. The LQG/LTR controller was found to give the most favorable results. Buddie 

et al. [75] applied the HQQ procedure for vibration suppression to two ground-based 

experimental testbeds involving: a flexible antenna at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
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(JPL); and a cantilever truss at the Wright-Patterson Air Force. Also, for the former 

testbed, Ih et al. have implemented adaptive control strategies to achieve vibration 

suppression [76,77]. 

1.3 Scope of the Investigation 

The thesis focuses on an approach to study the dynamics and control of large 

space structures, a topic of considerable contemporary interest. Although primarily 

motivated by the proposed Space Station, it has direct relevance to the analysis and 

design of a wide spectrum of spacecraft currently under consideration. The problem 

is approached in several stages: a relatively general formulation is the fundamental 

requirement together with an efficient numerical code for its implementation. Both 

the formulation and the numerical algorithm represent significant contributions to 

the field. Next, versatility of the formulation is demonstrated through the dynamical 

study of several systems of contemporary interest. Finally, the effectiveness of several 

linear control strategies is assessed through application to two evolving configurations 

of the proposed Space Station (Figure 1-2 ). Such a global approach - formulation, 

numerical code, validation, dynamic, and code - is indeed rare and provides a powerful 

tool for tackling contemporary problems as well as tomorrow's challenges. 

The formulation follows the Lagrangian direct path approach where kinematic 

quantities are expressed with respect to the central body of the multibody system, 

which is taken to form a tree-type topology. The distinctive features of the formula

tion include: 

(i) An ability to simulate the dynamics of a system with an arbitrary combination 

of interconnected flexible and rigid bodies. When the central body is flexible, 

it is taken to be a beam-like structure, while other flexible bodies are modeled 
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as beams and/or plates. The system is in an arbitrary elliptic orbit. 

(ii) The relative slewing and translation of bodies is permitted. The angular rota

tion between adjacent bodies can be treated as either specified or generalized 

coordinates. 

(iii) The shift in the center of mass due to flexibility eff'ects as well as slewing and 

translational maneuvers is accounted for. The formulation also considers the 

foreshortening eflfect. 

(iv) Structural damping of flexible bodies is incorporated. 

(v) Coupling between orbital, librational and vibrational motions is included, i.e. 

orbital parameters are treated as generalized coordinates. 

(vi) Quasi-comparison functions are introduced to improve the discretization of 

flexibility. 

(vii) By exploiting signiflcant cancellation of terms in the equations of motion, 

a compact set of equations are obtained, resulting in an efficient computer 

program. 

To begin with, the approach used in representing the kinematics of a flexible, 

multibody, systems is outlined together with a discussion on the modeling of struc

tural deformations. Determination of the system kinetic and potential energies follows 

leading to the governing equations of motion using the Lagrangian procedure. Judi

cious grouping of terms leads to their cancellation at places resulting in a significant 

simplification of the extremely lengthy (even in matrix notation), nonlinear, nonau-

tonomous and coupled equations of motion. Such a simplified form of the equations 

has not been reported before and, as can be expected, results in considerable savings 

of computational time and eff"ort. 
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As can be anticipated, in general, the nonlinear character of the governing equa

tions of motion does not admit any closed form analysis of the system. However, by 

judicious simplification, one can capture the essential character of the system dynam

ics with sufficient accuracy to assist during the preliminary design. This is illustrated 

in Chapter 4 where a closed-form solution is obtained, using an extension of the 

Butenin method, for a simplified, yet nonlinear approximation of the system. 

Of course, the main objective is to establish a versatile and efficient algorithm 

that would assist in the dynamical analysis and controller design for a large class of 

flexible multibody systems. This is pursued in the two subsequent chapters. The 

uncontrolled dynamics of the two milestone stages of the proposed Space Station, 

the First Element Launch (FEL) and Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC), is 

studied in Chapter 5. The intent here is not to obtain a vast amount of response data 

to a wide variety of disturbances through an extensive parametric analysis. Of course, 

a design engineer can use the computer code developed here to that end. The focus is 

on illustrating the versatility of the formulation and its ability to analyse dynamically 

complex situations. In the process, it also demonstrates the foreshortening effect 

and improved accuracy through the use of quasi-comparison functions for fiexibility 

discretization 

Finally, the controlled behaviour of the aforementioned stages of the Space Sta

tion is investigated employing the LQR, LQG/LTR and HQQ techniques. Here, a 

comprehensive approach is followed where issues such as model linearization and re

duction, robust controller design and its verification, nonlinear plant model, etc. are 

addressed. The controller design is verified, in each case, through its application to 

the nonlinear plant model. 

A summary of the salient results are presented in the concluding chapter, along 
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with some suggestions for future research in this field. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE P R O B L E M 

2.1 Preliminary Remarks 

There are a number of widely accepted approaches to the formulation of the 

equations of motion for flexible multibody systems. These include the Newton-Euler, 

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian methods, as well as Kane's procedure. The equivalence 

of these methods is often underemphasized. It should be noted that both Lagrange's 

and Kane's equation can be derived from Newton's second law for simple dynamical 

systems [78]. Notwithstanding this, the Newton-Euler approach is commonly referred 

to as momentum based, while the Lagrangian method relies on system energy. This is 

because the derivation of the governing equations of motion reduces to mathematical 

manipulations of the linear and angular momenta in the case of the Newton-Euler 

formulation, and of the kinetic and potential energies in the case of the Lagrangian 

method. Kane's procedure involves manipulations of abstract quantities called the 

generalized speeds, which are related to the generalized velocities of the system, and 

partial velocities which are the partial derivatives of the actual velocities with respect 

to the generalized speeds. 

The advantages of employing the Lagrangian approach in formulating the gov

erning equations of motion for a flexible, multibody, orbiting system are discussed 

by Ng in his doctoral dissertation [13]. To summarize, the Lagrangian method is 

favoured over the Newton-Euler one as it does not involve introduction of joint con

straint forces and moments, which have to be subsequently eliminated by algebraic 

manipulation of the equations. Furthermore, the Newton-Euler method requires that 

the angular momentum of the system be expressed about the system center of mass. 

For a system with a shifting center of mass this is not a trivial task. The use of the 
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energy based Lagrangian approach permits the verification of energy conservation 

for nondissipative systems. Of course, this is also possible with the Newton-Euler 

method, although determination of the system energy would involve additional effort 

as it is not directly involved in the derivation. In general, the Newton-Euler approach 

leads to a relatively compact set of governing equations. 

It is well recognized that the Lagrangian method leads to lengthy expressions aris

ing primarily through the square of the velocity terms and their derivatives. Hence, 

derivation of the equations of motion demands considerable time and effort. How

ever, since the equations are apphcable to a large class of systems, the additional time 

and effort is deemed acceptable. Furthermore, the cancellation of terms, which was 

exploited in this investigation, results in a relatively compact set of equations. 

In this chapter, the kinematics of the system is discussed first, followed by the 

modeling of the structural vibrations, translation vectors, system kinetics and struc

tural damping. Finally, the derivation of the governing equations of motion using the 

Lagrangian procedure is presented. 

2.2 Kinematics 

2.2.1 System Geometry 

As mentioned earlier, one objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology for 

studying the dynamics of flexible multibody systems. It is important, then, that the 

model chosen be versatile enough to encompass a large class of present, as well as 

future spacecraft and space platforms. A multibody system in a tree-like topology is 

a logical configuration when one is interested in spacecraft dynamics. On the other 

hand, the chain-type geometry would be more appropriate for an investigation of 

manipulator dynamics. Note, the closed-loop geometry would require consideration 
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of appropriate constraint relations. An illustration of the common system topologies 

encountered in the area of multibody dynamics is shown in Figure 2-1 . 

Chain-type Tree-type Closed-loop 

Figure 2-1 Common topologies for multibody systems. 

The model considered for this study (Figure 2-2 ) consists of a central body, Be 

connected to B^ bodies (z = 1 , . . . , A''). Each B^ body is, in turn, connected to Bi j 

bodies (j = 1 , . . . , A^̂ ). The number of Bi and Bij bodies is kept completely arbitrary 

in order to facilitate the simulation of a large class of flexible, orbiting structures. The 

selection of a structural member to act as the central body is strictly speaking general 

although, in most spacecraft, the choice becomes obvious when criteria such as mass 

and inertia are employed. 

This model has 3 levels of bodies, or equivalently 2 levels of branches. Obviously, 

the number of levels of bodies for a completely general tree-type topology can be 

arbitrarily large. However, most spacecraft can be adequately represented by the 

present model. For example, for the proposed Space Station, the Power Boom or 

the main truss may act as the central body {Be). The remaining elements, such as 

the solar arrays, solar and station radiators, stinger and remote manipulator (Figure 
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Figure 2-2 A schematic diagram of the multibody model used in the study. 
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1-1), can be represented by the Bi bodies. Alternatively, if greater accuracy in the 

modeling of the manipulator is desired, it can be represented by a B^ and a single 

Bij body. 

2.2.2 Reference Frames 

The presence of a number of structural members, each capable of rotation relative 

to neighboring ones, necessitates that position, deformation, and velocity of a given 

body be expressed in local, body-fixed reference frames. Coordinate transformation 

matrices, then, allow for vectors in local frames to be expressed in a single, common 

reference frame. The actual number of reference frames employed would, of course, 

depend on the number of bodies encountered in a particular problem. However, for 

this study six types of reference frames are employed (Figure 2-3 ). These are: 

(i) The inertial reference frame. To, taken to be fixed at the earth's center. 

(ii) The first of the noninertial reference frames, referred to as the orbital frame, is 

denoted by Tg. Its origin, Og, is located at the instantaneous center of mass of 

the system, Cf. 

(iii) The central body frame, which is a body-fixed reference frame, is denoted as Tc-

The location of this frame on the central body, in general, is arbitrary. However, 

it is often convenient to take its origin at either the geometric center or the mass 

center of the central body. 

(iv) The so-called "system" reference frame, Tp, with its axes oriented parallel to the 

axes of the central body frame, Tc, and its origin, Oc located at the instantaneous 

system center of mass. 

(v) The body-fixed reference frame for B^, denoted J^j, whose origin Oj is located at 

the interface between the bodies Be and B^. 
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Figure 2-3 Reference frames used in the formulation of the probl
em. 
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(vi) The body-fixed reference frame for members Bij, denoted as J^^j, with the origin, 

Oij, located at the interface between the bodies B^ and -Bj j . 

2.2.3 Position Vectors of Elemental Masses 

In order to develop expressions for the kinetic and potential energies of the system, 

the position, displacement and velocity vectors of mass elements in bodies Be, Bi 

and Bij must be expressed with respect to the inertial reference frame To- This is 

achieved by establishing a path to the central body, and then extending it to the 

secondary {Bj) and tertiary {Bij) bodies. The position vector of a mass element 

drric in body Be is expressed with respect to Oc by the vector pc. Oc is, in turn, 

defined with respect to To by the vectors Rem and Ccm- Rem is the position vector 

of the instantaneous system center of mass {Cf) while Ccm defines the position of Cf 

with respect to Oc- The displacement of the mass element druc from its undeformed 

position is given by 6c-

In an analogous fashion, the position of a mass element in body 5 j , denoted drrii, 

is defined with respect to Oc by first referring the origin O^ of the frame Ti by the 

vector dj. The mass element is then referred to Oi by the position vector pj and the 

displacement vector Si- Note that d^ includes both the position and the displacement 

of Oi-- By extension, a mass element in body Bij, denoted drriij, is referred to Oc 

by di, dij, Pij and 6ij. dij is the vector which defines Oij, the origin of the frame 

Tij, with respect to Oj, the origin of the frame Ti-

Orientation of the reference frame Ti relative to the frame Tc is defined by the 

3 x 3 coordinate transformation or rotation matrix Cf. Similarly, orientation of the 

frame Tij relative to Ti is defined by the matrix C j . . 

The transformation matrix Cf is defined as the rotation matrix which, when pre-
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multiplied by a vector projected onto frame ^ j , results in the vector being projected 

onto frame Tc-, 

OLr = Ci di. 1 " 2 - (2.1) 

In general, the relative rotation of body B^ with respect to body Be can be decom

posed into three successive rotations: due to flexure of the body Be, denoted by C? ; 

caused by rigid body orientation, written as C?^.; and finally, the slewing motion of 

Bi with respect to Be given by Cf „, 
1,5 

cf = c?,c[;,cF,. (2.2) 

Furthermore, in each of the three rotations above, a specific Euler angle sequence is 

adopted, whereby a rotation a^ is first performed about the y axis, followed by a2 

about the resulting x axis, and finally 0:3 about the resulting z axis, 

C?^ = C 2 ( a i ) C i ( a 2 ) C 3 ( a 3 ) , C = v,r, s. (2.3) 

In the above expression, the subscript for the "primitive" rotation matrix, C, signifies 

the axis about which the rotation takes place (i.e. l = x,2 = y,3 = z), and the 

subscript for a represents the order in which the rotations take place. The primitive 

rotation matrices are defined as: 

C2 (« l ) = 

C i ( a 2 ) = 

C3(a3) = 

cosa i 0 s i n a i 
0 1 0 

— s i n a i 0 cosa^ 

1 0 0 
0 cos a2 ~ sin a2 
0 sin a2 cos a2 

cos a^ — sin Q3 0 
sin 0:3 cos 03 0 

0 0 1 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(2.4c) 

The Euler angles for a fixed orientation, denoted by the superscript r {a'[, 0.2, oi^) 
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remain, of course, constant. However, when a slewing maneuver is present, either 

prescribed (specified), or as a motion governed by the joint dynamics (joint angles are 

degrees of freedom), the Euler angles for slewing motion, denoted by the superscript 

s (ccp a2, 0:3), are not constant with time. Furthermore, when the central body is 

flexible, the angles in the transformation matrix due to flexibility, denoted by the 

superscript v ( a ^ a2, 0:3), are functions of the flexibility generalized coordinates of 

the central body. 

In the case of joint motion, the angles in the transformation matrix are identi

cally those as either prescribed or the generalized coordinates. However, in the case 

of rotation due to flexibility, the Euler angles must be related to the flexibility gener

alized coordinates. Since the plate members are conflned to be terminal bodies, the 

relationships for only beam rotation are required. 

Consider a beam element, located at x*, to deflect by Sy and Sz in the y and z 

directions, respectively (Figure 2-4 ). In addition, let the beam element rotate due 

to flexure by 7 in the negative y direction, and by /3 in the z direction. Note, 7 is the 

angle between the tangent of the projection of the beam element on the x-z plane 

and the x axis. Similarly, /? is the angle between the tangent of the projection of the 

beam element on the x-y plane and the x axis. Because these rotations take place 

simultaneously in both the directions, /3 and 7 do not equate exactly to the Euler 

angles, a'^ and a^, respectively. Also, when torsional motion is not included, a2 = 0 

The equations relating /3 and 7 can be shown to be: 

/? = -al; (2.5a) 

7 = arctan if . (2.5b) 

\ cos a^ J 

It can be seen that to the first order approximation (5 — —a\ and 7 = 03. The 
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Figure 2-4 Deflection and rotations of a beam element. 
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relationships between /3, 7 and the flexibility generalized coordinates are: 

tan/3 = 

tan 7 = 

9(5„ 

dx 

86, 

= E ^ifi 

dx 

n 

= E 
^=1 

dx 

d4i_ 
dx 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

where ipy{x) and ipzi^), are the shape functions for beam deflections in the y and 

z directions, respectively, and P (t) and Q (t) are the corresponding generalized 

coordinates used in the assumed modes method. Expressions for the first and second 

time derivatives of the transformation matrix C?, as well as its derivatives with 

respect to the flexibility generalized coordinates P and Q , can be developed from 

the above equations in a rather straightforward manner. In addition to the orientation 

of a body, it is also necessary to define its position relative to the adjacent one. The 

position vector for the body B^ relative to the body Be is denoted dj. Similarly, dij 

denotes the location of Bij relative to B^. As with the transformation matrices, the 

position vector d^, in general, consists of three unique contributions: from the rigid 

position, denoted by o?[; the flexure of the central body, dV; and the translation of 

body Bi, given by JJ, 

di = £ + i; + d^,. 

The first two contributions can be further expressed as: 

(2.7) 

x 
yr 4 = pcio,) = <; 0 

0 ^ 
(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

while the third is considered to be prescribed, i.e. its time history is specified as a 

particular function of time. The derivatives of d^ with respect to both time and the 
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flexibility generalized coordinates can be evaluated readily. 

2.2.4 Spacecraft Pos i t ion and Orientat ion in Space 

In terms of orbital mechanics, the proposed problem can be posed as that of 

a spacecraft with its center of mass at Cf following an arbitrary trajectory under 

the influence of a central force due to the gravitational attraction of a spherical, 

homogeneous earth. The position of Cf is given by six orbital elements: p, i, oo, e, Rem 

and 6 (Figure 2-5 ). These elements are defined below: 

• p longitude of the ascending node ; 

• i inclination of the orbit ; 

• uj argument of the perigee point ; 

• e orbit eccentricity ; 

• Rem instantaneous orbit radius (distance to the c m . ) ; 

• 6 true anomaly . 

The first three parameters define the orbital plane and the orientation of the axis 

of the orbit, while the fourth determines the shape of the orbit. These parameters 

are fixed for a given problem. The last two elements are functions of time. Note that 

the inclination of the orbit, i, is defined as the angle between the orbital plane and 

the ecliptic plane, i.e. the plane of the earth's orbit about the sun. These six orbital 

elements are sufficient to describe the motion of the center of mass of an orbiting body. 

However, for a body with finite dimensions, its orientation needs to be specified. At 

least three additional angular parameters are required to specify the orientation of 

an object in orbit. In some cases, use of a fourth parameter avoids the problem of 

a singularity in the transformation that arises for certain combinations of spacecraft 

orientation and rotation sequence [2]. These angular parameters are not unique, and 
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Figure 2-5 Orbital position of the spacecraft model. 
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may be chosen to satisfy the specific needs of the problem at hand. 

The combination of ^, />, i and ui completely specify the orientation of the orbital 

reference frame (jT,) at any instant in time. Two unique configurations of the orbital 

reference frame are employed in this study to avoid the problem of singularities inher

ent when three angular parameters are used to specify the relative rotation between 

the system (J^p) and orbital frames (^s). In the first case (configuration A), the axes 

Xs, Yg and Zg are oriented along the orbit normal, local vertical, and local horizon

tal, respectively. In the second case (configuration B), however, the Xs, Yg and Zg 

axes are aligned with the local vertical, local horizontal, and orbit normal directions, 

respectively. 

The orientation of the system reference frame (Tp) relative to the orbital frame 

(Tg) is defined by a set of modified Eulerian rotations, which are a sequence of 

three successive rotations. For configuration A, these are defined as follows: pitch, 

denoted by -0, a rotation about the Xg axis; roll, denoted by (f), a rotation about 

the resulting Z axis; and finally, yaw, denoted by A, a rotation about the resulting 

Y axis. For configuration B, the order of rotation, and the Euler angle notations 

with respect to the local vertical, local horizontal, and orbit normal directions are 

preserved employing the following sequence: pitch rotation (V'), about the Zg axis; 

roll rotation (0) about the resulting Y axis; and finally, a yaw rotation (A) about the 

resulting X axis. 

The librational angular velocity, which is the angular velocity of the system ref

erence frame (J^p) relative to the inertial reference frame (^o), is denoted uJP'", and 

can, for configuration A, be shown to be, 

uP'° =: uj =^[(tp + 9) COS (f) COS A — 0 sin X]ip + [—{ip + 0) sin 0 -I- X]jp 

+ [{'(p+ 9) cos(l)S\nX +^cos\]kp. (2.9) 
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The corresponding expression for the configuration B has the form, 

w =[A — ('0 4- 9) sin (/>]zp + [(•̂  + 9) cos <;6 sin A + 0 cos X}jp 

+ [{ip+ 9) cos (j) cos X-(j) sin X]kp. (2.10) 

2.2.5 Posit ion and Velocity Vectors of Elemental Masses 

For an assemblage of bodies which are allowed to translate and rotate relative 

to one another, the kinetic energy of the system is best obtained by summing the 

kinetic energies of the individual bodies. Furthermore, if one or more of the bodies 

are flexible, then the kinetic energy of those members may be defined in a differential 

form and subsequently integrated over the individual body. Therefore, the velocity 

"field" over the domain of the body must be developed. With this in mind, the 

position vectors of elemental masses in each of bodies Be, Bi and B^j, from the 

center of the earth, are first defined. With respect to the system reference frame J^p, 

they can be expressed as: 

Re —Rem ~ Ccm + Pc + ^c'l (2-11) 

Ri=Rcm-Ccm+di + C\{pi + 6i)- (2.12) 

Ri,j =-Rcm - Ccm + di + C\di^j + C ? C J j ( p i j + 6i^j). (2.13) 

Furthermore, the position vector of the instantaneous system cm., also from the earth 

center, denoted Rem, can be defined with respect to the same reference frame {Tp) 

as 

Re 
i f / " - # - [ / • - ^ /• 

-•— i Rcdruc + 22 / Rid^i + V! / 
•'W iJmc -^i Jm^ j = l "^ 

rc^jCiTn^j 

j = l - ^ ^ M 

, (2.14) 
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where 

N 

M =mc + 2_. "̂ i + yj"^' 
Â ,-

i j (2.15) 
i= l '- 3 = 1 

is the total mass of the assemblage of bodies. 

Substituting equations (2.11) to (2.13) into equation (2.14), yields an expression 

for the shift in the system center of mass, Ccm, as measured from the center of the 

central body frame (^c), 

TV 

^cm — 
M 

N, 

iPc + Sc)dmc + Y, / idi + C^{pi + 6i))dmi 

+ Y1 [ ^^i + ̂ f^iJ + ̂ f^lM'J + kj))dmij \. (2.16) 

Next equations (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.16) are differentiated to obtain the 

expressions for velocities of mass elements in bodies Be, B^ and B^j, as well as 

the shift in the system cm. Note, although the position and velocity vectors are 

measured relative to Oo, the origin of the inertial reference frame, they are proiected 

onto reference frame J^p-. 

Re =Rcm - Ccm + 4 + <^^^° X {-Ccm + Pc + 4 ) ; (2.17) 

Ri —Rem - Ccm + di + Cf{pi + 5i) 4- C?(5j 

+d;^/° X {-Ccm + di + C\{pi + 5i)); (2.18) 

i,j ~Rcm — Ccm + "i + Cj d{j + Cj d^j + Cj Cj j (p j j + ^ij) 

+C3P/'' X {-Ccm + di + C^dij + C9C\.{pij + 6ij)); (2.19) 
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JrriA A 

+CfCJj(f t j + 6i^j) + CfCjj^i jJdmij (2.2Q) 

Here Rc^ Ri and ^ j j are time derivatives relative to the inertial reference frame To, 

while all other time derivatives are w.r.t. the non-inertial reference frame J^c-

2.3 Modeling of Structural Vibrations 

2.3.1 Discretization of Flexible Motion 

The dynamics of multibody flexible space structures includes attitude motion 

(libration), joint motion, as well as elastic deformations. The dynamics governing 

attitude and joint motion is expressed in terms of Ordinary Differential Equations 

(ODE), which are generally coupled and nonlinear. On the other hand, the time 

dependent elastic deformations of a distributed parameter system require Partial Dif

ferential Equations (PDE) for their description. Thus a multibody flexible system 

is characterized by a set of hybrid or mixed ordinary-partial differential equations. 

While each librational degree of freedom contributes one generalized coordinate, the 

vibration of even a simple distributed parameter system leads to an infinite set. For

tunately, by expressing the elastic deformations as a product of a finite number of 

mode shapes or admissible functions and generalized coordinates, one is able to rep

resent the system dynamics with a reasonable engineering accuracy [79]. The manner 

in which this is accomplished is, of course, critical to the level of accuracy achieved 

in the resulting model. The discretization process can be introduced either after the 
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hybrid governing equations have been derived, or after the expressions for the system 

energies are obtained (i.e. before the equations of motion are actually derived). In 

this study the latter approach is taken. 

Several popular procedures have been proposed for discretizing the flexible char

acter of a structure, including the use of the finite element, Rayleigh-Ritz, and sub-

structuring methods. The objective is to approximate the continuous displacement 

variable(s), which gives rise to a differential eigenvalue problem, by a set of discrete 

variables, leading to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. It is important to note that , 

generally speaking, the differential eigenvalue problem is not solvable, while the alge

braic one is [80]. 

2.3.2 Discret izat ion via Fini te Element M e t h o d 

Application of the finite element method, also referred to as the system modes 

approach, to the solution of a general boundary-value problem involves [81] the de

velopment of the variational or weak form of the governing differential equations 

and the determination of its approximate solution through the use of finite elements. 

The term "finite element" refers to the division of the problem domain into grids or 

meshes. The approximate equations are solved at the finite element or subdomain 

level after the continuous variable is represented as a number of discrete ones through 

the use of element level shape functions. As the mesh size used to discretize the struc

ture is made sufficiently fine (depending on the complexity of the structure, among 

other factors), the solution to the approximate problem converges to tha t of the "real 

problem." However, for a complex problem, this generally requires a large number 

of nodal coordinates corresponding to the fine mesh used. Obviously, the numerical 

solution to such a problem would be not only time consuming and memory intensive, 

but also subject to inaccuracies inherent in many numerical algorithms employed for 
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large dimensional systems. This is especially true of algorithms related to matrix 

computations. 

The use of the finite element method for discretization is fairly common in the 

study of flexible spacecraft models with a fixed geometry, that is, for spacecraft with

out any deployment, translation or slewing maneuvers [65,71]. Suleman [12] extended 

this approach to study the dynamics of spacecraft with a varying geometry due to 

translating and slewing members. In employing this method, the actual nodal degrees 

of freedom may be used directly, although it is not desirable because this introduces 

far too many degrees of freedom. Instead, the use of the natural modes of the sys

tem as computed from the finite element analysis of the structure are preferred for 

discretization. 

2.3.3 R a y l e i g h - R i t z Discret izat ion 

In the Rayleigh-Ritz approach, a number of shape or admissible functions, defined 

over the entire structure, are used for discretization. These functions have to satisfy 

all geometric boundary conditions present in the system. On the other hand, compar

ison functions satisfy both the natural and the geometric boundary conditions [82]. 

Neither of these functions, in general, exactly satisfy the governing equations. The 

advantage is the reduction of the system to a smaller order, with adequate accuracy, 

compared to that obtained using the finite element method. Conversely, for a sys

tem characterized by complicated boundary conditions, the selection of appropriate 

admissible functions is a difficult task. As such the method is not particularly suited 

to systems characterized by interconnected flexible bodies. 

2.3.4 Discret izat ion via Substructuring 

This approach is particularly suited to flexible multibody systems and is com-
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monly referred to as sub structuring or component modes synthesis. It has elements of 

the two methods described earlier. The structure is first decomposed into a number 

of constituent components or substructures, for which admissible functions are more 

readily obtained. These functions or "component modes" usually include rigid body, 

normal or displacement, static deflection, and constraint modes [83], and may also 

contain experimentally obtained shape functions [80]. Although the shape functions 

for the individual components are first considered separately, compatibility conditions 

are eventually imposed in the form of constraint equations. They ensure that the as

semblage of bodies indeed represents a single structure rather than a collection of 

disjointed bodies. These conditions are typically related to the matching of displace

ments, and slopes or rotations of adjacent bodies at their interfaces. Although the 

approach is an extension of the Rayleigh-Ritz method to a multibody system, it can 

also be viewed as a special case of the finite element method where each component 

represents a single finite element [80]. 

One advantage of discretization through substructuring over the finite element 

method is the fact that, in many cases, it is compatible with the real engineering 

and system integration issues inherent in space related projects. Typically, different 

contractors or subcontractors are responsible for different substructures of a system, 

employing different methods of analyses, software, etc. The integration of the informa

tion required for discretization is made much simpler if each responsible organization 

or agency simply provides the modal characteristics of its component, rather than 

the structural parameters, from which a new finite element model can be developed 

to analyze the entire system. Furthermore, any modification to a given component 

can now be incorporated with greater ease. 

Much of the research in the area has concentrated on the issues of the choice of 
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substructure modes and the efficient application of the geometric compatibility con

ditions. The approach taken by Hurty [84], and by Craig and Bampton [85], relies on 

the use of component modes obtained while treating all interfaces of a specific compo

nent as being fixed. This is repeated in sequence for all the components of the system. 

These modes, referred to as "fixed interface modes", are augmented by "constraint 

modes", obtained through sequentially imposing a unit deflection at each of the inter

face coordinates of the system, and computing the deformation shape. The resulting 

shape functions or modes are statically complete, meaning that any combination of 

force loading at the interfaces can be correctly represented by some combination of 

the constraint modes. It should be pointed out that Craig and Bampton employed a 

lumped mass model in their study. On the other hand, Benfield and Hruda [86] em

ployed "free interface" component modes which were modified by including the mass 

and stiffness effects of the adjoining components. While this procedure can result in a 

much improved mode set as the presence of the adjoining of bodies is at least partially 

incorporated, the computational complexity increases greatly when a large number of 

bodies are present. Furthermore, modification of any one component would require 

that each component mode set be recomputed. MacNeal [87] and Rubin [88] used a 

set of free interface modes along with "residual modes" to account for the effect of 

the neglected higher modes. MacNeal accounted only for their static contributions, 

while Rubin's study also considered inertial and dissipative effects. 

Spanos and Tsuha [89] applied the Craig-Bampton, Benfield-Hruda and MacNeal-

Rubin approaches of component modes synthesis to study the low frequency system 

dynamics of Galileo, a dual-spin spacecraft. It consists of a rotor and a stator, both 

flexible, and a rigid platform. The component modes were computed using the NAS-

TRAN finite element package. All three methods were found to work equally well. 
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2.3.5 Discretization by the Assumed Modes Method 

Yet another procedure to spatial discretization, which may be considered to be 

a special case of substructuring, is the method of assumed modes. Here, a finite 

number of component level shape functions, which are taken to be admissible func

tions, are used in conjunction with the Lagrangian approach to develop the equations 

of motion. These admissible functions must be from a complete set, meaning that 

the mean square error between the continuous variable and its discretized version, 

can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number of admissible functions used 

in representing the discretized variable. For a multibody system, the formulation 

may be developed in such a way that the geometric compatibility conditions, which 

ensure the integrity of the multibody assemblage, are incorporated directly in the 

systems kinematics. This is in contrast to the component modes synthesis method 

where constraint conditions are applied after the equations of motion, for generalized 

coordinates governing individual bodies, are obtained to eliminate the redundant de

grees of freedom. The shape functions, which satisfy only the geometric boundary 

conditions, do not, in general, satisfy the governing hybrid differential equations. If 

they did indeed solve them, the shape functions would be the system eigenvectors or 

eigenfunctions [90]. It is desirable that the linear combination of the chosen shape 

functions approximate the system eigenvectors, and therefore render the Rayleigh 

quotient essentisllY stationary [90]. Rayleigh's quotient, IZ, is given by 

-J 
u ^[M]u 

n{u) = J = x^^^:^^, (2.21) 

where K, M and u are the system stiffness matrix, mass matrix, and shape function 

vector, respectively. For a shape function different from a system eigenfunction Ur by 
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a small amount, say e, 

U^ur + e, (2.22) 

Rayleigh's quotient gives an upper bound to the corresponding system eigenvalue or 

natural frequency, 

a;2 = ^2 + C(e-^e). (2.23) 

As alluded to earlier, the assumed shape functions need only satisfy the geometric 

boundary conditions. Therefore, it is possible to use a variety of shape functions 

including low-order polynomials. The use of polynomials has a number of advantages 

including the relative computational ease, and the fact that their determination is not 

based on the mass and stiffness properties of the components. They are also, of course, 

more plentiful than the eigenfunctions of a component [91, 92]. However, it has been 

demonstrated that in some cases, a large number of polynomial shape functions may 

be required when a fewer number of component eigenfunctions would have sufficed as 

admissible functions [80]. 

The method of assumed modes is particularly attractive when one is able to 

identify a set of admissible functions which approximate the system eigenfunctions. 

While there is no possible way of being sure of the closeness of the admissible functions 

to the resulting eigenfunctions or nornial modes a priori, engineering judgement can 

be helpful. For example, Meirovitch [82] discusses how the admissible functions of 

a given system can be taken as the actual eigenfunctions of a related system with a 

simpler eigenvalue problem, but with identical geometric boundary conditions. As an 

example, he discusses the use of the natural modes of a simple cantilever beam as the 

admissible functions for a rotating cantilever beam. 
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2.3.6 Discretization via Quasi—Comparison Functions 

In the Rayleigh-Ritz method, and indeed in the method of substructuring, the 

convergence of the approximate solution to the exact one is guaranteed as long as the 

admissible functions used are from a complete set. This in itself is an encouraging 

result because the admissible functions do not have to satisfy the natural bound

ary conditions or the differential equations. However, the rate of convergence, which 

is not addressed by the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, can depend greatly on the set of 

admissible functions employed [93]. In theory, a complete set will guarantee conver

gence, although it is often very slow. This can be traced to the fact that a finite 

set of admissible functions frequently does not satisfy the natural boundary condi

tions. Therefore, the concept of completeness, while mathematically rigorous, attains 

reduced importance when practical computational factors, such as retaining as few 

degrees of freedom as necessary, are considered. The problem would then appear to be 

solvable if comparison functions, which satisfy all the boundary conditions, natural as 

well as geometric, are used. However, for complex systems with interconnected mem

bers, this is not feasible, as the natural boundary conditions would be dependent on 

the dynamics of the adjacent members. Therefore, the effort involved in determining 

the comparison functions would be prohibitive. 

It is important to note that each comparison function would have to satisfy all 

the natural boundary conditions. Meirovitch and Kwak [93-95] have shown that the 

use of certain classes of admissible functions, capable of satisfying the natural bound

ary conditions in finite linear combination, can greatly improve convergence. These 

functions, named quasi-comparison functions, taken individually behave as admissi

ble functions and collectively as comparison functions. Furthermore, besides being 

complete in energy, they can also be considered to be complete in boundary condi-
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tions. Interestingly, it has been shown that in some cases the use of quasi-comparison 

functions yields better results than those obtained with comparison functions [93]. 

2.3.7 M o d e l i n g of Transverse Vibrat ions 

In the present study, the approach taken in formulating the governing equations 

of motion is a general one. Therefore, the expressions for the system kinetic and 

gravitational potential energies, as well as their contributions to the Lagrange equa

tions of motion, are developed in a fashion which does not limit the flexible bodies 

to be of a particular type. Furthermore, the nature of the elastic deformations expe

rienced by the structural members is kept arbitrary. Hence, the equations of motion 

are applicable to a wide variety of flexible multibody systems. Of course, for a nu

merical implementation to study the dynamics of a speciflc system, the nature of the 

flexible bodies and their deformations will have to be specified. However, t he gen

eral approach to the problem makes it a powerful tool. The procedure is represented 

schematically in Figure 2-6 . It shows the specific implementation of the formulation 

adopted in this study (shaded ellipse), as well as other possible applications. 

The advantage of the general approach used in formulating the kinetic and gravi

tational potential energy expressions is illustrated by the following example. Consider 

a system consisting of interconnected beams undergoing torsional vibrations. Follow

ing the approach described above, one has only to equate the deflection terms in the 

final governing equations to expressions unique for beams undergoing torsional vibra

tions. This methodology obviates the need for rederiving the governing equations of 

motion for different systems of interest. Obviously, the savings in time and effort is 

significant as will become apparent in a later section when details of the governing 

equations are discussed. 
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General Multibody Formulation for Generic Flexible Bodies 

Numerical Implemetation for Plates and Beams 
in Bending and Torsion, Rigid Bodies in rotation 

Numerical Implementation 
for Plates and Beams in 

Torsion 

Numerical Implementation 
for Rigid Bodies and 

Strings 

Figure 2-6 Schematic representation showing potential of the formulation and 
its implementation in the present thesis. 

For the elastic strain energy, the expressions are dependent on the type of the 

flexible body (e.g. string, beam, plate, shell, membrane) and the nature of vibration 

(longitudinal, transverse, torsional). Fortunately, as shown later, the expressions for 

strain energy as well as its contribution to the governing equations of motion are 

much simpler than those for kinetic or gravitational potential energy contributions. 

The class of systems considered for the numerical implementation is comprised of 

beams and plates, which are taken to vibrate transversely. The central body (Be) is 
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assumed to be a beam-type structure or an arbitrary rigid body. Bi and B^j bodies 

may be rigid, beam or plate-like structural members, the latter as terminal bodies. 

In other words, a plate-type B^ body may not have any B^j member attached to it. 

This modeling choice is motivated by the design and layout of existing and future 

spacecraft in which plate-like solar arrays, heat rejection radiators and antennae are 

never intermediate bodies in a "branch" of the tree topology. 

The position vector of a mass element in a body (rigid or flexible) is given in terms 

of a cartesian coordinate system, that is with x, y and z representing the components 

of the vector. For generic flexible bodies, components u, v and w are used to represent 

the deformations of the mass element in the x, y and z directions, respectively, i.e. 

(2.24) 

When a rigid body is considered, orientation of its body fixed coordinate frame 

may be entirely arbitrary, provided that the first and second mass moments of inertia 

are consistently expressed with respect to the chosen orientation of the coordinate 

frame. However, for flexible bodies, a specific convention is adopted in order to make 

the formulation more efficient. For beam-type bodies, the beam axis is taken to be 

in the x direction, and the transverse vibrations are permitted in both the y and z 

directions. This convention is adopted for all beam-type structures, be they Be, B^ 

or Bij level bodies. Therefore, the position, p, and deformation, 6, vectors of an 

element of mass in a beam-type body are given by: 

(2.25) 

0 
6 = ^.^={ E L l < ( ^ ) ^ ' W ) , (2.26) 
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where $ and q are the matrix of admissible functions and vector of associated gen

eralized coordinates used in discretizing the body, respectively. In terms of scalar 

quantities, the £-th admissible function in the y and z directions are given by -0,; and 

•02, respectively, while the associated generalized coordinates are P^ and Q^. 

For bodies modeled as rectangular plates, the y direction is aligned along the 

fixed edge of the plate (i.e. the edge which is connected to the neighbouring body), 

the X coordinate is taken to be perpendicular to the fixed edge and in the plane of 

the plate, while the z direction in which the plate is assumed to vibrate, is normal 

the plate. The position, p, and deformation, 5, vectors of an element of mass in a 

plate are given by: 

\ x\ 
(2.27) 

° \ 
5 = $ .g '=<( 0 ) . (2.28) 

Here, the admissible functions, which are defined over the x, j/-domain, are repre

sented by r]^{x,y), and the corresponding generalized coordinated by H (t). 

Many satellites and space structures can be modeled essentially as rigid bodies to 

which are attached beam and plate-type appendages. The rigid body may represent 

the satellite bus while the beams and plates the antennae and solar arrays, respec

tively. The satellite bus is usually the most massive, often more than a hundred times 

in weight than any other part of the satellite (e.g. INdian communications SATellite 

INS AT, Japanese Space Flyer Unit SFU). In these cases, the flexible components are 

best modeled as cantilevered beams and plates. Therefore, the logical choice for ad

missible functions is the family of corresponding eigenfunctions. This results in a set 

of admissible functions completely satisfying the geometric boundary conditions (i.e. 
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zero slope and deflection) at the clamped end, and the natural boundary conditions 

(i.e. zero moment and shear force) at the free end. 

In some cases, best illustrated by the proposed Space Station, the central body 

(power boom) itself is flexible. Now, the modeling of the flexible character requires 

more attention. Furthermore, the Power Boom weighs approximately 150,000 kg, 

while the second most massive structure, the station radiator, has a mass of around 

1, 400 kg. Therefore, the central body can be approximated as a free-free beam while 

other flexible members can be modeled as cantilevered or clamped-free beams and 

plates. 

2.3.8 Mode l ing of B e a m Vibrat ion 

For beam-type bodies, the Euler-BernouUi beam theory, which does not model 

the effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia, is employed in the formulation. 

The partial differential equation governing this type of beam flexure, in the absence 

of external loading, is given [96] 

EIzz^^] + ^ 6 ^ - ^ - 0 . (2.29) 

Hence, m^ represents the beam mass per unit length, and EIzz the flexural rigidity in 

the y direction. An analogous expression can be written for beam deflections in the z 

direction. The boundary conditions can be of four types: related to the shear force, 

bending moment, deflection and rotation experienced by the beam at the boundaries. 

The former two are referred to as natural boundary conditions, while the latter two as 

geometric boundary conditions. The natural boundary conditions can be represented 

as: 
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Ml{x) = Eh,^- (2.30) 

where V^ and M.^^ denote the beam shear force and bending moments, respectively, in 

the directions indicated by the subscripts. Corresponding expressions can be written 

for flexure in the z direction. 

Equation (2.29) can be solved exactly by taking the beam deflection v{x,t) to be 

a function of both time, Y{t), and the spatial domain, ^(x) as 

v{x,t)^(t>{x)Y{t). (2.31) 

Of particular interest is the solution for (j){x), because the family of shape functions 

under various loading conditions will be used subsequently as admissible and quasi-

comparison functions. These shape functions are excellent candidates as admissible 

functions as, in a number of cases, the boundary conditions experienced by individual 

bodies in a multibody system approximate the fundamental loading conditions for 

which the exact shape functions can be found readily (e.g. free-free, clamped-free). 

Furthermore, shape functions for other loading conditions (e.g. clamped-clamped) 

can be used in conjunction with the admissible functions to form the set of quasi-

comparison functions. The general form for cf) is [96] 

(f){x) — Ai sin ax + A2 cos ax + A3 sinh ax + A^ cosh ax, (2.32) 

where: a — A/L; Ai,... ,A^ are constants which depend on the boundary conditions; 

A, a multi-valued frequency parameter given by a transcendental equation, which 

depends on the boundary conditions; and L denotes the beam length. For several 

boundary conditions, these relations are summarized in Table 2-1 [97]. 
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Table 2-1 Euler-Bernoulli beam shape function parameters 

The coefficients have the value: 

^3 = Ai, ^2 = ^4 = 1, 

As = -Ai, ^2 = - ^ 4 = - l , 

As = -Ai, ^2 = - ^ 4 = ^ - 1 , 

Boundary Condition 

Free-Free 

Clamped-Free 

Clamped-Clamped 

Equation for A 

cos A cosh A — 1 = 0 

cos A cosh A + 1 = 0 

cos A cosh A — 1 = 0 

Formula for ^ i 

cos A—cosh A 
sinh A—sin A 

sinh A—sin A 
cosh A+cos A 

cosh A—cos A 
sinhA—sin A 

free-free beam; 

clamped-free beam; 

clamped-clamped beam. 

2.3.9 Modeling of Plate Vibration 

The governing equations of motion for a rectangular plate, developed under the 

classical assumptions (thin plate and small deflections, plane sections remain plane) 

is given by [98] 

d w d w d w m-D d w 
+ 2- + -7r^ + 0, (2.33) 

5a;4 dx'^y'^ dy"^ D dt^ 

where: rhp is the plate mass per unit area; and D, the flexural rigidity of the plate, 

is expressed as 

D (2.34) 
12(1-1/2)-

Here, E and u refer to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the plate material, 

respectively, while h is the plate thickness. 

The geometric boundary conditions for displacement and slopes, lu, dwjdx and 

dw/dy^ can be evaluated easily for various loading conditions. The expressions relat-
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ing the moments and the shear forces are [99]: 

VUx,y) = -D 

Vyix,y) = -D^(^ 

dx ydx"^ dip' ) 

w 
dx"^ dy^ 

Ml{x,y) = -D 
d^w d^w 

+ u-dx^ dy'^ 
2.,, g2^ 

Mxy{x, y) = -Mlx{x, y) = D{1 - v) 
d" w 
dxdy 

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

(2.35c) 

(2.35d) 

(2.35e) 

The convention adopted for the shear forces and bending moments is illustrated in 

Figure 2-7 . 

Figure 2-7 Shear forces and bending moments for plates. 

In addition to the bending moments and shear forces, there also exist a pair of 

twisting moments as shown in Figure 2-7. The boundary conditions can be applied 
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directly from equations (2.35a-e). 

As in the case of the beam, what is of particular interest is the family of eigen

functions with various boundary conditions. If such eigenfunctions are available, they 

can then be used as admissible functions for plate elements in the multibody system. 

Considering the three fundamental types of boundary conditions, namely free, simply 

supported and clamped, 21 unique cases exist. Exact eigenfunctions can be obtained 

for the six cases when two opposite edges of a plate are simply supported [98, 100]. 

However, for the remaining 15 cases, only approximate eigenfunctions are available. 

An excellent set of admissible functions can be obtained by forming a product of the 

beam eigenfunctions with the appropriate boundary conditions [97, 98, 100]. There

fore, the deformation of a plate mass element as given in equation (2.28) can be 

rewritten as, 

- f ' 
6= { 0 } , (2.36) 

where ip^{x) and (f>^{y) are appropriate beam eigenfunctions satisfying the boundary 

conditions at x = 0, Ip, and y = —•Wp/2, Wp/2, respectively. It should be reiterated 

that these eigenfunctions, when used to form the plate admissible functions, satisfy 

the boundary conditions completely when a clamped or simply supported edge is 

encountered, but only approximately for a free edge. Nevertheless, this approach is 

found to give results that are quite accurate and is employed in the present study for 

modeling plate vibrations. 

2.4 Kinetic Energy 

The kinetic energy, T, for the general system considered in this study, can be 
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determined by evaluating the following expression, 

N 

T^U I {Rc-Rc)dmc + J2 I {Ri-Ri)dm 

+ S / (Rij • Ri,j) druij 
j = l-''^i,j 

(2.37) 

where Re, Ri and R^j are given by equations (2.17-2.19). After a considerable 

amount of cancellation, and grouping together of identical terms (Appendix I), the 

system kinetic energy can be written as 

1 

+2 
u'^lsys^ + ^'^H, (2.38) 

where: u is the system angular velocity vector; Isys) the system inertia matrix; and 

H, the system angular momentum vector about the central body reference frame, 

Tc- The contributions from various sources are reflected in equation (2.38), with 

^uj Isys w representing the effect of librational motion and Co H due to the coupling 

between librational, translational, slewing and spacecraft flexibility. Other contribu

tions are denoted by the following subscripts: 

orb orbital motion; 

cm shift in the center of mass motion; 

h translation motion (due to both specified translation and flexibility) 

between Be and J5j as well as B^ and B j j bodies; 

V vibration; 

s rotation (due to both slewing and flexibility) between Be, Bi, and Bj , 

B^j bodies; 

h, s coupling between translation and rotation; 
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h, V coupling between translation and vibration; 

s,v coupling between rotation and vibration. 

The system inertia matrix can also be written as a sum of its components, each 

representing the contributions of the above effects, 

Isys =Icm + Ir + Ih + Iv + Ih,r + Ih,v + I r , v (2.39) 

The new subscript, r, denotes the rigid body contribution. Likewise, the system 

angular momentum vector, H can also be written as 

H =Hcm + Hfi + Hy + Hfij. + Hfiy + Hr^v + Hr,s + Hy^s + Hf^g. (2.40) 

The details are presented in Appendix L It must be emphasized that these expressions 

for the system kinetic energy are completely general, and in their present form can 

be applied to any flexible multibody system. No assumption regarding the geometry 

(i.e. beam, plate, membrane, string) or the nature of the deformation (i.e. torsional, 

bending, longitudinal vibrations) of the individual bodies of the system has yet been 

made. 

2.5 Potential Energy 

There are two sources of contributions to the potential energy, U, of the spacecraft 

model under consideration: the gravitational energy, Ug\ and the strain energy due 

to elastic deformations, Ue-

2.5.1 Gravitational Potential Energy 

The potential energy of the multibody model due to Earth's gravitation field can 
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be expressed exactly as 

I JTHC •"•C •_•, -JTrn ^H •_-, Jrr 
(2.41) 

R-i 
'mij ^"^J 

Substituting for Re, R-i and R^j (eqs. 2.11-2.13) into the above equation, expanding 

and neglecting terms of order Rem~ and higher, Ug can be written as [14]: 

IJ,eM /^e , rx 1 , 3 ^ e ^-T-^ Ug = - ^ r f ^ t r a c e [ I s y s ] + - f ^ i Isys^, (2.42) 

where i is the direction cosine vector of Rem with respect to the coordinate frame 

J^p. i is given by the following expression, 

£ = (cos ip sin (/) cos A -I- sin -0 sin A) Zc -I- (cos tp cos 4>)je 

-(-(cosV'sin^sin A — sin'^cos A)^c- (2.43) 

2.5.2 Strain Energy 

In the development of a general formulation, it is desirable to specify the nature 

of the flexible structural elements as late as possible. As far as the kinetic and gravi

tational potential energies are concerned, this is feasible after obtaining the Lagrange 

equations of motion. However, this is not so with the strain energy. This is because 

a general expression for the strain energy applicable to an arbitrary elastic body is 

not available. Knowledge of the geometry of the flexible member, and character and 

nature of the deformation (bending, torsion, shear, etc.) is necessary. In the present 

study, focus is on beam and plate-type structural members. 

The strain energy of a beam in flexure in both transverse directions is given by 
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[101], 

u. 
1 

e,beam ', dx, (2.44) 

and the corresponding expression for a plate is [101] 

late c\ I u. e,pla D 
d^w\ . fd^w 

dx^ 
+ 2u 

dx'^ ) \ dy'^ 
d^w 

2. ^ 2 

+ ^5y2 
+ 2( l -zv) 

d^w\' 
dxdy 

dAr (2.45) 

For the multibody system topology described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.7 , the 

following convention is adopted in developing the generalized expression for the system 

strain energy. The central body, if flexible, is taken to be a beam element. The first 

Nfj of the Bi bodies (i.e. Bi, B2,- • • J-SAT, ) -̂re taken to be beam elements while the 

remaining {N — Nf,) members {B^ <i, 5jv,+2!- • • > -^jv) ^^^ considered to be plate 

elements. The Â^ bodies that are modeled as beams may have either beam or plate-

type appendages attached to them. For each B^ body {i = 1 , . . . , Nf,), the first A ĵ,. 

of the Bij bodies are taken to be beam elements, while the remaining {N^ — A^̂ .) are 

plate-type members. The flexural strain energy for such a system can be written as 

U, 

4^/ 
yy 

5V 
dx"^ 

+ EcI, CJ-Czz dxl 
dXr 

2.„6 

^i^iyy 
d^w 

dxj 
+ Eihzz dx} 

+ 

+ 

+ 2ui ' 
dx' 

dx^ 

2..,P' 
+ 2{\-Vi) 

dxidyi 
dAr 
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N. 

+ 

4 E E 

E^ ,;/, 

2 ^ - — jAr. 
DiJ 

+ dy' 
+ 2 ( l - ^ i , , ) 

« j 

2..,& S^iy 
» j 

2„6 ^ 2' 
«.J 

i j 

2,„P 5^u; 52.„P 
«J + 2u,, 

w • 
^,J 

dxijdyij 
dAr 

^,j 

dx 1,3 

2.„P 

(2.46) 

2.6 Structural D a m p i n g 

The effects of dissipation, such as structural damping, can be incorporated into the 

governing equations as nonconservative generalized forces, or, for viscous structural 

damping, through Rayleigh's dissipation function, TZ'^. This is defined as one-half of 

the instantaneous rate of mechanical energy dissipation occurring in the system [102]. 

The latter approach is employed here. The only dissipative effect considered is that 

due to the structural damping. Determination of a precise model for the structural 

damping is an area of research in itself. Here, the objective is to capture its overall 

effect on the system response. To that end, an equivalent viscous damping term is 

added to the conventional elastic stress-strain relationship (Hooke's Law) [96], 

a{t)^Ee{t) + Cse{t), (2.47) 

where: a is the uniaxial stress; e, the strain; and Cs, the damping modulus. By 

isolating the contribution of the viscous effects, the dissipation function for a beam, 

TV^, and plate, T^p, can be obtained: 

^ ^ ~ 2 
Csl. yy 

a2 w 
5x2 + Cslz dxy dx: (2.48) 
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2 / 4 , 
TZ'^ = - / F 

d^w\^ „ /'d^w\ (d^w 
+ 2u 

dAp- (2.49) 

where 

Csh^ 

The similarity between these expressions, and those for the corresponding strain en

ergies given by equations (2.44, 2.45) is obvious. In fact, Lagrange's equation, clearly 

showed contributions from elastic strain energy and viscous dissipation to have a 

similar form. 

2.7 Lagrange's Equat ions 

The governing equations of motion are obtained through application of the La-

grangian principle, 

d fdT\ dT dU dW^ ^ ^ ,^^^^ 

where: T and U are the kinetic and potential energies, respectively; <̂ j, the generalized 

coordinate; Q^ is the non-conservative generalized force associated with ^f, and TZ^ 

is Rayleigh's dissipation function. This represents a set of rig second order nonlinear 

differential equations, where Ug is the total number of generalized coordinates. The 

presence of actuators, such as Control Moment Gyros (CMG) and thrusters, will 

contribute to the generalized forces. 

The set of generalized coordinates include: the orbital degrees-of-freedom, Rem 

and 9; the librational degrees-of-freedom, 0, (p and A; the flexibility generalized coor

dinates, denoted as QC, Qi and q^j for the flexible Be, Bi and B^j bodies, respectively; 
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and the joint degrees of freedom a! (£ = 1 , . . . , 3) for the Bi bodies and o;! for 

the Bij bodies. Of course, not all the generalized coordinates are required for the 

different cases of interest. 

The orbital coordinates. Rem and 9, are treated as generalized coordinates in this 

study. Alternately, the orbit may be assumed to be Keplerian, in which case Rem 

and 6 are given by the following relations [103]: 

h 
Rc.n ^e( l + eCOsO)' 

RU =h; (2.52) 

where h is the orbital angular momentum. These relations are developed under the 

assumption that the satellite is a point mass. When the finite dimensions and flexibil

ity of the spacecraft are taken into account, the assumption of a Keplerian orbit is no 

longer strictly true. One can consider satellite inertia and flexibility, as well as transla

tion and slewing, as having perturbing effects on the orbital radius and true anomaly. 

These perturbations are usually very small and normally of little significance unless 

the satellite dimensions are comparable to that of the orbital radius [104]. However, 

the system energy is quite sensitive to these small orbital perturbations, because the 

orbital contribution to the kinetic and potential energies is significantly higher than 

that due to the elastic or the librational motions. Hence, with the Keplerian motion, 

the total energy may not remain constant even for a conservative system. To avoid 

this situation, the equations governing orbital motion are also derived, and may be 

used in place of the Keplerian relations, to define the time histories of Rem and 9. 

These equations are given in Appendix II. 

The equations governing the librational motion, and the vibration of the Be, B^ 

and Bij bodies also appear in Appendix II. Furthermore, the equations governing 
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the joint degrees of freedom a! (̂  = 1 , . . . , 3) for the Bi bodies and a! for the B^ ,• 

bodies are given in the same appendix. Appendices III-VI contain details of terms 

in the governing equations which involve various derivatives of the system angular 

velocity vector, direction cosine vector, angular momentum vector, and inertia matrix. 

As mentioned earlier, the presence of a significant amount of cancellation and 

combination of terms (termed simplification, however there is no approximation in

volved) was taken advantage of before evaluating the kinetic energy contributions, 

from flexibility and joint generalized coordinates, to the final equations of motion 

(Appendix II). The kinetic energy component of the equations of motion was devel

oped separately for each different contribution to the energy (i.e. orbital, shift in the 

center of mass, hinge motion, vibration, joint rotation, and the coupling effects). It is 

between these contributions that the simplification through cancellation occurs. The 

extent of reduction in terms is indicated in Tables 2-2 and 2-3 . 

Table 2-2 Simplification in the equations of motion governing vibrations 

Expression 

d/dt{dTa/dqcm)-dTa/dqcm 

d/dt{dH/dq,^)-dH/dqcm 

d/dt{dTa/dqiJ-dTa/dqi^ 

d/dt{dH/dqiJ-dH/dqi^ 

d/dt{dTa/dqijp)-dTa/dqijp 

d/dt{dH/dqijj^)-dH/dqijp 

Number of Terms 

Before Simplification 

129 

99 

90 

70 

40 

30 

After Simplification 

69 

47 

44 

29 

14 

9 

* (where a = cm, h, v, s, hs, hv, sv) 

The equations are written in a compact form in terms of matrix and vector quanti

ties, and operators. Here, the phrase "number of terms" refers to the terms involving 
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Table 2-3 Simplification in the equations of motion governing joint rotations 

Expression 

d/dt{dTa/d6n) - dTa/dai 

d/dt{dH/dai) - dH/dai 

d/dt{dTa/dai^j) - dTa/daij 

d/dt{dH/dai^j) -dH/dai^j 

Number of Terms 

Before Simplification 

106 

80 

60 

37 

After Simplification 

50 

33 

27 

17 

* (where a — cm, h, v, s, hs, hv, sv) 

matrix/vector operations. Obviously, the reduction in scalar terms would be signif

icantly higher depending on the number of bodies and the number of modes used 

to discretize the vibration of each body. To illustrate the simplification procedure, 

several examples are presented in Appendix VII. For the sake of brevity, simple cases 

are purposely chosen. 

The resulting equations have the following structure. 

M(f, t)l*+ C{i, e, t) + K{^, t) = Qit), 

(2.53) 

where the mass matrix M can be written as 

[Mo] [Mo,i] [Mo,v] 

[ M o , / [Ml] [ M I , , ] 

[Mo.v]'' [Mi,,]^ [MV] 

(2.54) 
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and the vector of generalized coordinates, ^, as 

9 

X 

> , (2.55) 

with qf representing to the vector of flexibility generalized coordinates. The mass ma

trix is symmetric, nonsingular, nonlinear in the generalized coordinates, and contains 

terms only from the d/dt(dT/d^) expression. Due to specified slewing or transla

tion of bodies, the system mass matrix will, in general, be time varying. The vector 

C{^, ^, t), in general nonlinear and time varying, contains gyroscopic terms that arise 

from d/dt{dT/di) and dT/d^, and damping terms from dW^/di. The vector K{^,t), 

representing the stiffness of the system is also nonlinear and time varying, and con

tains terms entirely from the dU/d^ expression. 

2.7.1 Non-conservat ive Generalized Forces 

The nonconservative generalized forces, Qj, are derived from the virtual work 

consideration, i.e. 

1 = 1 

(2.56) 

where 6W is the virtual work and 6^i the virtual displacement. For the system under 

study, the generalized forces arise from the CMC's, which are essentially torque actu

ators, and from thrusters, which are force actuators. The spacecraft model includes 

an arbitrary number of force and torque actuators on an individual body, each capa

ble of producing torque or force in the x, y, or z (local) direction. The procedure for 

evaluating Qi is quite well established. The resulting expressions being lengthy are 
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purposely not presented here. As an illustration, the virtual work done by the Uca^ 

moment actuators M* (i = 1 , . . . ,ncg^^) on the flexible central beam-type body is 

considered, 

6W = (M*^ cos A cos (?i> - Ml sin (j) 4- M*^ sin A cos ^) 69 

+ (M*^ cos A cos 0 - MI sin (j) + M*^ sin A cos (j)) Sip 

+ {MI^ COS A - Ml^ sin A) 5(j) + M^̂ , <5A 

where: 

dVcy 

dx c ^c=^c^ 

<(i:^«to^l_^j), (...) 

M,'=:M;^z, + M^ ;̂e + M^Pe; -"•'c 

Ml 

K 

< 

- ''-"Cx-c - r .K 

'"•Cam 

- E <; 
i = i 

"•Cam 

= E <̂  
i = i 

" C a m 

- E ĉ.-
i = i 

(2.58) 

2.8 Orbital Equations 

When an elliptical Keplerian orbit is assumed, the spacecraft position vector Rem, 

and first and second time derivatives of the true anomaly, 9 and 9, must be known as 

functions of time. The other approach would be to consider the true anomaly 9 as an 

independent variable [13]. Such a change in the independent variable can be carried 
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out readily: 

di~ le' 
(fi -9 / d? 2esin6' d 
df^ \de'^ l + ecos9de^ 

The disadvantage of this approach is that the number of terms in the equations 

increase. An alternative to this, which is the approach followed in this study, is to 

solve for Rem, d, and 9 as functions of time independently. If the orbital perturbations 

are modeled, that is when Rem and 6 are taken to be generalized coordinates, the 

problem does not arise because Rem, ^, and 9 are part of the set of variables which 

are solved for directly. 

For the case when the orbit is assumed to be Keplerian, Rem, S, and 9 are 

computed at each time step as follows. First, the eccentric anomaly, a is defined as 

follows [103]: 

tan ? = J tan - . (2.59) 
2 V 1 + e 2 ^ ' 

The eccentric anomaly is related to the orbital radius. Rem, and a, the semi-major 

axis of the orbit by the expression 

ae cos a = a — i?cm • (2.60) 

From the above equations, and from those of the conservation of angular momentum 

and total energy, the following equation relating the eccentric anomaly a to time, i, 

can be obtained, 

</—T̂  = Q; — esina. (2-61) 

At each instant of interest, the above transcendental equation can be solved numeri

cally for a. Next, using eq. (2.60), one obtains Rem- 9 can be evaluated once Rem is 
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known using the expression for orbital angular momentum, 

RU ^h = ^Aiea( l -e2) . (2.62) 

To obtain 9, eq. (2.62) is first differentiated w.r.t. time and the terms are rearranged 

to yield 

•• 2Rcm 9 
9 = - ^ ^ . (2.63) 

Rem 

Next, eq. (2.60) is differentiated once w.r.t. time giving 

Rem — aesinad. (2.64) 

Similarly, from eq. (2.61), 

1 //"e 
a 1 — e cos a^ja^ 

Finally, eqs. (2.64) and (2.65) are substituted into eq. (2.63) to give 

(2.65) 

•• 2aesinQ;^ / u j 
9 = --— r j ^ - (2.66) 

-Rcm(l — ecosa) y a-^ 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter, formulation of the kinematics and dynamics of a flexible, multi-

body spacecraft was presented. To begin with, the system geometry, reference frames 

employed, and the position and orientation of the model in space were described, 

followed by the development of position and velocity vectors for mass elements and 

shift in the system center of mass. Next, modeling of the transverse vibrations of 

the beam and plate-type flexible elements was undertaken and discretization of the 

flexible motion explained. With this, the stage was set to evaluate the kinetic and 

potential energies of the system, with the lengthy mathematical expressions presented 
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in Appendix I. Finally, the governing equations of motion were obtained, with de

tails provided in Appendices II-VII. The process of the cancellation of terms in the 

governing equations was also explained with details given in Appendix VII. 
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3. COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Preliminary Remarks 

It is quite apparent from the preceding chapter that the governing equations of 

motion are nonlinear, nonautonomous and coupled. Furthermore, the equations are 

extremely lengthy despite the fact that a considerable degree of simplification was 

achieved through cancellation and combination of terms. Obviously, the computer 

implementation of the formulation would represent a challenging task. Important 

factors which should be considered during the planning and development stage of the 

simulation code include: 

(i) the programming architecture employed ensuring efficiency, ease of debugging, as 

well as code management issues related to program modifications and enhance

ments; 

(ii) the numerical subroutines used for tasks such as matrix inversion, numerical in

tegration, and integration of the differential equations. 

The methodology used in this study incorporates features which address the above 

issues. In particular, the code is written in a modular fashion, evaluating various 

contributing parameters (e.g. angular momentum, moment of inertia, potential and 

strain energies) separately. The approach facilitated debugging and management of 

the code. 

In this chapter, the structure of the computer code is discussed first, followed by 

a description of the major subprograms. A brief overview of stiff systems is presented 

next, as well as a discussion on the numerical linearization. The linearized equations 

are particularly useful in the control investigation pursued later. Finally, validation 

of the code was established by comparing the results for particular cases with those 
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obtained by other researchers, and through conservation of the total energy for an 

undamped system. 

3.2 P rogram St ruc ture 

The uncontrolled as well as controlled response of spacecraft to disturbances is of 

interest to researchers as well as design engineers. The disturbances may be environ

mentally induced (solar heating, micrometeorite impacts, free-molecular forces, etc.) 

and operational (Space Shuttle docking, crew activity, solar panel tracking, manip

ulator maneuvers, etc.) in character. This study focuses on response to operational 

disturbances. Effects of micrometeorite collisions and free-molecular forces can be 

modeled quite readily and incorporated as generalized forces. Alternately, their in

fluence can be assessed through the introduction of appropriate initial conditions to 

the appropriate generalized coordinates. Ng [13] studied the effect of solar heating 

using the latter approach. 

The simulation code implements the flexible multibody formulation as described 

in the previous chapter, with two exceptions: (i) a two-level tree-type multibody 

configuration with rigid tip-masses is simulated, rather than the three-level model 

for which the governing equations were developed; (ii) joint rotations are treated as 

specified as opposed to generalized coordinates. Even with these simplifications, the 

resulting code is quite lengthy, consisting of approximately 16,000 lines of FORTRAN 

source code, excluding the ODE solver and numerical integration routines. 

Mathematically, the present problem is one of numerically solving the initial value 

problem for a set of nonlinear, nonautonomous, coupled, ordinary differential equa

tions. Furthermore, because of control forces and moments, the problem is also a 

nonhomogeneous one. A numerical solution can be obtained by casting the problem 

as a set of first order differential equations, with initial conditions and marching in 
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time: 

m = z°- (3.1) 

where u is the vector of generalized forces and z, the state vector, is formed by 

augmenting the generalized coordinates x with the generalized velocities x i.e. 

-̂={1}. (3.2) 
The governing equations can be written as 

M{x,t)S=^ f(S,x,u,t), (3.3) 

where M(x, i) is the system mass matrix. All the stiffness, damping, gyroscopic, 

and generalized force terms, which are in general nonlinear and time varying, are 

incorporated in the vector denoted f{x,x,u,t). In terms of the original generalized 

coordinates and velocities, and the system mass matrix, eq. (3.1) can be written as 

'} = ( \. I (-) 
X ) [M ^{x,t)f{x,x,u,t) J 

An appropriate ODE solver would require initial values of the states (i.e. generalized 

coordinates and velocities), the system mass matrix M(x, t), and the right hand side 

vector f{x, x, u, t) in order to generate the time history of the generalized coordinates 

and velocities. This rather simplistic description of the numerical methodology belies 

the complexity associated with actually forming the mass matrix and the right hand 

side vector. In particular, generation of M.{x,t) requires greater care because each 

element of the matrix must be computed. 

The architecture of the simulation code is shown schematically in Figure 3-1 . The 
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first two subroutines called by the main program, Readlnl and Readln2, introduce 

the data related to the system configuration, physical parameters, initial conditions, 

shape functions, and integration parameters from the input file. 

When controlled motion is to be simulated, the user supplied linear compensator 

model is read in by the subroutine ReadCon. Subsequently, two subroutines, Modint 

and ModlntS, compute the beam and plate modal integrals required by the governing 

equations of motion. The numerical computation of the various modal integrals is 

accomplished by the DCADRE: IMSL quadrature integration routine, which uses the 

Romberg method along with adaptive integration intervals. Next, the subroutine 

TotMass computes the total system mass, as well as the masses of all the beams, 

plates and rigid members, while Rholnteg evaluates the first mass moment of each 

body in the system. Both these quantities serve as building blocks at several other 

places in the simulation code. To facilitate verification of the data introduced into the 

code, most of the input file is reprinted as two output files by subroutines Echodatl 

and Echodat2. The computed modal integrals are also printed, along with the first 

mass moments of the individual bodies. 

Next, if specified by the user in the input file, the subroutine LinCont computes 

a linearized model of the governing equations at a specified state. A linear model is 

desirable from the controller design point of view. Despite recent developments in 

nonlinear control theory, linear control remains the favoured approach from practical 

design considerations such as robustness to model uncertainty and ease of imple

mentation. Furthermore, nonlinearities in the governing equations for many flexible 

spacecraft, in the absence of large maneuvers, often tend to be relatively small. 

Consider the nonlinear governing equation (3.1). The system is assumed to be 

following some nominal trajectory denoted as z° due to some nominal control input 
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Main Program 

I 
Subprograms:Readln1 ,| 
Readln2, ReadCon 

Enters system configuration, 
parameters, initial conditions. 

Subprograms: Modint, Modlnt2, 
TotMass, Rholnteg 

Subprogram LinCont 

Compute modal integrals 
and time invariant inertia 
quantities 

Subprogram 
DGEAR 

Subprogram 
FCN 

Integrates equations 
of motion 

Computes time derivative 
of state vector 

Subprograms: slew, trans Compute slewing and 
translating parameters 

Subprograms: Deltalnteg, DelDelFnteg 
RhoDellnteg 

Subprograms: TraMat, Inerti, Inert2, 
InertS, ShftCm 

Compute time 
dependent "building 
block" terms. 

Compute transformation 
matrices, inertia matrices, 
shift in center of mass 
terms. 

no 

Subprogram 
Control 

Computes 
control forces 
and moments 

Subprogram: RightHandOrb, 
MassMatGen 

Compute "mass matrix" and 
generalized "force vector". 

F i g u r e 3-1 Flowchart for the simulation program. 
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u° . Note that the standard vector notation ( ^) is dispensed with. The departure of 

the state and input from the nominal values are denoted z and u, repectively: 

u = u + u; 

z = z + z. (3.5) 

The nominal trajectory iP satisfies the equation 

z ° - g ( z ° , u ° , i ) . (3.6) 

Now, assuming that the actual trajectory deviates from the nominal trajectory by a 

small amount, eq. (3.5) is substituted into eq. (3.1) and expanded in Taylor series to 

give [105]: 

i° + z = g(z°,u°, i ) + 
5g 

( z ^ u ° ) z + 
5u 

(z° ,u°)u + h(i); (3.7) 

where 5z (z° ,u°) and ^ 
5u 

(z°,u°) are the Jacobian matrices of the nonlinear 

system w.r.t. the state and control vectors, respectively, and h(i) represents higher 

order terms which are small compared to the linear terms. Subtracting the nominal 

solution given by eq. (3.6) from eq. (3.7), and neglecting the higher order terms, 

yields the linear set of ODE's governing the departure of the state from its nominal 

value, 

z(i) = A(t)z(t) + B(i)u(t) , (3.8) 

where: 

A(i) = 

B(t) = 

5g 
5z 

dn 
(z°,u«). (3.9) 
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Note that, in general, the matrices A and B are functions of time, because the system 

is linearized about a trajectory rather than an equihbrium or stationary state. If, 

however, linearization is performed about an equilibrium state, the matrices would 

be time invariant. 

Given the size of the equations of motion, the analytical derivation of the Jacobian 

matrices would be a prohibitive task. However, a numerical computation of A and B 

is possible by approximating the partial derivatives of the nonlinear vector function, 

g(z, u, i), by the finite differences equations: 

'5i(z« + A z i , u ° , i ) - 5 i ( z ° , u ° , t ) ' 

dgj 
duj 

zO,uO V '^^j 

'5i(z°, u° + Auj, i) - 5i(z°, u° , t) • 

zo.uo V -^^ 
(3.10) 

J 

where g^ is the i-th element of vector g, Zj the j ' - th element of the state vector, and 

Azj and Auj are vectors with zeros except for the j - t h element. Of course, in the 

limit as Az; and Au; tend to zero, the approximations become equalities. However, 

this result is of no value when the Jacobians are computed numerically because one 

is Umited by the finite floating point precision of the computer. An optimal choice of 

|Azj| and |Auj| for computing the Jacobians can be obtained by minimizing the sum 

of the round-off and truncation errors [106]. The optimum value of the step-size, h, 

is given by 

h = |Azj| = |Auj| ~ \/em, (3-11) 

where e^ is the machine accuracy, typically around 10~ for most FORTRAN com

pilers working in double precision. By ensuring that h is an exactly representable 

number, a sufficiently accurate linear model may be obtained. Given the inaccuracies 

inherent in modeling flexible systems, those introduced by the aforementioned numer-
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ical approximation are quite modest. The method is implemented in the subroutine 

LinCont. Furthermore, the user has the option of using the linearized equations for 

the numerical simulation. 

The subprograms described above are called only once after the program execution 

begins because they are responsible for either inputting the data or computing the 

time invariant quantities. The subprograms described below, however, are called at 

every integration time step. Next, the ODE integration routine DGEAR is called. 

DGEAR is an IMSL developed program with a number of attractive features which 

makes it particularly suited to the present problem. Its features include [107]: 

(i) A choice of using either the implicit Adams method (up to order twelve) for 

nonstiff applications, or the Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) for stiffs 

equations. The latter is also called Gear's stifî  method. Both procedures employ 

the implicit linear multistep method of the Predictor-Corrector, type. 

(ii) The automatic selection of the integration step-size based on the user specified 

relative error bound. 

(iii) The possibility of a user provided function for the evaluation of the Jacobian 

matrix of g(z ,u , i ) . Alternatively, a numerical computation of the Jacobian, or 

functional iteration, which does not require any information about the Jacobian, 

is also possible. 

In the one step methods, such as the Runge-Kutta approach, only the previous 

solution, i.e. z„_i , is used to determine the next one, i.e. z„. In multistep methods, 

a number of previous solutions, e.g. z „_^ , . . . ,z„_i , are used to obtain Zn- The 

Predictor-Corrector methods form a subset of the multistep methods, and can rely on 

either functional iteration or Newton's method to generate a preliminary value of z° in 

the prediction step, which is essentially an extrapolation. This is denoted as V. Next, 
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in the evaluation phase, denoted 5, the derivative z^ is computed from the differential 

equation. A corrector step, C, uses z^ to obtain a refined value for z^. Steps S and 

C can be repeated to improve the solution until acceptable convergence is achieved. 

Alternately, the integration step size may be reduced to improve convergence [106]. 

As the systems under consideration are often stiff, a brief discussion concerning 

their numerical solution would be appropriate. 

The term "stiff" refers to the situation when there are two or more widely differing 

time scales on which the states are changing. This condition is manifested by a wide 

range of natural frequencies present in the system. Flexible, orbiting structures are 

inherently stiff. The Hbrational natural frequencies are approximately of the order of 

the orbital period (around 100 minutes for a satellite in a Low Earth Orbit, LOE; 

approximately 10" Hz). On the other hand, the fundamental natural frequencies in 

flexure range from 0.1 Hz to a few Hz for the proposed Space Station. 

Integration schemes are classified as being explicit, imphcit or semi-implicit. In 

an explicit scheme, expressions for the dependent variable at the new interval are 

specified in terms of the corresponding values at the previous interval and the deriva

tive of the dependent variable also at the previous interval. For a forward Euler 

scheme, the expression is 

Zn+l = Zn + hz'^. (3.12) 

When the system is linear, time-invariant and stable, the relationship between z and 

z' is simply 

z' = Az. (3.13) 
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Applying eq. (3.13) to eq. (3.12) gives 

z„+l = (I + /iA)z„. (3.14) 

The difference equation given by eq. (3.14), and hence the integration scheme, is 

stable only if the largest eigenvalue of (I + hA) lies within the unit circle in the 

complex plane, i.e. 

maa;|Aj(I + /iA)| < 1, (3.15) 
i 

which can be rewritten as 

max\hXi{A) + l | < 1. (3.16) 
i 

Assuming that A has real eigenvalues, eq. (3.16) can be manipulated to yield 

h < 3 7 ^ , (3.17) 

where Xmin is the smallest eigenvalue (i.e. the most negative) of A. Note, it corre

sponds to the fastest mode of the system. The equation defines the largest possible 

step-size for the integration scheme to remain stable. Clearly for stiff systems, the 

maximum integration step-size is dictated by the fastest eigenvalue present in the 

system. 

In an implicit integration scheme employing the backward Euler formula, 

Zn+l = Zn + / iZn + l- (3.18) 

Again, for a linear, stable, time-invariant system given by eq. (3.13), it can be shown 

that [106] 

Zn+l = (I - hA)-^Zn. (3.19) 
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The eigenvalues of eq. (3.19) are simply 

e i g (I - hA)-^] = j^j^, (3.20) 

where Aj are the eigenvalues of A. Since Aj are all negative, it can be seen that the 

implicit integration scheme is stable for any step-size. 

The dynamical system used in the above analysis was purposely chosen to be 

simple (i.e. linear, time-invariant) to illustrate the differences between implicit and 

explicit integration schemes. Furthermore, the rather simple Euler procedure was 

used. Nevertheless, it does help focus on the characteristic feature of the explicit 

integration scheme: the time-step must be much smaller than the time-constant of 

the fastest mode present even though, in many instances, it may settle down early 

in the integration. When an implicit scheme is used, although stability is preserved 

regardless of the time-step chosen, matrix inversion at every step is necessary, even 

for a linear time invariant system, if adaptive step-sizing is employed. Semi-implicit 

methods are used when the system is nonlinear or time-varying, in which case, the 

Jacobian of the nonlinear function is used. The schemes are not guaranteed to be 

globally stable, although in most cases they are. This is because the behaviour of the 

nonlinear system in the neighbourhood of each time-step approaches that of a linear 

time-invariant system. Hence an implicit or a semi-implicit procedure is favoured for 

the numerical solution of stiff ODE's. 

The structure of the DGEAR routine makes it readily amenable for use in sim

ulation programs. The user only has to specify integration parameters such as the 

number of differential equations (in the first order form) to be simulated, the initial 

and final values of the independent variable, the initial integration step-size (sub

sequent step-sizes are chosen automatically), the required relative error bound, and 

parameters related to the method to be employed (Adams or Gear, Jacobian used, 
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etc.). In addition to this, the user supplies a function called FCN which computes 

the right hand side vector of the ODE. Essentially, besides reading in the correct 

parameters and initial conditions, and controlling the simulation output, the code's 

principal function is to compute this vector (acceleration) at each time-step. An 

analytically evaluated Jacobian of the right hand side vector can be employed in the 

integration process through the function FCN J. Except in rare instances when rigor

ous debugging is necessary, the user normally does not have to concern himself with 

the approximately 4000 lines of source code in the DGEAR routine. 

Function FCN assembles the right hand vector by calling a number of subrou

tines which compute various terms in the governing equations. Note, both FCN and 

the subprograms it executes are called a number of time per integration time-step 

until convergence is attained. Subroutine Slew calculates the rotations, as well as 

the angular velocities and accelerations of bodies, which slew. The user can choose 

between four common maneuver profiles: the sine-ramp; cubic; parabolic and linear. 

Furthermore, any other desired profile can be specified by writing an algorithm for 

it. Similarly, specified translation is computed through the subroutine Trans in an 

analogous fashion. The subroutine DeeFlex determines displacements and velocities 

of the attachment points of B^ bodies due to the fiexure of the central body. In 

addition, DeeFlex determines the central body shape functions, as well as their first 

spatial derivatives at the attachment points. 

The foreshortening effect in beams is modeled in the code by specifying a variable 

in the input file. The effect is incorporated through the subroutine ForShor and is 

described in detail in a subsequent chapter. Briefly, the foreshortening effect pertains 

to the preservation of the beam arclength in its mathematical model. In the conven

tional linear theory, the projection of the displaced beam along its undeformed axis 
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is assumed to be constant, which is strictly speaking not true. However, this assump

tion is of little consequence unless the beam is extremely flexible or fast rotational 

maneuvers are executed. Consistent with the general approach taken in this study, 

combinations of high rotational rates and flexible beam type structures are considered 

in the formulation as well as the simulation code. 

Most of the terms computed by the subroutines are used repeatly in the program. 

In particular, the subroutines Deltalnteg, DelDellnteg and RhoDellnteg evaluate terms 

which are required by many of the subsequently described subprograms. Deltalnteg 

computes the following vector quantities (for all flexible bodies): 

6 dm; 
m 

I 6dm. (3.21) 
Jm 

The subroutine DelDellnteg, meanwhile, evaluates the matrix quantities: 

/ 

I 
Jm 

6 6 dm; 

66^dm, (3.22) 

while RhoDellnteg, gives the matrix quantities: 

p6 dm; 

p6 dm.. (3.23) 

/ 
Jm 

The subroutine TraMat assembles the transformation matrices C? for the Bi 

bodies, as well as the first derivatives of the matrices with respect to both time and 

the flexibility generalized coordinates of the central body. Furthermore, the portion 

of the second time derivatives of the matrices which do not contribute to the system 

mass matrix are also evaluated. These are the terms which do not contain the second 
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time derivatives of the flexibility generalized coordinates. 

The shift in the system center of mass, Ccm, as well as its first derivatives with 

respect to time and the flexibility generalized coordinates are evaluated by the sub

routine ShftCM. The portion of the second time derivative which does not contribute 

to the mass matrix (i.e. the terms which do not contain second time derivatives of 

the flexibility generalized coordinates) are also evaluated by this subroutine. 

The subroutine Inertl computes the system inertia matrix and its first time 

derivative. Derivatives of the inertia matrix with respect to the flexibility gener

alized coordinates of the central body and the Bi bodies, meanwhile, are evaluated 

by the subroutines Inert2 and InertS, respectively. 

If the user indicates in the data input file that a controlled simulation is desired, 

the subroutine Control evaluates the control input variables based on the specified 

linear controller model which has the following structure: 

Xc = AcXc + Bc(r - y ) ; 

u = Ccxc; (3.24) 

where Xc is the vector of compensator states; y, the plant output vector; r, the 

reference control input; and u, the plant input vector. Ac, Be and Cc are the 

user supplied matrices, obtained after a suitable control system synthesis. For the 

control option, the system generalized coordinates and velocities are augmented by 

the compensator states, and simulated together as a single state vector. 

The system mass matrix, which is formed by the coefficients of the second deriva

tives of the generalized coordinates, is evaluated by the subroutine MassMatCen. 

The right hand vector, f{x,x,u,t), is computed by the subroutine RightHandOrb by 

calling a number of subroutines including the following: 
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(i) DirCos, which determines the direction cosine vector as well as its derivatives 

with respect to the librational generalized coordinates; 

(ii) Orbit determines the orbital radius, radial velocity vector, true anomaly, angular 

velocity and angular acceleration, based on the satellite height at perigee, elapsed 

time and the orbit eccentricity. The subroutine is employed only if a Keplerian 

orbit is assumed (i.e. when the orbital coordinates are not degrees of freedom); 

(iii) Omega, which computes the angular velocity and acceleration vectors, as well 

as the various derivatives of the angular velocity with respect to the librational 

generalized coordinates and velocities (Appendix III); 

(iv) AngMoml, which evaluates the system angular momentum vector, H, and the 

portion of its time derivative which does not contribute to the system mass matrix; 

(v) AngMomS and AngMomS compute the various derivatives of H with respect to 

the flexibility generalized coordinates of Be and B^, respectively (Appendix V). 

Once f{x, X, u, t) is assembled by FCN, the system of equations is cast in the first order 

form by solving eq. (3.3) for x. This is accomplished by employing an algorithm which 

uses the LU decomposition directly, without relying on matrix inversion, thereby 

reducing the total number of floating point operations. The result is a lower round

off error as well as a saving in the overall execution time. At each time-step, the 

total, kinetic, gravitational potential and strain energies are evaluated if so desired 

by the subroutine EneChkOrb. 

3.3 Verification of the Compute r Code 

The development of a model and computer code as complex as the one described 

must be validated before it can be used in any predictive capacity. Basically, there are 

two different sources of errors; those introduced during the mathematical modeling; 
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and those introduced in the algorithm development and coding stages. 

With the size of the governing equations, not to mention the number of operations 

required to derive them, the introduction of errors is a possibility. To some extent, 

their presence can be sensed by observing characteristic "patterns" in the equations. 

However, this may serve only as an indicator and did prove helpful for spotting obvious 

mistakes. Some programming errors which lead to "compile" or "link" errors have to 

be detected prior to successful program compilation. However, most modeling and 

programming errors often tend to be elusive and hence require precise checks. 

Several avenues are available to this end. These include: (i) comparisons with data 

collected from real spacecraft; (ii) matching of simulation results for particular cases 

obtained by other researchers; (iii) conservation of total system energy and angular 

momentum under specific situations; etc. For example, a system in the absence of 

energy dissipation or input should maintain its total energy constant. 

The first method of verification is of little help in the present situation due to 

the lack of relevant data. Most measured information pertains to the librational and 

orbital motions. Several dynamical and control experiments with flexible systems are 

in the planning stage and may provide, in the future, a viable option for verification. 

Comparisons with results obtained by other researchers, for specific configurations, is 

feasible as there is considerable data available from other studies. In particular, there 

is a degree of overlap in the general model studied here and the models of Chan [108] 

as well as Ng [13]. Of course, the third option, perhaps the most effective, is always 

available. 

3.3.1 Comparisons with Particular Cases 

Results reported by Chan [108] are used to validate the modeling of maneuvers, 
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consisting of both translation and slewing of appendages. Chan's formulation includes 

both the structural flexibility of appendages and joint stiffness. The central body, 

however, is considered rigid and oriented in the gravity gradient configuration. The 

model is restrictive as the appendages are taken to be beam-type with librational and 

vibrational motions confined to the plane of the orbit, considered circular. Though 

limited in many aspects, Chan's formulation proves useful in the validation process. 

Rigid Platform and Manipulator 

To begin with, a comparison with a case involving a rigid manipulator is made. The 

model considered consists of the platform, and a manipulator (without payload), both 

taken to be rigid cylinders with a uniform mass distribution. The platform has a total 

mass of 214,000 kg, and a length of 115 m. The manipulator's mass and length are 

3200 kg and 15 m, respectively. Both the platform and the manipulator have axial to 

transverse inertia ratios of 0.003. The system is in a circular orbit with a period of 100 

minutes. As mentioned above, the long axis of the platform is nominally aligned with 

the local vertical direction. The manipulator, located at the center of the platform, 

slews through 180° (relative to the platform) as shown in Figure 3-2 . 

The slewing maneuver is executed at various speeds, represented by the ratio, r , 

of the duration of the maneuver to the orbital period. A sine-on ramp maneuver 

profile is assumed, where the slew angle, a, is given by 

i - I ^ sin 
2nJ \ tf 

(3.25) 

The quantities with the subscript 'f' refer to values at the termination of the maneu

ver. The results given by the code developed in this study are compared with those 

obtained by Chan [108] in Figure 3-3 . The pitch response, ip, given by the code is 

in excellent agreement with that reported by Chan. They show the expected trends. 
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'̂  Local Vertical 

Figure 3-2 Schematic of rigid orbiting platform with a manipulator executing a 
slewing maneuver through 180°. 

A faster maneuver results in a greater pitch disturbance. Note, the counterclockwise 

maneuver leads to an initial response that is negative (i.e. clockwise). The oscillations 

are at the pitch natural frequency. 

Next, the effect of payload mass on the librational response is examined. Now, the 

manipulator executes a general maneuver which combines a translational maneuver 

through 30 m with a clockwise slew through 90° (Figure 3-4 ). Both the maneuver 

profiles are of the sine-on ramp type and are completed in 0.01 orbit (1 minute). The 

pitch response results for payload to manipulator mass ratios (i.e. rrip) of 0, 1, 2, 5 
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Figure 3-3 Librational response due to a slewing maneuver of a rigid manipu

lator with varying maneuver periods: (a) results from the present 
multibody code ; (b) results obtained by Chan. 
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and 10 are presented in Figure 3-5 . Again, the results are in excellent agreement 

with those reported by Chan. The trends estabhshed by the results are as expected: 

the larger the payload mass for a given maneuver, the greater the pitch excitation. 

Manipulator 

" Local Vertical 

Local 
Horizontal 

Platform 

Figure 3-4 A schematic diagram showing a rigid orbiting platform with a ma
nipulator executing combined slew and translation maneuvers. 

Rigid Platform with Flexible Manipulator 

The next logical step is to verify results accounting for the flexible character of the 

manipulator. The combined translation-slew maneuver as before is used. A large 

payload mass of 32,000 kg, i.e. nip — 10, is considered with several values of the ma

nipulator bending stiffness corresponding to fundamental frequency, uji, of 1.0, 1.2, 
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Figure 3-5 Librational response due to combined slew and translation maneu
vers of a rigid manipulator as affected by the payload mass ratio. 

1.5, 2.0 and 5.0 rad/s. The response for the rigid case (a;i = oo) is also considered. 

Only the first cantilever beam mode is simulated. The resulting time histories of 

pitch, ip, and manipulator tip deflection, 6t, are shown in Figure 3-6. Again, the re

sults compared rather well with those reported by Chan. Note, the effect of flexibility, 

modulates the response about the rigid manipulator results. The modulation ampli

tude varies from ±1.5° for a manipulator with a fundamental bending frequency of 1.0 

rad/s, to less than ±0.4° for a frequency of 1.5 rad/s. For the manipulator bending 

frequency greater than 5.0 rad/s, the effect of flexibility on the librational response 
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Figure 3-6 Pitch and manipulator tip deflection time histories due to a com
bined slewing and translation maneuver of a flexible manipulator 
with varying bending stiffness. 
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is virtually negligible. From a longer duration time history, the 'mean' Hbrational re

sponse is observed to be at the pitch natural frequency. The maximum manipulator 

tip deflection varies from approximately ±4 m for a fundamental bending frequency 

of 1.2 rad/s, to approximately ±1 m for a bending frequency of 2.0 rad/s. Note, the 

maximum deflection occurs during the maneuver, and reduces somewhat during the 

post-maneuver phase. In the absence of any form of damping, the oscillations in both 

tip deflection and pitch angle continue without attenuation. 

For the system described above, the effects of both the number of shape functions 

used in the discretization and the type of maneuver profile were also investigated, for 

m.p = 10 and uji — 2 rad/s. The combined slew-translation maneuver was completed 

in 1 minute. Four distinct cases were investigated corresponding to sine~on ramp 

and cubic maneuver profiles with 1 and 3 cantilever beam shape functions. As the 

name suggests, for the case of the cubic maneuver profile the slew angle has a cubic 

dependence on time. Compared to the sine-on ramp profile, the cubic case is less 

smooth, because the acceleration at the start and end of the maneuver is not zero 

as in the case of the sine-on ramp. Therefore, as can be expected, the modulations 

in the pitch and the manipulator tip deflection are greater when a cubic maneuver 

profile is employed (Figures 3-7 , 3-8 ). In particular, the post-maneuver tip defiection 

is approximately twice as large with the cubic profile. The effect of increasing the 

number of shape functions from 1 to 3 results in a slightly lower frequency of oscillation 

in both the cubic and sinusoid maneuver cases. Furthermore, in the case of the cubic 

profile, the post-maneuver tip amplitude is slightly greater. These results, again, 

were found to be in agreement with those reported by Chan. 

Flexible Space Station Model with 3-D Dynamics 

In the next stage of the model and program validation, three dimensional attitude 
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Figure 3-7 Pitch response due to a combined slew-translation maneuver of a 
flexible manipulator as affected by the maneuver profiles and number 
of modes. 

motion, as well as more detailed modeling of flexibility is introduced. The results given 

by the code are compared with those reported by Ng [13] in his doctoral dissertation. 

The model used for this part of the study is representative of the First Element Launch 

(FEL) configuration once proposed for the Space Station. The Space Station is still 

evolving and hence its final configuration has still not been finalized. Fortunately, the 

general character of this formulation is ideally suited to tackle such uncertainty. The 

model is taken to be in a circular orbit at a height of 400 km. The principal component 

of the FEL is the central truss-like structure called the power boom. Attached to 
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the power boom at approximately its center are the various modules required for 

experimentation, habitation, logistics, etc. (Figure 3-9 ). Other prominent elements 

of the FEL are a pair of solar arrays situated approximately at one end of the power 

boom, and a solar radiator which is located inboard of the solar arrays. The function 

of the radiator is the rejection of excess heat. A stinger is also located at the other 

end of the power boom. It carries a resistojet at its free end for waste disposal. In 

his study, Ng modeled the Space Station as an interconnected system of beams and 

plates representing its different components. The power boom is modeled as a free-

free beam, the stinger-resistojet assembly as a cantilever beam, while the solar arrays 

and radiator are treated as cantilever plates. The principal physical characteristics 

of the FEL are given in Table 3-1 . 

Table 3-1 Physical characteristics of the FEL model 

Body 

Power Boom 

Stinger 

PV Radiator 

PV Array 

Length 

(m) 

60 

26.7 

1L5 

33 

Mass 

(kg) 

15,840 

270 

450 

444 

* 

(rad/s) 

12.164 

3.1415 

0.628 

0.628 

J-xx 

(kg-m^) 

1.5 X 10^ 

10 

50 

1,332 

yy 

(kg-m2) 

4.37 X 10^ 

64,160 

19,837 

161,172 

Izz 
(kg-m^) 

4.28 X 10^ 

64,160 

19,887 

162,504 

* tJi is the fundamental bending natural frequency 

As pointed out by Ng, the proposed orientation of the FEL (Figure 3-9) is neither 

in equilibrium nor stable. Ng studied the responses of the FEL to various librational 

and vibrational disturbances. For the purpose of verification, two of the cases con

sidered by Ng were simulated using the present code: the response to initial tip 

deflections of 1 cm in the z transverse direction given to the power boom or the 

stinger. One shape function for each body, corresponding to the fundamental bend-
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Figure 3-9 Schematic diagram of the FEL configuration of the proposed Space 
Station. 
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ing mode, was used for the discretization of the flexibility. Furthermore, the orbital 

elements. Rem and 9 are treated as generalized coordinates. As a result, the system 

has 12 degrees of freedom: 2 for the orbital motion; 3 for the librational motion; 2 

each for the power boom and stinger vibrations, and 1 each for the 2 solar arrays and 

the radiator. The system response given by the present code for a tip deflection to 

the power boom of 1 cm (S^ = 1 cm) is presented in Figure 3-10 . It may be pointed 

out that the period of the orbit is approximately 93 minutes, while the results are 

presented for only 0.02 orbit to limit the computational time. These results compared 

extremely well with those reported by Ng [13]. Similarly, the response to the stinger 

tip excitation oi 6^ — 1 cm is shown in Figure 3-11 . Again, the agreement between 

the two sets of results was found to be excellent. 

In fact, all the simulation results for the FEL presented by Ng were verified using 

the present code with excellent correlation throughout. Not only did it provide a 

measure of confidence in the present formulation and the code, but it also showed 

its efficiency in terms of the computation time. As an example, for the case of 

zero initial conditions, the execution time using the new code was approximately 16 

minutes, compared to around 55 minutes with Ng's program. For this comparison, 

a SUN Sparc 2 computer was used, and the programs were compiled with the best 

code optimization option available for the SUN FORTRAN compiler. A reduction in 

the computational time can be directly traced to the simplification of the governing 

equations (however keeping them exact) exploited in this study as discussed before. 

With a reduction in the total number of terms by approximately a factor of two, the 

number of floating point operations are also reduced, thus contributing to a shorter 

execution time. 
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3.3.2 Conservation of Energy 

In the absence of energy dissipation or input, such as structural damping, aero

dynamic forces, thrusters, CMC's, etc., the total system energy should be conserved. 

In his investigation, Ng [13] attempted to verify this, but was not quite successful 

because the model did not allow for orbital perturbations (assumed a Keplerian or

bit). However, when 9 was constrained to be zero, the system energy was conserved. 

Nevertheless, conservation of energy for the 'true' system could only be surmised 

by considering the fictitious system, but could not be shown conclusively. Ng also 

observed that fluctuations in the total energy were small compared to the orbital ki

netic and potential energies. However, the fluctuations in total energy were significant 

when compared to the fluctuations in the kinetic and potential energies. 

The orbital coordinates Rem (radius) and 6 (true anomaly) can be taken to be 

either generalized coordinates or specified coordinates. The latter amounts to the 

assumption of a Keplerian orbit. On the other hand, in the former case, orbital per

turbations are modeled, allowing for a proper verification of the energy conservation. 

The kinetic energy of a flexible, multibody system was given in eq. (2.38) with details 

provided in Appendix I. The gravitational potential energy, meanwhile, was given by 

eq. (2.42), and the strain energy by eq. (2.46). In the computer program developed, 

the user is able to specify whether or not the conservation of energy is to be veri

fied. If it is, any deviations between the initial and instantaneous values of the total, 

kinetic, gravitational potential and strain energies are computed at each integration 

time step and written into a file by the subroutine EneChkOrb. 

Flexible Space Station Model with 3-D Dynamics 

For the FEL model considered in the previous subsection, the conservation of energy 

was verified. In the first simulation, an initial tip deflection of 1 cm was given to 
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the power boom in the z transverse direction. The energy plots are presented in 

Figure 3-12 . The results, shown over a period of 0.002 orbit, clearly illustrate the 

exchange between the strain and kinetic energies. Although there is approximately a 

30 N-m energy exchange, variation in the total energy remains negligible. Since, the 

vibrational degrees of freedom are the ones primarily excited in this case, the variation 

in gravitational potential energy is, expectedly, negligible. Similar results were also 

obtained for the case when an initial tip deflection of 1 cm was given to the stinger 

in the z direction (Figure 3-13 ). Again the dominant exchange between strain and 

kinetic energies is apparent, albeit at a lower frequency owing to the lower natural 

frequency of the stinger. Note, that the results are presented over 0.02 orbit for this 

case. The maximum fluctuation in the total energy is approximately 1 x 10~" N-m, 

while the variation in strain and kinetic energy is approximately 0.03 N-m, which 

amounts to a minute error (i.e. ^ ^ ) of about 0.03%. 

Satellite with rigid central body, flexible appendages 

Ng and Modi [109] studied the dynamics of a satellite modeled by a rigid central body 

with two long, flexible appendages. The simulation results obtained for this model 

were used by Ng to validate his code. The physical parameters of the satellite are 

shown in Table 3-2 and a schematic of the satellite in Figure 3-14 . 

Table 3-2 Physical characteristics of the satellite with rigid central body and 
flexible appendages studied by Ng and Modi [109]. 

Body 

Central Body 

Appendages 

Length 

(m) 

10 

100 

Mass 

(kg) 

42,000 

10 

(rad/s) 

rigid 

0.01885 

i-xx 

(kg-m2) 

1.0 X 10^ 

K, 0 

(kg-m2) 

4.0 X 10^ 

33,333 

Izz 

(kg-m^) 

4.0 X 10^ 

33,333 

wi is the fundamental bending natural frequency 
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Figure 3-12 Energy variations of the FEL configuration: power boom initial tip 
deflection 6^(0) — 1 cm. 
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Figure 3-14 Schematic of the satellite with a rigid central body and 
flexible beam-type appendages studied by Ng and Modi [109]. 

Responses for various orbit eccentricities and initial conditions were investigated. 

However, only the results for e = 0.2 and an inplane tip deflection of 10 m to the 

lower appendage are given here. The investigation included both the Keplerian orbit 

as well as their perturbations. These results, consisting of time histories of the pitch 

angle, the flexibility generalized coordinates, and variations of the energies are given 

in Figure 3-15 . Part (a) of the figure shows the results for the Keplerian orbit model, 

and (b) for the case when the orbital elements are treated as generalized coordinates. 

There is virtually no difference between the time histories of the generalized coordi

nates in parts (a) and (b). However, there are significant differences in the energy 

results. In part (a), the conservation of energy cannot be inferred. Note, here varia-
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tion in the total energy is of the same order as fluctuations in the constituent energies. 

In part (b), however, energy conservation is clearly demonstrated. Note, the variation 

in the total energy (including orbital components) is of the order of 0.1 N-m, while 

the changes in the kinetic and potential energies are of the order of lO-*- N-m. The 

high value of energy exchange is attributed to the elliptical orbit. It is quite clear that 

when a Keplerian orbit is considered, in general, no useful information can be derived 

by examining the energy contribution to the system from different sources. Orbital 

perturbations have to be modeled in order to verify energy conservation. However, 

because the differences between the time histories of the generalized coordinates given 

by the two orbital models are insignificant, one can deduce that the Keplerian orbit 

assumption is a valid one as far as the system dynamics is concerned. 

The actual perturbations in the orbital coordinates are shown in Figure 3-16 . 

Instead of perturbations in the true anomaly, A^, variations in the orbital rate A^ 

are presented. The average orbital rate is 0.001163 rad/s, while the mean orbital 

radius is approximately 6,650 km. The orbital perturbations are about 0.01 mm in 

Rem and 6 x lO"-'-^ rad/s in 6. These small perturbations, however, are sufficient to 

ensure that the total system energy remains in equilibrium. 

3.3.3 Comparison of Linear and Nonlinear Solutions 

Earlier in this chapter, the numerical linearization of the governing equations 

through the use of a finite difference algorithm was described. The linearized equa

tions are useful for the design of linear control systems which are invariably required 

to stabilize as well as enhance the dynamic characteristics of spacecraft. The user 

of the simulation program now has the option of utilizing the linear model for the 

dynamic simulation if considered adequate. 

The use of double precision variables, floating point functions and operations, 
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Figure 3-16 Perturbations in the orbital coordinates for the case 6\(0) = 10 m. 

together with carefully chosen step-sizes in the finite difference algorithm should 

ensure the accuracy of the resulting linear model for its use in both the dynamic 

simulation and the control system design. This is verified by comparing the results 

given by the nonlinear and linear dynamic models. Another objective of this study 

is to gain some appreciation of the contribution of nonlinear terms in this class of 

problems. 

The model chosen for study is the FEL configuration used previously. A series of 

simulations were conducted using both the linear and nonhnear models, although only 

two sets of results are presented here. In the first case, an initial tip deflection of 1 cm 
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was given to the power boom in the y direction (i.e. 6^{Qi) —I cm). The simulation 

results are shown in Figure 3-17 . Although the pitch and roll responses are in close 

agreement, there is a small discrepancy in the yaw. In the vibrational responses, the 

difference in the results, for the most part, are indiscernible. Deviations when present 

are indeed small and hence of little consequence. In the second case, an initial tip 

deflection of 1 cm was given to the power boom in the z direction (i.e. (5^(0) = 1 cm). 

These results are presented in Figure 3-18 . In this case, correlation in all the degrees 

of freedom is even better. 

These results indicate that a linearized model can often provide sufficiently ac

curate results even in the presence of flexibility. Of course, the precise merit of a 

linear model will depend on the system characteristics and the magnitude of the 

disturbances. In the present case the results do provide a measure of confidence in 

the use of the linear model for control system synthesis. It should be noted that in 

most cases, it is only the actual control system design procedure that relies on the 

numerically linearized plant model. The multibody simulation code developed here 

allows for the resulting linear controller to be implemented together with the nonlin

ear plant model. This provides for an efficient as well as effective assessment of the 

control system design. 

3.4 S u m m a r y 

In this chapter details of the numerical implementation of the flexible multibody 

dynamics model were discussed. An overview of the structure of the computer code, 

along with description of the important subprograms were also presented. Some of 

the important issues related to the numerical solution of ODE's were touched upon. 

Also, the numerical linearization of the equations of motion, which is useful for con

trol system synthesis, was explained. Next, the mathematical model and the related 
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computer program were validated by comparison with results reported by other re

searchers, as well as by verifying the conservation of energy for nondissipative cases. 

The results obtained established the fidelity of both the mathematical formulation 

and the computer implementation of the model. Finally, accuracy of the linearized 

governing equations was assessed for a specific flexible system through comparison 

with the complete nonlinear solution. 
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4. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

4.1 Prel iminary Remarks 

In most numerical solution to the nonlinear governing equations of mo

tion is sought. In general, due to the nonlinearity and time varying nature of these 

equations, exact analytical solutions do not exist. However, there are situations when 

an approximate analytical solution to the nonlinear equations of motion is desirable. 

The main limitation of a purely numerical approach is occasionally an insufficient 

understanding of the basis for certain observed phenomena, not to mention the com

putational cost. Often, a parametric study is needed to optimize the system design 

requiring substantial effort, time and expense. Thus, it is desirable to arrive at an 

approximate analytical solution which is able to predict the system behaviour with 

reasonable accuracy to establish trends and give a better appreciation of the associ

ated physics. This chapter deals with the development and application of one such 

approximate analytical method to solve a system of nonlinear equations governing 

the dynamics of a flexible space structure. The procedure developed is an extension 

of the Butenin Method, which itself is a modified version of the approach proposed 

by Kryloff and Bogoliuboff [110]. 

4.2 Mode l Descr ipt ion 

The model considered is similar to the FEL configuration considered in the pre

vious chapter. However, the system is taken to be in the Lagrange configuration, 

where the axis of the largest inertia is parallel to the orbit normal, and the axis of 

minimum inertia is aligned with the local vertical. Furthermore, librational motion 

and structural deformations are confined to the orbital plane. Thus, pitch (motion 
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about the orbit normal) is the only librational degree of freedom considered while the 

power boom and the solar panels deformations occur in the plane of the orbit, which 

is taken to be circular. A schematic diagram of the model is given in Figure 4-1 . 

The system dynamics is discretized through the method of assumed modes. The 

admissible functions for the solar panel and power boom vibration are taken as the 

clamped-free and free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam modes, respectively. For a multibody 

system where the stiffness, mass and inertia of adjacent bodies are significantly differ

ent, the method of assumed modes gives results which compare well with the system 

modes approach, which satisfies the boundary conditions completely [12]. This is well 

suited in the present study where the fundamental bending frequency of the power 

boom is approximately 20 times that of the solar panels. Only the first mode of vibra

tion for each system component is considered as previous work by Modi and Suleman 

[111] has shown that, in most cases, sufficient accuracy in flexibility modeling can be 

achieved by considering only the fundamental mode and a few harmonics. 

With only the first mode for the power boom and solar panels considered, the 

system has four degrees of freedom: the pitch angle ip ; the generalized coordinate 

associated with the deformation of the power boom qc{t); and the generalized coor

dinates associated with the deformation of the solar panels, qi{t) and q2{t). Both 

the pitch motion and the vibration of the power boom tend to excite the solar panels 

anti-symmetrically. This axiom was validated through a series of of numerical sim

ulations where the solar panels were free to vibrate independently. With the solar 

panels taken to vibrate anti-symmetrically, 6i = —62- Thus, the degrees of freedom 

reduce from four to three. Also, as a further simplification, the shift in the system 

center of mass due to flexure is neglected. For a free-free beam, the shift in the 

system center of mass is always zero. In the present case, addition of the solar panels 
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at one end of the beam results in a nonzero shift in the c m . However, with the large 

difference between the mass of the power boom and that of the solar panels (a ratio 

of approximately 40:1), the shift in the system c m . is virtually negligible. 

Based on the above assumptions, and the governing equations of motion in Ap

pendix n , reduce to: 

ip equation 

^Ai + A2ql + 2miq\) + UM + ^A^Qi) + 91 I "̂ ^ ^ 

- (-0 + e){2A2qcqc + 47ni9i9i) - 4A8gi9igc 

+ e'^l §A29c sin 2-0 - 3miLc<t)*qc cos 2tp 

+ ^!^ii^3£l cos(2(<?iSc + ^ ) ) - Smiql sm{2{<tl*qc + V)) 

+ miL?sin(2(</.l*ge + ^ ) ) - \AjLlsiTi2^ I ; (4.1) 

qc equation 

i>{A^ + 2^89?) + g'c {A2 + lAsLfcf,'; + 2A^<t>'c*qi) + "̂l ( ^ ^ ^ ) = 

- 4^8</'c 9l^c9l + 2^2^' 9c + 2eA2ikqc - 4^^89191 

- 4^1891^91 - ( ^5 - W^'i) '̂̂  + "2~ ) ~ ^29cCos2V' 

- miLc(t>c sm 2'(/' H cos(2(0g qc + w)j 
^1 

- 2^891 sin(2(0l*gc + V')) + IA^L\ sin(2(^l*g,. + V)) >; (4-2) 

9l equation 

.. (2rniA^\ .. / 2 A 3 A 8 \ ^ .. , . . ^(^-^J+9c(^-^J+9l(2mi) 
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+ 2>9^ \ ^ ^ ^ sin(2((/.l*g, + ^)) + rni^i cos(2{(l>'*q^ + -0)) 

- ( 2 A 6 - 3 ^ ^ m i ) g i . (4.3) 

The quantities Ai,... ,Ag, are constants governed by physical properties and system 

parameters, such as the mass, length and stiffness of the bodies. For the sake of brevity 

these constants are not given here, cj)* is the slope of the mode shape of the central 

body at the attachment point of bodies 1 and 2. It should be pointed out that in this 

analytical study, neither the damping nor the nonconservative generalized forces are 

present. Higher order terms due to the coupling between librational (pitching) and 

elastic motions, as well as between the elastic motion of the power boom and that of 

the solar arrays, are retained as they can dominate the dynamical behaviour of such 

a system [112]. 

Even with these approximations, the governing equations are not amenable to 

any known closed form solution procedure. A simplified set of nonlinear equations, 

which would still capture the dominant dynamics of the full governing equations 

is therefore desired. The simplified equations were obtained by retaining only the 

linear terms in the mass matrix of the equations (i.e. there are no nonlinearities 

associated with the second derivative terms), and nonlinear terms up to order three 

of the trigonometric terms expanded in Taylor Series. The simplified set of nonlinear 

equations thus obtained is: 

Aii) + A^qc + Ciqi = - C2^ - C^qc + C^qi 

- Biqiqi - B2qcqc - B^q^ + |C2V'^ + B^i^q'^ 

+ SBQip'^qc - ZBTilP'qi - BgTpqf - BQqcqj - ^lO^c^l 

- 2Biixpqc.qi - 2A2qcfpqc - 2Bi3qiipqi - 2A8qiqcqi; (4.4) 
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A^i^ + C^qc + CQQI = - C^ip - CjQc + Cgqi 

+ B2Hc - Bi^qiqi + BgV'"' + B^iP^qc - Bu^j^qi 

- ZBii^ql - BiriPql - 2BiQHcqi - ^189? - S^igg??! 

- B2oqcqi + A2ip^qc - 4^89l'0^1 " 2-B2igi^cgi; (4.5) 

ClV' + Ceqc + Bisqi =C4ip + Cgqc - Cgqi 

+ Biijjqi + 5i59i^c - Bjijj'^ - Biii)'^qc - Bgip'^qi 

- BiQiljql - 2BQ'i/jqcqi - Bigq^ - B2Qql<ll + Bi^.qi'ip'^ 

+ B2iqiql + 2A^qii>qa, (4.6) 

where Bi,..., B21 and C i , . . . , Cg are constants based on physical properties of the 

system. 

A separate program was written specifically to solve the full and simplified equa

tions numerically. Validity of both the sets of equations was estabhshed by comparing 

their numerical solutions to that given by the general multibody dynamics code. The 

results were found to be in excellent agreement except when the power boom was 

given a large excitation (tip deflections of more than 1 m). For large amplitude vi

brations of the power boom, the assumptions of anti-symmetric bending of the solar 

panels and zero shift in the system cm. are no longer valid. 

4.3 Extension of the Butenin Method 

The approximate analytical method employed here in solving the governing non

linear equations is an extension of the Kryloff and Bogoliuboff method to systems 

with higher degrees of freedom. The method, attributed to Butenin, generally works 
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well with a weakly nonlinear system which has a small parameter associated with the 

nonlinearities. It essentially involves perturbing the generating solution of the lin

ear system by assuming slowly varying amplitudes and phase angles, and employing 

the method of averaging [110]. The procedure employed here is an extension of the 

Butenin method to n-degree of freedom systems. In order to transform the system 

to a form amenable to the averaging procedure, the analytical solution to a set of 2n 

linear algebraic equations is required. For the case considered by Butenin, namely a 

two degree of freedom system, the solution of a set of 4 linear equations is accom

plished by using Cramer's Rule. However, for the present case, this would entail an 

enormous amount of effort. Therefore, an alternate procedure applicable to a general 

n-degree of freedom second order system is developed. 

Consider a weakly nonlinear system: 

Mx + Kx — iJ,f{x,x), X e R^] 

f:R''xR''^R''; (4.7) 

where both the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K are symmetric, positive 

definite, and time-invariant. / is a nonlinear vector function; and /J,, a small param

eter, is a measure of the strength of the nonlinearities. For the linear case {/JL — 0), 

the solution is given by 

n 

x{t) = ^aiVi siniiOit + (3i), (4.8) 
i = l 

where CJ? and Uj are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, respectively. 
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They are found by solving the eigenvalue problem 

K - ojfM (4.9) 

aj and /3j are constants found by evaluating the initial conditions of the system. It 

can be shown [102] that all the eigenvalues are real and positive if the matrices M 

and K are symmetric and positive definite. 

The solution of the nonlinear system {/j, ^ 0) is taken to have a form similar 

to that of the linear system, with the exception that the modal amplitudes a, and 

phase angles /3j are allowed to be functions of time, rather than constants. The basic 

procedure for solving the nonlinear system is to replace the original set of n second 

order differential equations in x by a set of In first order differential equations in a^ 

and /?j. Because n old variables are now defined in terms of 2n new ones, n arbitrary 

conditions on the new variables may be imposed. The conditions introduced arise 

automatically from the particular form that the first derivative of x is taken to have. 

More specifically, the first derivative of x is taken to be identical in form to the linear 

case, 

n 

x = '^anjJiViCo^{ujit + ^i), (4.10) 
i = l 

which is equivalent to the equation 

n 

^ I d j t T j S i n e j + aj/?ji;jcos0j| = 0 , (4.11) 

where 8^ = Wji + /^j. The second derivative of x is obtained through a term-by-term 

differentiation of Eqn. (4.10). After some manipulation, the governing equations of 
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motion can be expressed in terms of the new state variables as, 

r «i 

ai/3i 

\ / n \ 

0 

> = < •• 

A 

•. ^nPn ' 

>, 

.. in J 

(4.12) 

where / i , • • •, /n are the components of the nonlinear force vector, / , and the matrix 

P is defined as 

P = 
171 sin 01 ...ifn sin 0^ 

iflLOi cos 0 1 . . . ffnOJn cos 0^ 

ffi cos 0 1 . . . fjn COS 0^ 

-Tfl^i sin © 1 . . . — fln^n sin 0^ 

(4.13) 

with 

In order to manipulate Eqn. (4.12) to a form suitable for averaging, it has to be 

solved as follows, 

' «1 ' 

O-n 
< . . . 

a i / 3 l 
> = p - 1 < 

' 0 ^ 

0 
. . . , 

h 

•. Jn J 

(4.14) 

This would be a rather arduous task, were it not for the fact that P can be decomposed 

into a product of three matrices which, in turn, are partitioned into submatrices. The 

inverses of these partitioned matrices can be found with much greater ease than the 

inverse of P as it appears in Eqn. (4.13). 
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Defining V to be the matrix formed by the eigenvectors v^, i.e. 

V =[vi V2 ••• Vn], (4.15) 

and U to be the product of M and V, 

U = M V , (4.16) 

the matrix P can be partitioned as 

P = ABiB2 , (4.17) 

where: 

B i = 

B2 = 

u 

.o 

' I 

. o 

's^ 

-Ce 

o 

u. 

o" 

Q . 

Ce 

-Se 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

The inverses of A, B i and B2 can be obtained readily. In particular, B2 is an 

involutorv matrix (i.e. B2B2 = I). Each submatrix is of the dimension n x n. I and 

O are the identity and zero matrix, respectively. SQ, CQ and fi are diagonal matrices 

defined as: 

Sfl = 

sinGi 0 
0 sin 02 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 s in0n_i 0 
0 sin 0 „ 

(4.21) 
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cos 01 0 
0 cos 02 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 cos0„_i 0 
0 cos Qn 

(4.22) 

n = 

wi 0 . . . 
0 UJ2 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 CJr^-l 0 
0 LOr 

The inverse of P can easily be shown to be 

. - 1 
I 

o 

o 

n-1 

u-i 

o 

where 

fi-^ = 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
^2 

0 

0 1 
' ^n-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

o 

u-1 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

Since M and K are both positive definite, u>i,... ,ujn are all nonzero and positive. 

Therefore the inverse of CI exists. U~ can be computed numerically and is expressed 

as 

T =U"^ = 

*11 *12 
hi ^22 

Jnl tn2 

*2n 
(4.26) 

Now, the set of first order equations expressed in a form amenable to the averaging 
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procedure can be written as 

f "1 1 

> = 
aiPi 

•• 0"nyn > 

0 

/ l 

^ Jn , 

-Ir 
Cgn-'Tf 

> = (4.27) 
-S^ f i - iT / 

The motivation for employing an averaging procedure is the fact that, for weakly non

linear systems, the amplitudes and phase angles vary little over one cycle of oscillation. 

Therefore, the average values of the amplitudes and phase angles are considered rather 

than the instantaneous values. Solutions for the averaged differential equations are 

then sought. The averaged form of eq. (4.27) is: 

( ai \ U=l FA • tu 

> = < > , 

. -(^?= 

(4.28) 

= 1 •̂  in "'^^ / uJn , 

where the bar (") denotes an averaged variable, and F^,..., F^^ and F?-^,. 

the expressions averaged over a complete cycle: 

r2-K r2n 

FL are 
in 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

The averaged equations (4.28) may be solved to yield a first order correction to the 

generating solution. Any appropriate method may be employed to solve the averaged 

nonlinear differential equations. 
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4.4 Analyt ica l and Numerical Resu l t s 

The physical properties of the model used are given in Table 4-1 . The funda

mental flexural frequencies for the system are taken to be a tenth of the actual FEL 

model described in the previous chapter. The spacecraft is placed in a circular Low 

Earth Orbit (LOE) at a height of 400 km. 

Table 4-1 Physical characteristics of the planar FEL model 

Body 

Power Boom 

PV Array 

Length 

(m) 

60 

33 

Mass 

(kg) 

15,840 

444 

* 

(rad/s) 

1.2164 

0.0628 

(kg-m2) 

1.5 X 10^ 

1,332 

(kg-m^) 

4.37 X 10^ 

161,172 

J-zz 

(kg-m2) 

4.28 X 10^ 

162,504 

UJl is the fundamental natural frequency in bending 

The Mass and Stiffness matrices of the system are taken to be as: 

1.03214 x l O ^ 1.66689 x l O ^ ' 
2.71272 x 10^ 2.58216 x 10^ M = 

K = 

5.83112 X 10^ 1.03214 x 10^ 1.66689 x 10^ 

symm. 8.88000 x 10^ 

1.99157 X 10^ 1.28484 x lO^^ -6.40079 x 10"^ 
2.34367 X 10^ -9.91541 x 10"^ 

3.44281 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

symm. 

The resulting natural frequencies and their corresponding eigenvectors were found to 

be as follows: 

ui = 1.84789 X IQ^'^rad/s, 

i02 = 6.39768 X lO^^rad/s , 

W3 = 1.109036 r a d / s . 

0.99382617 
VI = -̂  0.00001451 

0.03513380 

-0.00287077 ] 
V2 = { 0.00040153 > 

0.99999580 J 

0.00340241 
V3= { -0.34386914 

0.939011412 
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The results indicate that the first mode of the system is dominated by the pitch motion 

with some coupling with the solar panel vibration, while the second is essentially 

comprised of the solar panel vibration and minor coupling with the pitch motion. In 

the third mode, the solar panel vibration is again prominent and coupled with the 

power boom vibration. From these results, the linear solution to the system can easily 

be obtained. 

The averaged form of the nonlinear equations were also evaluated. Because of 

the relatively large number of nonlinear terms retained even in the "simplified" form, 

the amount of algebra involved was considerable. The averaged nonhnear differential 

equations are given by: 

^i = 0, i = 1,2,3; (4.33) 
3 

^i^i = Yl ^ij'^i'^l ^ = 1,2,3. (4.34) 

Here D^j are constants which depend on the physical parameters, including mass 

and stiffness properties, as well as the natural frequencies and eigenvectors of the 

system (linear). Once again, for the sake of brevity, the lengthy expressions for these 

constants are omitted. The solution to the averaged equations is given by: 

i = l ,2,3; 

i = 1,2,3. 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

This shows that the solution given by the analytical nonlinear approach results in 

an amplitude which is identical to that given by the linear solution. However, the 

nonlinear solution does 'correct' the phase through modification of the natural fre

quencies (obtained from the linear solution) by a constant value which depends on a 

weighted sum of the squares of the initial amplitudes of the system. 
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The numerical solutions for both the full nonlinear model and the simplified 

nonlinear model, as well as the analytical solutions of the simplified nonlinear model 

and the linear model were obtained. This was necessary to validate the analytical 

solution procedure. First, the response to an initial condition in the pitch angle of 

20° was obtained (Figure 4-2 ). The results indicate that for the pitch time history 

taken over one orbit (5560 s) there is an excellent agreement among the numerical 

solutions of both the full and simplified nonlinear models, as well as with the analytical 

solution of the simplified nonlinear model. However, the solution given by the linear 

model has considerable phase error. The responses of the power boom and solar panel 

vibrations, given by both the linear and the analytical nonlinear solutions overpredict 

the amplitude of vibration by approximately 10%. However, the correlation in phase 

for all the solutions, is excellent here. As expected the pitching motion excites the 

solar panel to a much greater extent than the power boom. Note, that the pitch 

history is shown over one orbit, while the power boom and solar panel response is 

presented over one-tenth of an orbit to facilitate comparison. 

Next, the response to an initial disturbance applied to the power boom, in the 

form of a 0.1 m excitation of the generalized coordinate (tip deflection of 0.2 m), is 

obtained. These results are given in Figure 4-3 . All the solutions for the power boom 

response are in excellent agreement. However, the linear solutions for both the pitch 

and the solar panel vibration are in error with the nonlinear predictions (numerical 

as well as analytical), all of which are in excellent agreement. The discrepancy in the 

linear solution takes the form of an offset error in the amplitude. Note, the error is 

cyclic in nature at the fundamental bending frequency of the solar panel. 

Next, to complete the comparison between the various solutions, a disturbance 

was imparted to the solar panel. An initial condition of 0.5 m to the vibrational 
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Figure 4-2 System response to an excitation in pitch: a comparison of solutions 
given by different models. 
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Initial Condit ions: 
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Figure 4-3 System response to the excitation of the power boom vibration: a 
comparison of solutions given by different models. 
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generalized coordinate, corresponding to a solar panel tip deflection of 1 m, was used. 

The results show that, apart from a negligible phase error between both the linear 

and analytical nonlinear solutions, and the numerical nonlinear solutions of the power 

boom response, the results are in excellent agreement (Figure 4-4 ). 

The possible disturbances on a large, flexible spacecraft include environmental 

effects such as gravity gradient torques, solar radiation pressure, and thermal defor

mation, to name a few. In addition, on-board activity of the crew and maneuvers 

of a robotic manipulator, may excite the system. A review of the literature on en

vironmental effects has been presented by Ng in his doctoral dissertation [13]. On 

the other hand, Suleman [12] has studied at length the space station response to 

on-board disturbances. 

Some appreciation as to the effect of such disturbances can be obtained through 

the excitation of each generalized coordinate. For example, a small disturbance in 

pitch may be used to simulate the gravity gradient torque on the system, while the 

effects of thermal disturbances may be investigated by exciting the elastic degrees of 

freedom. 

With this in mind, a study was undertaken using the analytical nonlinear solu

tion, its validity having been established. To begin with, the response of all three 

generalized coordinates to a 20° pitch disturbance was re-examined (see Figure 4-5 ). 

Note, the time history of the flexible degrees of freedom is now extended to one orbit. 

The power boom response, at the pitch frequency, is modulated by high frequency 

oscillations corresponding to the natural frequency of the solar panel. To put it dif

ferently, the power boom responds to both the rigid body pitch as well as vibratory 

disturbance of the solar panel. In fact there is a small contribution at its own natural 

frequency (insert, center frame. Figure 4-5). The solar panel response shows similar 
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Figure 4-4 System response to the excitation of the solar panel vibration: a 
comparison of solutions given by different models. 
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trends, however, now the tip deflection is larger (5 cm compared with 0.002 cm). The 

results clearly illustrate the coupling between pitch motion and the flexible degrees 

of freedom. 

Next, the response to the power boom excitation (tip deflection of 0.2 m) is inves

tigated over one orbit (Figure 4-6 ). As can be expected, the power boom vibrates at 

its own characteristic frequency, with constant amplitude in the absence of damping. 

Note a strong coupling between the power boom and solar panel vibrations. In fact, 

the panel's vibration amplitude is approximately 5 times the power boom excitation. 

Two frequencies are present in the solar panel response: the higher corresponds to 

the power boom fundamental frequency in bending, while the lower represents the 

solar panel's natural frequency. The pitch response exhibits three frequencies: the 

two associated with the flexible degrees of freedom, while the third corresponds to the 

rigid body motion in pitch. Although the maximum pitch oscillation of 0.2° appears 

to be modest, it would be unacceptable in cases requiring high pointing accuracy of 

the platform (power boom) during communications. 

Finally, a disturbance in the form of a tip deflection of 1 m is applied to the 

solar panel (Figure 4-7 ). The power boom's response is minimal. Although two 

frequencies corresponding to the vibration generalized coordinates are present, the 

maximum deflection is only 1 mm. The pitch motion is excited at both the solar 

panel as well as the pitch natural frequency with an amplitude of approximately 0.2°. 

The study clearly emphasizes the presence of coupling between the librational and 

vibrational degrees of freedom. In particular, the solar panel vibrations are strongly 

coupled with the pitch and power boom responses. 
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Figure 4-5 Analytical obtained system response to an excitation in pitch. 
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Figure 4-6 System response to an excitation of the power boom vibration: the 
analytical solution. 
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4.5 Concluding Remarks 

A procedure for the analytical solution of a weakly nonlinear system with arbitrary 

degrees of freedom is developed as an extension to the Butenin method. Its validity 

is assessed through application to a nonlinear model of a flexible space station. In 

general, the closed-form analytical solution predicts the response with a remarkable 

degree of accuracy, even when subjected to large disturbances. It clearly emphasizes 

the coupled character of the system. The approach can be used to advantage in 

gaining physical appreciation of the problem, particularly during the preliminary 

design stage, with significant saving in time and effort. 
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5. UNCONTROLLED MOTION 

5.1 Preliminary Remarks 

The validity of the flexible multibody formulation and the associated simulation 

code was established in the Chapter 3. The principal benefit in developing such a 

model is to predict the dynamical behaviour of a large class of flexible, multibody 

systems through numerical simulation. In this chapter the potential of this versatile 

tool is illustrated through its application in the study of the uncontrolled dynamics 

of a wide range of spacecraft systems. 

First, the behaviour of a generic space platform with a slewing manipulator is 

simulated to demonstrate the foreshortening effect. Next, yet another generic space 

platform model with a slewing manipulator is studied to illustrate the improvement 

in matching of the natural boundary conditions by employing quasi-comparison func

tions. The proposed Space Station has numerous facets leading to its complex dynam

ical behaviour. It involves the evolutionary growth of a large, flexible space structure, 

subjected to a wide variety of disturbances including the slewing maneuvers of various 

structural elements, docking of the Space Shuttle, crew motion, etc. not to mention 

the environmental disturbances due to solar and aerodynamic effects. The influence 

of some of these disturbances are studied here. Speciflcally, the response of the First 

Element Launch (FEL) conflguration to the docking of the Space Shuttle and ma

neuvers of the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) are investigated. Furthermore, 

the dynamics of the Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC) of the Space Station 

during tracking motion of its solar arrays and maneuvers of the RMS are studied. 

The "turnaround" time for conducting such dynamical studies using the multi-

body dynamics code is relatively short; the data required for a new run can be entered 
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in the input file quite readily. This would enable a design engineer to conduct a sys

tematic parametric study quite readily. Here only a few typical cases are studied 

to help establish trends. The purpose of the study is not to generate a vast body 

of design data, but to establish innovative methodologies and develop versatile tools 

which can be used with confidence by a community of practising as well as research 

engineers. 

5.2 Generic Space Plat forms Mode l s wi th a Slewing Manipulator 

5.2.1 Foreshortening Effect 

As alluded to earlier, the foreshortening effect relates to the distinction between 

the arclength of a structural element and its projection along the axis of the reference 

frame [90]. To aid in the explanation of this effect consider the cantilevered beam in 

Figure 5-1 . In the conventional beam theory, the defiection of an element is taken to 

be perpendicular to the undeformed beam. Consider a beam element dm, located at 

M , as shown in Figure 5-1. Conventional theory implicitly states that the undeformed 

position of that element is at Ĵ T, whereas it actually is at S. The difference between 

these two is insignificant if beam stiffness is high, but becomes significant as stiffness 

decreases. Essentially, failure to account for the foreshortening effect results in the 

implicit assumption of stretching or compressing of the beam[90]. Moreover, when a 

flexible member undergoes a fast slewing maneuver, the conventional theory fails to 

predict the stiffening effect due to the rotation of the beam. 

In order to incorporate the foreshortening effect one must first establish a rela

tionship between the beam arclength and position along the beam axis, x. From 

elementary differential geometry, the arclength, s, is related to the coordinates, x, y 
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*- X 

F i g u r e 5-1 A cantilevered beam iUustrating the foreshortening effect. 

and z by: 

d5=y^(da;)2 + (dy)2 + (d^)2; 

- Wl + 
dxJ \dxJ 

(5.1) 

For the case of a beam in flexure, y and z represent the beam deflections in those 

respective directions, i.e. 

y = V 

z = w. (5.2) 
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Recognizing that v and w are small and using the Binomial expansion, 

Now, applying eq. (5.2), eq. (5.1) can be written as 

ds 1 + 
1 'dvy (dw\ 

dx ) \dx J 
dx. 

Integrating eq. (5.3) and ignoring higher order terms yields [90] 

s = x + r}{x), 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where 

X 

d^. (5.5) 

rj represents the difference between the arclength and its projection along the x axis 

and ^ is simply a dummy variable. 

If the foreshortening effect is to be neglected, then terms of the form 

: dm and x dm. (5.6) 

which appear in the energy expressions for a beam element are given by: 

X dm = / iJLrn X dx; / X dm. = / I 
Jm Je 

J' X dm. = / I 
m Je 

X dm. = I [Xm x dx; (5.7) 

where ixm is the mass per unit length of the beam element. If, however, the foreshort

ening effect is to be modeled, then terms of the form shown in eq. (5.6) are given by 

the following expressions: 

J' X dm = I fijji X 
m Je 

ds: 
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/ X dm = / j 
Jm Je 

X dm = I Ura X ds. (5.8) 

Substituting eq. (5.4) into eq. (5.8) and neglecting 0{rp') terms gives: 

Hmxds = fim{s - v) ds-

],..^.-],..-.f. 
=- I f^m (s^ - 2s77) ds + 0{v^, w"^). 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Note that rj = 0{v'^,w'^). One can see that the first terms in eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) 

represent the expressions when the foreshortening effect is neglected, while the second 

terms in the respective equations represent the corrective terms. It can be shown 

through integration by parts [90] that the corrective terms for 

s ds and s ds 

are: 

J rjds = ^J{s-i) 
0 0 

dvY ' dw 
ds; (5.11) 

-2J svds==^Jis^-i^) f 
dw 

ds: (5.12) ^,2 . 2 , 

0 0 

respectively. Corrections are required for the: Tcm, Ts and T/j g terms of the kinetic 

energy expression; Icmj Ir and Ijj j. terms of the system inertia matrix; and the Hem, 

Hhr, ^rs and Hj^g terms of the angular momentum vector. Their contribution to the 

governing equations of motion is incorporated in the model. As an example, consider 

the relevant portion of the T, expression for a system with only 5 j bodies, 

N T . 
{C\pi)-{C\pi)dm, . (5.13) Ts 

1 ^ 
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Consider the case when the central body is rigid, and each of the B^ bodies are flexible 

beam-type appendages undergoing prescribed slewing maneuvers. The corrective 

terms (for the equations of motion) due to foreshortening, for the m-th flexibility 

coordinate of the l-th Bi body are: 

dP[" 

dQf 

1 
= -;U/ trace 

-III trace 

CflCf^ ]Ê 5̂̂ = 

]E«?̂ ;-̂ ' c\\tf^^^^' ^^ 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

where: 

j m /(̂ l 

1 = 
"l 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

o" 
0 
0 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

When j ' = m, it is clear that ^ ' .^ is negative. Therefore, the contributions of the 

corrective terms to the governing equations are such that the stiffness of the system 

increases. This explains the observed phenomenon of stiffening encountered when 

flexible systems are spun. 

The foreshortening effect is demonstrated through computer simulations of a rigid 

space platform with a flexible manipulator undergoing a fast slewing maneuver. The 

physical characteristics of the system are given in Table 5-1 . The system, in a cir

cular Low Earth Orbit at an altitude of 400 km, is oriented in the gravity gradient 

configuration with the long axis of the platform along the local vertical. The manip

ulator, located at the nadir end of the platform, slews at a constant angular velocity 

of 0.1454 rad/s. At time ^ = 0, the manipulator tip is oriented towards zenith, and 

is given a tip deflection of 1 cm in each of the transverse directions. A schematic 
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diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5-2 . The manipulator is discretized using 

a single clamped-free beam shape function in each transverse direction. 

Table 5-1 Physical characteristics of the rigid space platform with a flexible 
manipulator 

Body 

Platform 

Manipulator 

Length 

(m) 

60 

15 

Mass 

(kg) 

120,000 

750 

* 

(rad/s) 

rigid 

0.494 

(kg-m^) 

1.0 X 10^ 

400 

(kg-m^) 

3.6 X 10^ 

5.625 X 10^ 

(kg-m^) 

3.6 X lO'̂  

5.625 X 10^ 

* cji is the fundamental bending natural frequency 

The results comparing the system response with and without the foreshortening 

eifect are shown in Figure 5-3 . There is no discernible difference in the pitch response, 

which, as expected, shows the platform motion in the clockwise sense (-ive -0) to 

conserve the system angular momentum (Figure 5-3a). In the roll and yaw responses, 

both of which are much smaller than the pitch excitation, a slight increase in stiffness 

due to foreshortening is clearly discernible through higher frequency. Note, unlike 

the roll and yaw, the pitch response is essentially unaffected by the manipulator 

vibration. Part (b) of the figure studies the vibrational response of the manipulator. 

Note, (5̂  is the transverse deflection of the arm in the plane of the rotation, while 6^ is 

the deflection in the out-of-plane direction. These results also confirm the stiffening 

effect. It should be noted that the fundamental fiexural frequency of the manipulator 

is approximately 3.5 times the rotation rate of the manipulator. This accounts for 

the significant effect of beam foreshortening. 

Next, the stiffness of the manipulator is increased tenfold, resulting in a fun

damental bending frequency {uii) of 1.56 rad/s. The slewing rate is maintained at 

0.1454 rad/s. The results are presented in Figure 5-4 . Note, the pitch response is 
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Figure 5-2 Schematic of the rigid space platform with a flexible manipulator. 

virtually unchanged from the previous case, when the manipulator was less stiff. The 

roll response exhibits, logically, a higher frequency of oscillation although the ampli

tude remains essentially unchanged. The basic trend in yaw is also the same. The 

responses predicted by the model which incorporates foreshortening are virtually the 

same as the model which neglects it. The same trend is also reflected in the vibra

tory response of the manipulator. It is of interest to recognize that the tip deflection 

perpendicular to the plane of slew (i.e. S^ ) is virtually unaffected by foreshortening. 

However, the manipulator tip deflection in the plane of rotation (i.e. 6^^ ) is quite 

sensitive to the foreshortening effect in terms of amplitude attenuation. The general 
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F i g u r e 5-3 Response of a rigid platform with slewing flexible manipulator, ui 

0.494 rad/s: (a) librational time histories. 
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Figure 5-3 Response of a rigid platform with slewing flexible manipulator, uji 
0.494 rad/s: (b) vibrational generalized coordinates. 
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trend indicates that as the flexural stiffness of the system increases, the foreshortening 

effect becomes less important. For ui greater than 10 times the frequency of rotation, 

the increase in stiffness due to foreshortening was essentially absent. 

5.2.2 Improved Performance using Quasi—Comparison Functions 

The various options for discretizing continuous variable flexible systems to their 

approximate discrete variable analogues were discussed in Chapter 2. To summa

rize, the use of Rayleigh-Ritz type approaches, e.g. the method of assumed modes, 

theoretically guarantees convergence of the solution as more admissible functions are 

used. Admissible functions, which only satisfy the geometric boundary conditions of 

the system, are attractive because of their abundance. On the other hand, compari

son functions, which satisfy both the geometric and the natural boundary conditions 

are relatively limited in number. 

The poor convergence often observed with the use of admissible functions may be 

attributed to the fact that, in some cases, no finite set of these functions is capable of 

satisfying the natural boundary conditions. Meirovitch and Kwak [93-95] have shown 

that the use of quasi-comparison functions can improve the convergence. These func

tions, individually, do not satisfy both types of boundary conditions but do so as a 

whole. Typically, a set of quasi-comparison functions is formed by augmenting admis

sible functions with a set of functions which satisfy the natural boundary conditions. 

It is common to select eigenfunctions of a closely related problem as the admissible 

functions. Similarly, the second set of functions constituting the quasi-comparison 

functions are also often chosen as eigenfunctions of related systems. 

The improvement in modeling multibody systems has been demonstrated by 

Meirovitch and Kwak [94] on a ground-based planar frame-type structure resem

bling an inverted "U". Various combinations of beam eigenfunctions were used to 
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F i g u r e 5-4 Response of a rigid platform with slewing flexible manipulator, uii 

1.56 rad/s : (a) librational degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 5-4 Response of a rigid platform with slewing flexible manipulator, a;i 
1.56 rad/s: (b) vibrational generalized coordinates. 
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form the set of quasi-comparison functions for each of the 3 components of the struc

ture. The results generally indicate good matching of natural boundary conditions 

at the interfaces of the constituent beams. 

In the present study, a flexible space platform with a slewing flexible manipulator 

is used to investigate the convergence of quasi-comparison function based discretiza

tion for orbiting space structures with time-varying geometry. The system is similar 

to the one employed in the previous subsection (5.2.1). The beam-like platform is 

placed in a gravity gradient configuration in a circular orbit at an altitude of 400 

km. The manipulator is placed at the nadir end of the platform and performs slewing 

maneuver of 180° in 2 minutes. The manipulator, which has a mass of 150 kg and a 

tip (payload) mass of 50 kg, commences the sinusoidal-ramp maneuver while oriented 

toward zenith and terminates it oriented towards nadir. Simulations are carried out 

using 2 and 3 shape functions each for the platform and manipulator, both of the 

admissible function (AF) and quasi-comparison function (QCF) variety. The admis

sible functions for the platform are free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam eigenfunctions, 

while those for the manipulator represent clamped-free beam modes. These admissi

ble functions are augmented by the clamped-free and clamped-clamped beam modes 

to form the set of quasi-comparison functions for the the platform and manipulator, 

respectively. For example, when 2 shape functions were used for the platform, the 

QCF solution employed the first free-free and the first clamped-free eigenfunctions. 

For the 3 shape functions case, the first two free-free and the first clamped-free eigen

functions were used to form the QCF set. The physical characteristics of the system 

are given in Table 5-2 , and a schematic of the system is shown in Figure 5-5 . 

The simulation results for the case when 2 AF's are used for the power boom 

and the manipulator are shown in Figure 5-6 . The librational response indicates, as 
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Table 5-2 Physical characteristics of the flexible space platform with a flexible 
manipulator 

Body 

Platform 

Manipulator 

Length 

(m) 

60 

15 

Mass 

(kg) 

3000 

150t 

EI 

(N-m^) 

1.0 X 10^ 

5.0 X 10^ 

J-xx 

(kg-m2) 

2.5 X lO'' 

400 

(kg-m^) 

9.0 X 10^ 

1.125 X 10^ 

J-zz 

(kg-m2) 

9.0 X 10^ 

1.125 X 10^. 

t excluding the payload mass 

Platform 

a 

Local 
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O 
Initial 
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u 
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Normal 

Final 

5̂  

Figure 5-5 Schematic of the flexible space platform with a flexible manipulator. 

expected, that only the pitch motion is excited by the maneuver. The pitch degree of 

freedom experiences a peak deviation of approximately 1.5°. The vibrational response 
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suggests that the maximum tip deflection of the power boom is only 1 mm, however 

that of the manipulator is about 4 cm! Note, the deflections during the maneuver are 

considerably greater than those during the post-maneuver phase. It may be pointed 

out that no structural damping is assumed. 

In order to assess how well the natural boundary conditions are satisfied, the 

bending moments at the base of the manipulator and the tip of the platform were 

computed. These results are shown in part (b) of the figure. As expected, the bending 

moment at the power boom end is zero because of the free-free shape functions used. 

The manipulator's bending moment time history which has a peak value of about 40 

N-m, is quite similar to its tip defiection response, except for the 180° phase difi^erence. 

This is consistent with the physics of the problem, because as the manipulator is 

accelerated from rest, the tip tends to lag the base. The situation is reversed as the 

manipulator decelerates back to rest. 

Next, the simulation was run using two QCF's for the platform and manipulator 

(Figure 5-7 ). There is no discernible diff̂ erence between the pitch response for this 

case and the one presented before. The same is true for the manipulator response. 

However, there is a considerable difference in the power boom tip response. While 

the shape of the response is similar, it appears to be magnified by a factor of 4. 

Furthermore, now the bending moment shows very good agreement, both in the 

maneuver and post-maneuver phases. 

The results for the simulation with three AF's are presented in Figure 5-8 . These 

are essentially indistinguishable from the two admissible functions case. There is, 

however, some departure in the power boom's peak tip deflection (at around 0.0015 

orbits), with the three shape functions case predicting a larger value. 

The final case considered involved 3 QCF's. The simulation results are given 
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in Figure 5-9 . The response is close to the 2 QCF case, although there are some 

noteworthy diff"erences. For the platform tip deflection, the 3 QCF case predicts 

lower peak values during the maneuvering phase, however the correlation is rather 

good subsequently. There also appears to be some high frequency modulations of the 

platform response at around 0.01 orbits, however, it attenuates rather quickly. For 

the bending moment, there is a slightly better agreement compared to the two QCF 

case. The pitch and the manipulator tip deflection responses compare rather well. 

The results indicate that in some cases, the performance of conventional dis

cretization methods, such as the method of assumed modes, when applied to inter

connected, flexible bodies, can be improved by augmenting the standard admissible 

functions with ones which satisfy the natural boundary conditions. These auxiliary 

functions themselves need not even satisfy the geometric boundary conditions. The 

totality of these augmented functions, called quasi-comparison functions, however, 

are capable of satisfying all the boundary conditions. This approach was applied 

here successfully to an orbiting flexible space platform with a flexible slewing ma

nipulator. Moreover, the results suggest an accurate prediction of the response by 

employing relatively few shape functions. 

5.3 First Element Launch (FEL) 

The response of the FEL configuration of the proposed Space Station to various 

librational and vibrational initial conditions were studied by Ng [13]. As seen earlier 

his results were used in validating the flexible multibody spacecraft model and code 

developed in this study. 

As pointed out earlier, the Space Station will be subject to numerous disturbances, 

both of the natural and operational variety. Operational disturbances include crew ac

tivity, the docking of the space shuttle, and the maneuvers of the remote manipulator 
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system. Response of the latter two types of operational disturbances is investigated 

in this section. 

5.3.1 Responses to docking of the Space Shuttle 

The physical characteristics of the FEL were given in Table 3-1 and a schematic 

diagram of the system was shown in Figure 3-9. It is important to note that the 

system is placed in a nonequilibrium orientation which is unstable in the librational 

degrees of freedom. The equilibrium orientation of the system was found to be: 

'0e = 0, (j)e — 0, Ae = 0.74°. Therefore, a control system would have to be designed 

to stabilize the system. The synthesis of control systems for the Space Station is 

investigated in the following chapter. Here, the open loop response of the FEL to the 

docking of the Shuttle is considered. 

The orbiter berthing is a complicated process. Docking units are designed to 

soften the impact [113]. One docking mechanism, consisting of active and passive 

units, is based on the one used in the Apollo-Soyuz project. The active element, 

located on the orbiter, incorporates an attenuator supported standoff ring which 

engages and latches the passive unit mounted on the Space Station. 

A detailed model of the dynamics of the docking procedure is still not established. 

For the purposes of this investigation, it is modeled as follows. An average docking 

force, along with a docking time interval, and the direction of approach are considered 

as specified. For the duration of the docking process, non-conservative generalized 

forces are computed and incorporated in the dynamics model. At the end of that 

interval, the system mass and inertias are recomputed to include the effect of the 

docked orbiter, which is modeled as a rigid body. 

The properties of the shuttle are obtained from NASA report SSE-E-88-R8 [114]. 
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The mass of the orbiter is taken to be 9 x 10 kg with the inertia matrix as: 

kg-m . ^ss — 

1.09 X 10^ 0 3.2 X 10^ 
0 8.65 X 10^ 0 

3.2 X 10^ 0 8.38 X 10^ 

A diagram of the orbiter is shown in Figure 5-10 . For the simulation, the power 

boom is modeled as a free-free beam, while the stinger is taken to be a cantilever 

beam. The PV radiator and the PV arrays are modeled as cantilever plates. A 

single generalized coordinate is employed for the discretization of the plates, while 

two modes are used for the beam-type members in each transverse direction. The 

orbital perturbations are also modeled. Thus, a total of 32 degrees of freedom are 

considered. The orbiter is assumed to approach the Space Station in the direction 

opposite to the local horizontal (i.e. the —Z direction). Two cases are considered: 

the average force transmitted during docking to be 200 N or 2000 N. In both the 

cases, docking commences at 9 — 0.01 orbit and its duration is 1 s. The docking ring 

is taken to be situated at the stinger end of the power boom, i.e. 27.5 m from its 

center. 

The results for the first case are shown in in Figure 5-11 . Although all the 

librational d.o.f. are excited, the yaw is affected most, reaching a value of almost 30° 

within 0.09 orbit. Given the relatively large moment-arm to the docking force with 

respect to the cm., this is as expected. Moreover, the fact that the docking procedure 

results in an impulsive loading is verified by the yaw response which demonstrates a 

constant angular rate. The coupling between the librational d.o.f. is responsible for 

the pitch and roll motion. 

The vibrational responses of the power boom and the stinger are given in part 

(b). The power boom is excited mainly in the Zc transverse direction. Again, this is 

the anticipated results as the docking impact takes place in this direction. The tip 
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Figure 5-10 A diagram of the Space Shuttle showing the docking direction. 

excitation in the Zc direction is approximately 0.4 mm compared to around 5 x 10~ 

mm in the yc direction. The power boom vibrates at a frequency significantly lower 

than the computed fundamental free-free beam frequency (1.93 Hz) because of the 

presence of the docked orbiter. The observed frequency of vibration for the power 

boom is 0.65 Hz. The analytically computed fundamental frequency for a beam with 

a rigid body corresponding to the orbiter mass at one end is 0.53 Hz. The small 
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difference is attributed to the free-free shape functions used in the discretization. 

The stinger's vibration in the zi direction is excited principally by the rotational 

motion due to flexure of the power boom at the stinger's attachment point. The 

stinger's response in the other transverse direction grows with time suggesting that 

it is excited through coupling with the pitch motion which has an increasing angular 

rate. 

The responses of the PV radiator and arrays are presented in part (c) of the 

flgure. The tip deflections of the arrays are significantly greater than that of the 

radiator. Again, these are caused by the rotation of the power boom due to flexure. 

It is apparent that this rotational motion tends to excite the arrays in their transverse 

direction, but has no effect on the PV radiator in its transverse direction. Hence, the 

maximum array tip deflection is around 6 cm while that of the radiator is less than 

0.3 mm. 

Next, the average docking force is increased to 2000 N, while the time interval 

is maintained at 1 s (Figure 5-12). The trends are essentially the same as before 

except for the oscillatory character of the pitch and roll responses. The pitch and 

yaw librations are approximately 10 times larger than the previous case, which is 

consistent with the fact that the impulse in this case is 10 times greater. The power 

boom response also exhibits the same trend with approximately a tenfold increase 

in amplitude. The beat - type character of the power boom vibration, suggesting 

interaction between closely spaced frequencies, degenerates to a more conventional 

response by 0.1 orbit. The stinger response is also significantly higher, as expected. 

The behaviour of the PV radiator and arrays are similar in nature to the previous case, 

with amplitudes 10 times greater in the case of the array responses, and almost 100 

times higher for the radiator response. Among the structural members, tip deflections 
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of the solar arrays were the highest, i.e. over 50 cm. 

As expected, the results show that the docking of the space shuttle represents a 

major disturbance to the space station. A relatively modest impact force of 200 N for 

a duration of 1 s is sufficient to cause significant librational and vibrational motions. 

The need for active control of the librational d.o.f.'s has already been established. 

The above results suggest that the active control of the vibrational d.o.f.'s may also 

be required. 

5.3.2 R e s p o n s e to manipulator maneuvers 

In addition to operational maneuvers, the Space Station based manipulator will 

also be employed during the construction of the Station. It is envisaged that a manip

ulator system will be exploited even at the FEL stage of the evolving Space Station. 

Thus the operation of such a robotic system will constitute a significant disturbance. 

The physical characteristics of the manipulator considered in the simulation are given 

in Table 5-3 . The payload is represented by a point mass of 800 kg at its tip. 

Table 5-3 Physical characteristics of the FEL manipulator 

Body 

Manipulator 

Length 

(m) 

7.5 

Mass 

(kg) 

800* 

EI 
(N-m^) 

5 X 10^ 

J-xx 

(kg-m2) 

45 

(kg-m2) 

6.0 X 10^ 

(kg-m^) 

6.0 X 10^ 

* excluding payload mass of 800 kg 

The effect of a typical maneuver of the manipulator on the dynamics of the Station 

is investigated by simulating a combined translation and rotation maneuver shown in 

Figure 5-13 . The base of the manipulator is initially situated 15 m from the center of 

the power boom (towards the solar panels), with the the long axis of the manipulator 

located along the orbit normal. The manipulator slews in the plane defined by the 
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orbit normal and local horizontal through 180°, while its base translates by 30 m along 

the power boom towards the stinger end. Both the translation and rotation profiles 

are taken to be of the sine-on ramp type, and the maneuver is completed in 60 s. 

Note that the fundamental flexural frequency of the manipulator is approximately 

4.3 rad/s, while its average rotational speed is only about 0.05 rad/s. Therefore, the 

foreshortening effect can be neglected. 

Body B4 Body B5 

Orbit Normal 

A 

Local 
Vertical 

Local 
Horizontal 

Body B i 

Body 

Be 
Bi 
B2 
B3 
B4-B5 

Description 
Power Boom 
Stinger 
IVIanipulator 
PV Radiator 
PV Arrays 

Figure 5-13 Schematic of the FEL conflguration showing a combined slew-translation 
maneuver of the manipulator. 

Three cases are investigated corresponding to one, two, or three shape functions 

employed for discretizing the flexible nature of the power boom, manipulator and 
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stinger in each transverse direction. As before, the PV arrays and radiator are mod

eled as cantilever plates represented by a single shape function in the longitudinal 

and transverse directions. The mass of the power boom (15,840 kg) is much greater 

than those of the other structural elements, the most massive of which is the manip

ulator with payload (total mass of 1600 kg). Therefore, the power boom dynamics 

is adequately represented by eigenfunctions of a free-free beam. Eigenfunctions of a 

cantilevered beam are taken as admissible functions for the manipulator and stinger. 

In the first simulation, one shape function is used to model the flexibility of the 

beam elements. The librational responses to the maneuver are shown in Figure 5-14 

(a) over 0.02 orbit which corresponds to approximately 110 seconds. The major 

librational d.o.f. excited by the maneuver is the yaw angle, which is perturbed by 

almost 7°. Interestingly, the yaw angle at the end of the maneuver appears to stabilize 

about this value. The pitch degree of freedom is the least affected, with a maximum 

deviation of less than 0.2° over the period shown. The roll response starts to grow 

considerably in the negative direction, especially at about 20 seconds after the start 

of the maneuver. The growth is essentially linear, reaching a value of 0.7° by 0.02 

orbit. 

The vibrational response of the power boom and stinger is shown in Figure 5-

14 (b). The results indicate that the effect of the maneuver on the power boom 

tip deflections is quite minor. The tip deflection in the Zc transverse direction is 

significantly greater than the deflection in the yc direction (2.5 x 10"" mm and 1 x 10""^ 

mm, respectively). This is as expected because the Zc direction lies in the plane of 

the slew maneuver. This, in turn, leads to the stinger vibration occurring principally 

in the zi direction. The maximum stinger tip deflection in this direction is about 0.7 

mm, compared to 0.05 mm in the yi direction. 
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The manipulator dynamics is shown in Figure 5-14 (c), along with the vibrational 

responses of the PV radiator and arrays. Again, the tip deflection of the manipulator 

is significantly higher (approximately 50 times) in the Z2 direction than in the yi 

direction. This is again due to the fact that the Z2 direction lies in the plane of 

the maneuver. Moreover, at the start of the maneuver the deflection is in the —zg 

direction because the torque applied at the base of the arm results in the tip lagging 

behind. The shape of the tip deflection curve resembles the sinusoidal profile of the 

angular acceleration of the manipulator. The maximum tip deflection of manipulator 

is approximately two cm. The post maneuver response for all the members is relatively 

small. As pointed out before, the structural damping is purposely not modeled for 

any of the bodies as accurate, reliable models are still not available. However, the 

formulation can readily account for damping once its precise value is known. The 

deflection of the PV radiator remains generally quite small, with a maximum value 

of 0.6 cm at, approximately, the midpoint of the maneuver. The large deflections in 

the system occur at the tips of the solar panels (maximum 3 cm). Recognizing that 

the direction of the array vibration lies in the plane of the maneuver, and that the 

power boom flexure induces the "flapping" motion of the arrays, this result is not 

surprising. 

Next, the simulation was repeated using two admissible functions in the dis

cretization of the beam elements (Figure 5-15 ). The results showed close correlation 

with the one admissible function case except for minor differences. Finally, with 3 

admissible functions for discretization of the power boom, stinger and manipulator, 

the response results (Figure 5-16 ) were virtually indistinguishable from the previous 

case. This clearly shows that a considerable degree of convergence in the results has 

been accomplished with the use of 3 admissible shape functions 
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5.4 Permanent ly Manned Configuration (PMC) 

The Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC) of the proposed space station 

is close to the final operational design. The orientation of the PMC is identical 

to that of the FEL, with the power boom aligned along the orbit normal. The 

overall length of the structure is 115 m, and the total mass is about 160,000 kg. 

The primary difference between the FEL and the PMC is the latter's greater length, 

and the presence of an additional pair of solar arrays, a second PV radiator and a 

pair of of station radiators. As in the case of the FEL, admissible functions for the 

power boom are taken from the set of free-free beam eigenfunctions, while the stinger 

and manipulator are discretized using cantilevered beam shape functions. The PV 

radiators, arrays and station radiators are treated as cantilever plates. A schematic 

of the PMC is shown in Figure 5-17 with physical characteristics of the principal 

components of the PMC given in Table 5-4 . In addition to the parameters listed, 

the power boom is assumed to have a non-zero product of inertia term, Ixz^ equal 

to 1.845 X 10 kg-m because of the asymmetric arrangement of the module cluster. 

Also, each elastic element is taken to have structural damping corresponding to 1% 

of the critical value. This represents the upper limit for typical materials used in the 

construction of space structures. The widths of the station radiators, PV radiators 

and PV arrays are 5.75 m, 1.15 m, and 6 m, respectively. 

The equilibrium configuration of the system can be evaluated using the linearized 

equations. To determine the equilibrium state, z*', the governing equations of motion 

(eq.3.1) are solved for the specific state vector whose time derivative is identically 

zero, 

z« = 0 = g(z^O,i) . (5.18) 
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T a b l e 5-4 Physical characteristics of the major components of the PMC. 

Body 

Power Boom 

Stinger 

Manipulator 

Station Radiator 

PV Radiator 

PV Array 

Length 

(m) 

115 

26.7 

15 

11.5 

11.5 

33 

Mass 

(kg) 

154,583 

270 

1000* 

1,395 

450 

444 

EI 

(N-m^) 

6.9 X 10^ 

4.103 X 10^ 

1.725 X 10^ 

6.165 X 10^ 

1.988 X 10^ 

4.647 X 10^ 

(kg-m^) 

1.48 X 10^ 

10 

100 

3,840 

50 

1,332 

(kg-m^) 

4.45 X 10^ 

64,160 

75,000 

61,496 

19,837 

161,172 

Izz 
(kg-m2) 

4.33 X 10^ 

64,160 

75,000 

65, 340 

19,887 

162,504 

* excluding payload mass of 300 kg 

Equation (5.18) is then linearized about a state z°(0) which is sufficiently close to 

the equilibrium state such that a Taylor series expansion of (5.18) about z° is valid, 

g(z^,O,i) = g(z°,O,0) + 
dg 

dz 
(z«-z°)4-h(0, (5.19) 

where h( t ) represents the higher order terms. Ignoring h{t), and solving for the 

equilibrium state gives 

-1 
z = z 

dg 

dz 
g(z° ,O,0) . (5.20) 

The Jacobian dz is computed numerically as described in Chapter 3. The re

sulting z® can be substituted for z° to obtain a better estimate for the equilibrium 

state. 

Using the above procedure, the equilibrium position of the PMC was found for 

three different cases: the PMC without the manipulator system; with the manipulator 

before the slewing maneuver; and the manipulator configuration at the end of the 

maneuver (Figure 5-17). In all the cases, only the yaw angle at equilibrium is nonzero 
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by a significant amount; the remaining states are very close to zero. The equilibrium 

yaw angle, Ag, for the 3 cases are: 

without manipulator, Ag = —0.021°; 

manipulator inboard, Ag = 0.0158°; 

manipulator outboard, Xp = —0.0578°. 

In all the three cases, linearization was performed about the zero state. The closeness 

of the equilibrium state to the zero state indicates that the values for the equilibrium 

yaw angles are quite accurate. Furthermore, accuracy of the computed equilibrium 

values were verified by simulating the system with initial conditions corresponding to 

the equilibrium state. In all the cases the simulation results confirmed the veracity 

of the computed equilibrium values. 

5.4.1 R e s p o n s e t o P V A r r a y T rack ing 

In order to maximize the power generation the plane of the PV array is maintained 

normal to the incident sun rays. The proposed orbital plane of the Space Station 

being close to the ecliptic, this can be achieved, approximately, by slewing about 

the orbit normal at a rate of -1 revolution per orbit. The motion of the arrays 

act as a disturbance to the station that must be corrected or minimized through 

an appropriate control system. This is investigated the following chapter. Here, 

the uncontrolled response of the system to a prescribed solar array slew rate of 1 

rev./orbit is studied. The pitch and vibrations in the orbital plane are likely to be 

affected most. The formulation and code developed is capable of assessing this effect 

rather well. 

In the present study, three admissible functions were used in each transverse 

direction for the power boom, and two admissible functions for the manipulator and 
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stinger. Furthermore, a pair of longitudinal cantilever modes and a single free-free 

transverse mode were used for each of the PV arrays and radiators. The resulting 

system has a total of 66 d.o.f.. The arrays were slewed at a constant angular rate for 

one orbit and then stopped. 

The response of the attitude degrees of freedom is depicted in Figure 5-18 (a). 

As expected, the pitch angle is the most affected by slewing however, due to coupling, 

roll and yaw are also excited by a significant amount. At the end of 1 orbit (5554 

s), the pitch angle has grown to around 360° while the yaw and roll reach the values 

of 90° and 45°, respectively. The closeness of the slewing rate to the librational 

natural frequencies accentuates the response. At the end of the orbit when the arrays 

stop slewing, the pitch tends to zero, however the roll ((/>) and yaw (A) show large 

amplitude modulations. 

In contrast to the vibratory response of the FEL to the manipulator maneuver 

discussed earlier, the corresponding excitation of the PMC due to the array slewing 

is significantly lower (Figures 5-18 b-d). This is principally due to the low rate 

of the array rotation (« 0.001 rad./s) compared to the manipulator slew rate (PS 

0.052 rad./s). Note, the high frequency transient component of the power boom 

response, near the beginning and termination of the maneuver, attenuates quickly 

due to the structural damping. Damped transients are also exhibited by the other 

members, at the beginning or end of the slew maneuver. Like the roll and yaw 

responses, amplitudes of the power boom vibrations increase on termination of the 

maneuver suggesting coupling with the rigid degrees of freedom. Indeed the dominant 

frequencies of the attitude and elastic responses are very close. Note, the stinger 

response in the yi direction is similar to that of the arrays (Figure 5-18 d), indicating 

significant coupling between the two. Similar interactions are also evident between 
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the stinger response in the zi direction and the roll and yaw librations. Curiously, 

the largest tip vibration is not associated with the solar arrays, but rather occurs 

at the station radiators and is quite small (< 1 mm). The location and orientation 

of the station radiator suggest significant coupling among the roll, yaw, power boom 

vibration in the Zc direction, stinger vibration in the zi direction, and station radiator 

vibration. Note, arrays 1 and 4 respond in a similar fashion, albeit out of phase, as 

expected being located on opposite sides of the power boom. 
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5.4.2 Response to Manipulator Maneuvers 

The effects of some typical maneuvers of the RMS on the dynamics of the PMC 

are investigated next. For this series of simulations, two admissible functions are 

employed for the power boom in each transverse direction, while a single admissible 

function is employed for the remaining flexible components, resulting in 19 generalized 

coordinates. Three cases are investigated, with the manipulator at the end of the 

power boom performing a purely rotational maneuver of 180° from the inboard to 

the outboard position. In the first case, the maneuver is performed in the Orbit 

Normal-Local Horizontal (ONLH) plane (i.e. in the —yc direction), while in the 

second, it takes place in the Orbit Normal-Local Vertical (ONLV) plane (i.e. in 

the -\-Zc direction, Fig. 5-17). In both the cases, the maneuver takes place in 60 

s. In the third case the maneuver in the ONLH plane is performed in 600 s. As 

before, sine-on ramp maneuver profiles are employed. As in the case of the FEL, 

the fundamental frequency of flexure for the manipulator (2.5 rad/s) is considerably 

greater than the average angular velocity of the manipulator (0.05 rad/s), allowing 

for the foreshortening effect to be neglected. 

Maneuver in the ONLH plane {—Vr direction) performed in 60 s 

The librational response for this case is given in Figure 5-19 . The yaw degree of 

freedom is the most sensitive during the maneuver, exhibiting an oscillatory response 

from —0.5° to -1-0.5°. The pitch response is less than 0.1°, while the roll is hardly ex

cited. However, after the maneuver, all librational d.o.f. exhibit unstable behaviour. 

On the other hand, the vibrational response (Figures 5-19b-d) all exhibit good 

settling behaviour in the post-maneuver phase due to the structural damping present 

in the system. Also, in all the cases, the response during the maneuver is significantly 

higher. As can be anticipated, tip deflections of the beam-type elements (bodies Be, 
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Figure 5-19 Dynamics of the PMC due to a manipulator slew maneuver, in the 
ONLH plane, performed in 60 s: (d) vibrational response of the PV 
arrays. 

Bi, and B2) in the plane of the maneuver are more pronounced. Also, the plate-

type elements in the plane of the maneuver (bodies B^ and BQ) are relatively less 

affected than those located in the orthogonal planes (bodies B3, S5, Bj, Bg, Bg 

and Bio). This may be attributed to the transfer of angular momentum from the 

slewing manipulator, first to the central body and subsequently to other members. 
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The largest tip deflections were associated with the manipulator and the PV arrays. 

In both the cases, the maximum value is approximately 3 cm. 

Maneuver in the ONLV plane (+Zr direction) performed in 60 s 

Figure 5-20 presents response time histories for this case. The librational results 

indicate that , during the maneuver, the system is primarily excited in pitch and roll. 

In fact, the pitch perturbation during the maneuver {^ 0.65°), is greater than the 

roll response. The reason for a strong coupling between the pitch and the roll is the 

relatively large product of inertia term (Ixz) present in the PMC. Hence, in terms 

of the librational response, the maneuver in the —yc direction has less disturbing 

influence on the system although the final orientation of the manipulator is the same. 

The tip vibration time histories of the flexible members show the trends similar 

to the ones observed earlier in Figure 5-19. The maximum tip deflection of the power 

boom is essentially the same in both the cases. The same is true for the manipulator 

tip deflection. However, in the present case, the deflection of station radiator 1 (body 

53) is significantly smaller (0.25 cm versus 0.7 cm) as well as of the PV arrays 1 and 4 

(bodies Bj and BIQ) where the peak deformations are approximately half as large as 

the previous case (1 .5 cm versus 3 cm). In contrast to this, the deflection of the PV 

radiator 1 (body ^5) is significantly higher ( 3 cm versus 0.06 cm). Thus there are 

no well established trends for the vibratory response of the flexible members. Hence 

depending on the mission, the operator may prefer one maneuver over the other. 

What is important is to recognize the fact that this versatile tool (formulation and the 

code) permits systematic parametric analysis in the presence of diverse disturbances 

resulting in information useful for design as well as operation of the space station. 

Maneuver in the ONLH plane (—Vr direction) performed in 600 s 

As can be expected, the longer maneuvering time leads to local variations in the 
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response but the general trends are essentially the same (Figure 5-21). The librational 

degrees of freedom show instability as before, however, the deviations grow at different 

rates. Tip vibratory responses of the flexible members remain small and show faster 

attenuation. 
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5.5 Summary 

The versatility of the dynamical formulation and simulation code was demon

strated in this chapter through its use in a variety of applications. First, the ability 

of the model to accurately incorporate the foreshortening effect was demonstrated. 
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Next, the improved flexibility modeling through the use of quasi-comparison func

tions was established. Both these features were illustrated through the use of generic 

space platform models with a slewing appendage. Next, the effects of shuttle docking 

and manipulator maneuvers on the dynamics of the First Element Launch (FEL) 

configuration of the Space Station were investigated. Finally, the influence of solar 

array slewing and manipulator maneuvers on the Permanently Manned Configura

tion (PMC) of the Station were studied. Besides providing useful results on the 

performance of the various space station configurations when exposed to different 

disturbances, it clearly establishes the potential of this powerful tool in the design 

and operational management of complex multibody flexible systems. 
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6. CONTROLLED MOTION 

6.1 Preliminary Remarks 

For various operational reasons, at times spacecraft have to be placed in unsta

ble orientations. For example, in order to maximize the earth viewing area for the 

proposed space station, its power boom will be aligned with the orbit normal result

ing in unstable librational motion. In many cases, even a stable orientation results 

in unacceptable librational response due to the various environmentally induced and 

operational disturbances. Systems for attitude control are an integral part of almost 

all present-day spacecraft. For flexible satellites, the disturbances may result in large 

vibrations, partly due to low damping. Passive means of control is often not feasible 

or adequate, and hence one is forced to resort to some active control procedure for 

successful completion of the mission. 

In the previous chapter, the unstable and nonequilibrium character of the attitude 

dynamics of the space station was shown, and the need for active attitude control 

established. One of the principal objectives of the space station program is the ex

ploitation of the space environment for scientific and commercial benefits, including 

the production of high purity drugs and crystals. In order to achieve this goal, low 

microgravity levels in the vicinity of the experimental modules are necessary. There

fore, active vibration control of the power boom, to which the modules are attached, 

may be required to improve upon its structural damping characteristics. 

In this chapter, a number of linear control design techniques are applied to two 

configurations of the proposed space station. For the FEL configuration, the Lin

ear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery 

(LQG/LTR) and the ifoo techniques are applied for attitude control. Vibrations 
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are not controlled, however, the effect of flexibility is incorporated as modeling er

ror. Thus, the controller design can be made robust against the unmodeled flexible 

dynamics, ensuring that instability in the closed loop system will not arise. 

Next, simultaneous attitude and vibration control of the PMC of the space sta

tion is considered. A high order linearized model is first obtained. It is partitioned 

into the rigid and flexible subsystems. Working first with the fiexible subsystem af

ter applying robust model reduction, a controller is designed using the LQG/LTR 

approach. The error between the reduced order (design) and the original model is 

evaluated, and the controller design is forced to satisfy a robustness test based on that 

error. The resulting "fiexible" controller is then applied to the full (unpartitioned) 

system, to obtain an augmented model. The LQG/LTR technique is again applied 

to the augmented model, after model reduction, to design a "rigid" controller. As 

in the previous step, the robustness of the design against the unmodeled dynamics 

is ensured. Finally the "rigid" and "flexible" controllers are combined to give the 

"complete" controller. For both the FEL and PMC, the effectiveness of the resulting 

controller is assessed through its application to the original nonlinear, time-varying 

system. Controlled performance during the slewing of manipulators and solar arrays 

is also studied for the original nonlinear system. For a simulation based investigation, 

this represents a logical procedure for assessing the performance of the control system 

synthesis. 

6.2 First Element Launch (FEL) 

The FEL configuration of the proposed space station (Figure 3-9) was described 

in Chapter 3, with its physical characteristics given in Table 3-1. In this case, a 

structural damping coefficient equal to 1% of its critical value is assumed to be present. 

To summarize, the simulation results in Chapters 3 and 5 conclude that the FEL is 
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unstable in libration and is prone to excitation from operational disturbances such 

as orbiter docking and RMS maneuvers. In terms of dynamic performance, attitude 

stability and the response characteristics are of primary importance. Therefore, for 

the FEL an attitude control system is designed employing three different control 

techniques: the LQR, LQG/LTR and HQQ methods. 

6.2.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Control 

The LQR theory is described in detail in Ref. 105 and its application to Linear 

Time-Invariant (LTI) systems is briefly summarized in Appendix VIII. 

The proposed space station will be provided with Control Moment Gyros (CMC's) 

for attitude stabilization and control. For the purposes of this investigation, the 

CMC's are taken to be simple torque generating devices located at the center of the 

power boom. A set of three CMC's are assumed, one for each direction. Colocated at 

the CMC position are a set of three sensors (say position gyroscopes) which measure 

the system output, i.e. the pitch, roll and yaw angles. Two linearized models of the 

FEL are obtained from the flexible multibody program: (i) the design model, which 

considers the system rigid; and (ii) the truth model, which accounts for the flexibility 

with discretization using a single shape function for each flexible member. For this 

control study the manipulator is taken to be absent. The design model consists of a 

set of three second-order ODE's (i.e. 6 states), while the truth model is described by 

a set of ten second-order ODE's (20 states). Both the models are linearized about 

the zero state. As seen before (p. 166), the only nonzero equilibrium state of the 

system is the yaw angle, which has an equilibrium value of Ag — 0.74°. Both the 

models have the following mathematical form: 

X = Ax + Bu; 
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y = Cx. (6.1) 

X, y, and u are the state, output and control input vectors of the system, respectively, 

while A, B, and C are time-invariant matrices. Their details (for the design and truth 

models) are given in Appendix IX. 

The system controllability, C, and observability, O, matrices are evaluated as 

follows: 

C = [B AB A^B ••• A ^ - ^ B ] ; 

C 

O 
CA 

CA^ 

CA n - l 

(6.2) 

The truth model is unobservable and uncontrollable, while the design model is con

trollable and observable. 

The objectives of the controller design are as follows: (i) stabilization of the atti

tude motion; (ii) sufficiently high bandwidth for the system, resulting in a relatively 

fast response; (iii) adequate damping of the attitude motion to avoid excessive over

shoot; and (iv) acceptable control requirement for expected disturbances to avoid 

saturation of the CMG's. As is the case with most engineering designs, some of the 

goals are not entirely compatible, and hence one has to introduce some rational com

promises. The maximum levels for the CMG torque and its total momentum capacity 

are taken as 270 N-m, and 27 kN-m-s, respectively [39]. The station is required to 

maintain an attitude within ±1° of the nominal orientation. 

A common design procedure for multivariable control systems involves the repre

sentation of the performance specification as a low frequency barrier, and identifying 

a model uncertainty as a high frequency bound. Then, the robustness of the controller 
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design to model uncertainty as well as the specified performance can be ensured by 

employing various tests. In the present case, the stability robustness test for model 

uncertainty in employed, although the performance test is not used. Rather, the 

system response to disturbances is simulated, and the resulting control input require

ments are determined to ensure that CMG saturation is avoided. 

In this investigation, a pre-multiplicative model uncertainty or error is employed. 

The error, denoted by Eni(s), is defined as follows: 

Gf(5) = [I + Eni(5)]Gr(s); (6.3) 

where Gf(s) and Gr(5) are the transfer function matrices of the truth and design 

models, respectively. The relationship between the models and the error is shown in 

a block diagram form in Figure 6-1 . 

Gf(s) Truth Model 

output 

Figure 6-1 Multiplicative model error. 

The criterion for a Multi-Input, Multi-Output (MIMO) system to be robust, from 

the stability point of view, to model uncertainty is obtained from a generalization of 

the Nyquist criterion for Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) systems [115]. The 
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condition for multiplicative model error or uncertainty is 

a 
- 1 l+{Gr{juj)Kc{ju)) ' >F[Em(ja ; ) ] , (6.4) 

where a[-] and a\-] are the maximum and minimum singular values, respectively. 

The LQR design procedure was repeated with various values of the state weighting 

matrix, Q, and the control weighting matrix, R, until an acceptable performance 

(bandwidth) was achieved, along with the stability robustness criterion satisfied. The 

MATLAB software package with the Control System Toolbox [116] were employed for 

the LQR design. The final weighting matrices for the final design were found to be: 

Q = 

R = 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 0 0 
0 50 0 
0 0 50 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

with the resulting state feedback gain matrix Kjqj. as 

Klqr — 

1.4066e - 01 -2.079e - 03 -5.499e - 04 
-1.232e-07 -4.293e - 02 1.4118e - 01 
1.8251e - 03 1.6027e - 01 4.2388e - 02 

1.3689e + 01 
-1.115e-06 
1.7770e - 01 

-5.410e - 01 4.6726e - 03 
-3.737e-01 3.8629e + 01 
4.1700e + 01 -3.602e-01 

(6.7) 

The implementation scheme as shown in Figure 6-2 . 

In order to ensure that the closed loop system exhibits good tracking properties, 

the standard LQR state feedback configuration was altered to provide two feedback 

loops: an output feedback loop which is compared with the reference input, r, and 

then passed through a constant gain prefilter matrix, Kpf; and a pure state feedback 
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Figure 6-2 The plant with full state feedback. 

which is multiplied by a state feedback matrix, Kgf. This configuration is shown in 

Figure 6-3 . The two gain matrices are chosen to ensure that the closed loop poles are 

identical to those of the standard state feedback system, which yields the equation 

K , f - f K „ f C = K pf* • Iqn (6.8) 

and the d.c. (i.e. CJ = 0) closed loop gain as unity. This requires that the prefilter 

gain, Kpf, satisfy the relationship 

-1 
Kpf = - C [ A - B K i q r ] - ' B 

The resulting prefilter and state feedback gain matrices are: 

Ksf = 

Kpf = 

-7.5323e - 04 -3.048e - 04 0 
0 0 6.1262e - 03 

-9.7164e - 06 2.3499e - 02 0 

••• 1.3689e + 01 -5.4098e - 01 
••• - 1 . 1 1 5 e - 0 6 -3 .7366e-01 
••• 1.7770e-01 4.17000e + 01 

4.6726e - 03 
3.8629e + 01 
-3.602e - 01 

1.4142e - 03 -5.499e - 06 6.0200e - 07 " 
5.5688e - 06 1.3506e - 03 -4.293e - 04 
6.0215e - 07 4.2388e - 04 1.3678e - 03 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 
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Q — • 
i i -

Kpf 
i i -

B -o—• 
i i + 

K sf 

state Feedback Matrix 

F i g u r e 6-3 State feedback implemented with a prefilter. 

With the LQR controller described above, the open loop poles of the system which 

are located at: 

±j l .0634e - 03 
- 1 . 1 6 7 7 e - 0 3 ±j9.3692e - 04 
1 .1677e-03 ±j9.3692e - 04 

(6.12) 

are shifted via state feedback to: 

- 1 . 0 2 7 5 e - 0 2 ±j l .0330e - 02; 
-3.7390e - 03 ±j4.5932e - 03; 
-3.7600e - 03 ±j2.4595e - 03. 

(6.13) 

The unstable open loop poles are stabilized with a reasonable level of damping. More

over, the bandwidth of system is also increased. The robustness of the system to the 

unmodelled flexible dynamics is shown in Figure 6-4 . Note, the system is quite robust 

to disturbances in the entire frequency range except around 1 rad /s , and to a lesser 

extent at approximately 4 rad/s , which correspond to system modes dominated by 

anti-symmetric solar panel and stinger vibration, respectively. The singular values 

of Kiqi.(5l - A ) ~ ^ B , which provide a measure of the bandwidth of the system, are 

shown in Figure 6-5 . 
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F i g u r e 6-4 Stability robustness test for the LQR design. 

A comprehensive set of controlled and uncontrolled nonlinear simulation results 

were obtained. For brevity, only two cases are presented here: one corresponding 

to an initial disturbance in roll; while the other involves an initial tip deflection 

imparted to the power boom. The truth model described earlier, which includes a 

single flexible d.o.f. for each plate member, and two flexible d.o.f. for each beam 

element (one for each transverse direction), was used. Note, any excitation of the 

flexible d.o.f.'s by the controller will be apparent. First, the controller's ability to 

regulate a roll disturbance of 5° is investigated. The controlled librational response 

is given in Figure 6-6 a. The FEL experiences minor pitch perturbations in the first 
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300 s. The high frequency of this response indicates that its source is the dynamic 

couphng with the vibration of a flexible member, most likely the PV radiator. The 

roll response settles down relatively quickly without any significant overshoot, and 

there is some minor excitation (< 0.4°) in the yaw which reduces appreciably within 

10 minutes. To help appreciate the effectiveness of the controller through comparison, 

the uncontrolled librational responses are given in Figure 6-6b. In general, the flexible 

members are hardly excited (Figures 6-6c,d). Even for the most significant response 

associated with the PV radiator the tip deflection is only 0.3 mm. The CMG torque 

demand in each direction is shown in Figure 6-6e. As expected, the highest torque 
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requirement is in the roll direction, where a maximum torque of 15 N-m is needed 

initially. Due to the coupling between the librational degrees of freedom, there is some 

torque required in the other directions, notably in the yaw direction. However, it is 

apparent that the demand on the controller, even for this relatively large librational 

disturbance of 5°in roll, is quite small. This may lead one to believe that the system 

bandwidth can be increased, resulting in a faster response. However, the limiting 

factor in this case is the robustness of the system to the unmodelled dynamics. A 

larger bandwidth would violate the stability robustness criterion. 

To further assess the effect of flexibility on the overall closed loop performance 

of the system, simulations involving initial conditions to the flexibility d.o.f. were 

also conducted. One such case is discussed here where the power boom is given a 

tip deflection of 1 cm in the j/c direction. The librational coordinates exhibited only 

small perturbations and hence are not presented. The controlled responses of the 

power boom and stinger exhibit good settling behaviour (Figure 6-7 a). The same 

can be said of the vibrational responses of the PV arrays and radiator (Figure 6-7b). 

The CMG torque histories in Figure 6-7c show a relatively large demand, especially 

for the pitch and roll directions (i.e. about the orbit normal and local horizontal, 

respectively). The uncontrolled response of the power boom and stinger is shown in 

Figure 6-7d. In both cases, the vibration amplitudes are slightly larger than when the 

system is controlled. The same is true for the PV radiator and the arrays (Figure 6-

7e). This indicates that the coupling between the flexible degrees of freedom and 

the controlled librational coordinates results in some attenuation of the vibrational 

responses. 

These series of simulations verify the performance of the control design as indi

cated by the librational response, as well as the robustness of the control system to 
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the unmodelled flexible dynamics. The latter feature is confirmed by the closed loop 

simulation results to vibrational disturbances. 

6.2.2 LQG/LTR Control 

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian/ Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) design 

procedure is quite well established [117,118]. Issues pertaining to model uncertainty 

for multivariable systems have also been explored [115] together with the convergence 

of the performance of LQG/LTR controllers to those obtained by the LQR procedure 

[119,120]. A brief outline of the procedure is given in Appendix VIII. Sahent features 

of the LQG/LTR design centers around its suitabihty for so-called real systems, which 

are corrupted by noise and have some states which cannot be measured readily. The 

LQG/LTR procedure involves "recovering" the properties of the LQR, in absence 

of the full state feedback, through reconstruction of the state using an optimal state 

estimator or Kalman filter with specific characteristics. Two procedures are available: 

(a) initially establish an optimal estimator and then recover the design through a 

Linear Regulator; (b) establish the Linear Quadratic Regulator first, and subsequently 

recover the design using a Kalman filter. For the FEL, the latter path is followed 

since the LQR design is already available. Thus, the approach involves recovery of 

the previous LQR design. 

The LTR step is rather straightforward for a minimum-phase system such as 

the one at hand. It involves design of a Kalman filter (i.e. an optimal observer) 

with the input noise influence matrix, T, equal to the the control influence matrix, 

B (Appendix VIII). The covariances of the input and measurement noise intensities 

are taken to be ql and I, respectively, where g is a scalar quantity. The variable q 

is used as a tuning parameter which is increased until sufficient recovery is achieved. 

In the limit as g —> oo, the LQR loop transfer function approaches the loop transfer 
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function for the combined compensator-plant system (broken at the plant input), 

lim Kc(sl - A + BKc + KfC)~^KfC(5l - A)~^B 
g—>oo 

= K c ( s I - A ) - ^ B . (6.14) 

However, to avoid a loss in robustness, the parameter q should not be increased beyond 

the value neccessary to recover the bandwidth of the LQR design. An acceptable 

degree of recovery for the FEL was found with q = 10 . The dynamic model of the 

resulting compensator can be represented in state space form as: 

xc = AcXc + Bc(r - y ) ; 

u = CcXc; (6.15) 

where u and y are the input and output vectors of the plant, respectively. The 

matrices Ac, Be and Cc are given in Appendix IX. The transmission zeros of the 

compensator are: 

- 3 . 7 4 8 2 e - 0 3 ± j l . 0 5 7 8 e - 0 3 ; ,^ , „ , 
-1 .0272e-02; ^ '̂̂ ^^ 

and the resulting closed-loop poles of the compensator-plant arrangement are: 

-2.7397e + 1 ± j2.7397e + 1 
-9.5762e + 0 ± j9.5762e + 0 
-9.7533e + 0 ± j9.7533e + 0 
- 1 . 0 2 7 5 e - 2 ± j l . 0 3 3 0 e - 2 
- 5 . 7 1 8 2 e - 3 ± j 5 . 1 0 0 1 e - 3 
- 1 . 7 8 0 8 e - 3 ± i 2 . 9 8 1 6 e - 3 . 

(6.17) 

The first three pairs are the compensator poles. Note, the first two zeros are close to 

two of the open loop poles of the plant (eq. 6.12). This suggests some cancellation 

between the compensator and plant dynamics. The singular values of the LQG/LTR 

compensator Kc(5) are shown in Figure 6-8 . 

The constant gain precompensator, P , used to improve the tracking behaviour of 
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Figure 6-8 Singular values of the LQG/LTR compensator. 

the closed-loop system, is found by forcing the closed-loop d.c. gain to unity. The 

implementation of the precompensator is shown in Figure 6-9 and its value is found 

to be 

P = 
1.0053e + 00 1.3963e-04 1.8308e - 03 
-5.289e - 04 9.5981e - 01 4.0769e - 02 
1.8309e-03 -1.076e - 02 8.6422e - 01 

(6.18) 

The LQG/LTR design is robust against the modelling error. The test is presented 

in Figure 6-10 , along with the results for the LQR state feedback design. The 

closeness of the two results demonstrates the high degree of recovery achieved. Except 
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for some departure in the 0.001 to 0.01 rad/s region, the singular values of the two loop 

transfer functions are extremely close up to, approximately, 30 rad/s. The bandwidth 

of the system is revealed by examining the singular values of the loop transfer function, 

i.e. Kc(s)G(s). These results, along with those for the LQR design, are shown in 

Figure 6-11 . Again, the high extent of recovery is apparent. As in the case with 

the stability robustness test there is some departure between the two designs in the 

0.001 to 0.01 rad/s frequency range. Also, the roll-off after 10 rad/s is greater for the 

LQG/LTR design. This is a desirable feature, indicating the improved high frequency 

disturbance rejection. 

The LQC/LTR compensator is implemented in the nonlinear simulation code 

by incorporating the controller dynamics in the overall system model. A saturation 

limit of 270 N-m was set for the CMC's. The cases simulated are the same as those 

considered in the LQR control study. 

As before, the system was subjected to an initial disturbance in roll of 5° (Fig

ure 6-12 ). The roll response converges to equilibrium with a small overshoot and 
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Figure 6-10 Stability robustness test for the LQG/LTR compensator. 

at a slower rate than that in the LQR case. The slower response may be attributed 

to the imposed saturation level which limits both the pitch and roll control efforts 

during the first second (Figure 6-12d). Compared to the LQR case, the pitch and yaw 

transients are also more pronounced. In around 0.36 orbit (2000 s), however, all the 

librational d.o.f. settle down to their steady state values. The transient vibrational 

displacements are also significantly higher than those in the LQR case (Figures 6-

12b,c). This is especially true of the stinger vibration in the y\ direction which has 

a maximum tip deflection value of 0.2 cm. This is almost two orders of magnitude 

greater than that with the LQR procedure. The same trend persists with the PV 
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10' T 

Figure 6-11 Singular values of Kc(s)G(s) for the LQG/LTR compensator . 

arrays and radiator tip deflection time histories. However, here the transients atten

uate faster. The required CMG control torque histories for the first two seconds are 

given in Figure 6-12d, while Figure 6-12e presents the results for longer time periods. 

The peak CMG demand occurs in the first second, after which the requirements are 

quite modest. 

Next, the controlled response of the system to an initial power boom tip deflection 

of 1 cm in the yc direction was examined (Figure 6-13 ). As mentioned previously, this 

provides some indication of the extent to which the flexible dynamics, unmodelled in 

the control design, is excited by the controller. Although the stability robustness test 
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was satisfied, greater confidence in the robustness of the controller can be gained by 

studying the simulation results. The vibrational responses of the power boom and 

stinger are similar to those obtained with the LQR controller except for the stinger 

vibration in the z direction. However, in this case, not only is the rate of decay of 

the transient significantly slower, but the peak value of the vibration is also greater 

(Figure 6-13a). Note, the dominant response of the stinger vibration is not along 

2, but rather in the y direction. The tip deflections of the plate elements (i.e. the 

PV radiator and arrays) are almost identical to those given by the LQR controller 

(Figure 6-13b). The CMG torque requirements (Figure 6-13c) also exhibit similarities 

to those given by the LQR case. However, in the present case, the peak input torque 

demand is significantly higher. 

6.2.3 ifoo Control 

In the LQG/LTR control, the synthesis was accomplished by employing an opti

mal observer designed in a particular way to recover the properties of the LQR state 

feedback design. Moreover, the LQR design procedure involves the minimization of a 

quadratic performance index (eq. VnL2). This, indirectly, leads to the minimization 

of the H2 norm of the system transfer function matrix M(s) [59, 117] 

"V^/ 
0 0 

0 0 

l|M||2 = W— / tr M(ja;)M^(-ia;) d^. (6.19) 

The indirect nature of the optimization results in only a moderate control over the 

loop-shaping, a desirable feature, through the use of the quadratic weights in the 

performance index, i/oo synthesis refers to an approach to linear control system design 

which entails the minimization of the Hco norm of the system transfer function(s). 
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The Hoo norm of a proper transfer function matrix, M(s), is defined as 

| |M| |oo=sup^[M(ju;)] . (6.20) 

The use of the HQQ norm allows for precise shaping of the system transfer function 

matrices in order to simultaneously satisfy performance, stability, disturbance rejec

tion, etc. criteria through the use of dynamic weights. This represents a far more 

direct procedure to the design of a controller than the LQG/LTR approach, which 

iteratively satisfies the design criteria. As in the case with the LQG/LTR procedure, 

the controller obtained using the HQQ technique is observer based. There is a large 

body of literature in the area of ifoo control ranging from tutorial papers [121] and 

monographs [122] to mathematically oriented papers which concern themselves with 

the implementation of algorithms [123,124]. The method has been been applied to 

to many aerospace systems, including space structures [71,125] as well as aircraft 

[126,127]. A brief summary of the procedure is given in Appendix VIIL 

The ifoo control design procedure is applied to the same plant model as the one 

employed for the LQR and LQG/LTR controller designs, namely a rigid model of the 

FEL configuration of the proposed space station. As in the previous control designs, 

the multiplicative error was computed assuming the true system to consist of a 20 

state flexible model described earlier. The mixed-sensitivity problem formulation was 

adopted, whereby the rigid design model was augmented with two weighting func

tion, Wi{juj) and W^{juj), which penalize the sensitivity, S{juj), and complementary 

sensitivity, I — S(ju;), transfer functions of the un-augmented plant-controller sys

tem (Appendix VIII). The procedure used for the HQQ design is referred to as the 

Glover-Doyle or two-Riccati algorithm. It was implemented with the Robust Control 

Toolbox [128] used in conjunction with MATLAB. 
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The sensitivity transfer function is given by 

Siju;) - [I + GiJu)Ko{jio)r^ . (6.21) 

The weighting function WI{JLO) essentially penalizes the error between the plant out

put and the desired output, while W^{juj) penalizes the plant output. Furthermore, 

Wi{juj) establishes the performance (bandwidth) specification for the design, while 

W^{juj) defines the bound required to maintain stability robustness. 

For the present design, ^3(^0;) is taken to be an upper hmit of the multiplica

tive model error to ensure the stability robustness of the design against unmodelled 

dynamics, while Wi{juj) is used as a design parameter which is manipulated until an 

acceptable performance is achieved. The criteria used to establish whether the final 

design is acceptable or not include the speed of the response and the control effort 

(CMG torque) required. The initial torque demand during librational disturbances 

are particularly high. For the present case W^{JLU) is chosen to be 

(6.22) 
0.02 

A plot of T^-r and r-rg—y is shown in in Figure 6-14 . Note that the region above 

the 10^ (0 dB) fine is of no consequence because the value of the complementary 

sensitivity transfer function will be very close to 0 dB in the bandwidth (i.e. low 

frequency) region. 

The following form is taken for the performance weighting function Wi, 

s^ -I- 2Cci t̂ ci s-^ul 
Wi = -^ ^ - . (6.23 

1007(52 +2Cc2'^c2S + '^c2) 

The resulting augmented plant model has 12 states. The HQO design procedure, which 

is described in Appendix VIII, was repeated for different values of the parameters 
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Figure 6-14 Singular values of the multiplicative model error and the W^ weight
ing function. 

governing Wi. The values corresponding to the final design are: 

'^ci — 1; Cci — 5; 

Wcj = 0.005; Cci = 20; 

7 = 10. (6.24) 

The compensator returned by the ifoo algorithm is given in the state space form in 

Appendix IX. Note that this model also has 12 states. The transmission zeros of the 
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compensator are: 

•̂ 1,2,3 = -1 .9893e- 1; 

^4,5 = -2.8130e - 03 ± i8.1579e - 4; 

ZQJ = -1.1677e - 03 ± j9.3692e - 4; 

Z8,9 = -1.8516e - 03 ± jl.0369e - 3; (6.25) 

and its poles are located at: 

Pl,2 = -5.1172e - 2 ± j4.9962e - 2; 

P3 4 = -5.0506e - 2 ± ;4.9316e - 2; 

P5_6 =-5.0196e - 2 ± ;4.9017e - 2; 

P7,8,9 = -2.0087e - 1; 

^10,11,12 = - l - 1 2 5 1 e - 3 . (6.26) 

It may be pointed out that the sixth and seventh zeros of the compensator cancel the 

stable open loop poles of the plant given in eq. (6.12). Singular values of the com

pensator are shown in Figure 6-15 , while those for the sensitivity, S, complementary 

sensitivity, I — S, transfer functions, and the weighting functions Wi, W^ are given 

in Figure 6-16 . It is apparent that the controller significantly exceeds the design 

specifications, both in terms of performance and stability robustness. The stability 

robustness test of the design is presented in Figure 6-17 . The system is clearly far 

more robust to the unmodelled plant dynamics then in the case of the LQG/LTR com

pensator, mainly due to the greater slope of CT[I 4- [G(s)K(s)]~^] (40dB per decade) 

for a; > 0.1 rad/s. The higher slope is due to the second order dependence of W^ on 

s. The increased bandwidth of the ifoo compensator (« 0.03 rad/s), compared to the 

LQG/LTR compensator (« 0.006 rad/s), is apparent from the singular value plot of 
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Figure 6-15 Singular values of the HQO compensator. 

the loop transfer function (Figure 6-18 ). 

As with the LQG/LTR design, the ifoo controller was implemented on the non

linear plant model. The objective was to assess its effectiveness over a wide range 

of librational and vibrational disturbances. Only a few typical results, corresponding 

to the initial conditions used during the LQR and LQG/LTR studies, are discussed 

here. In particular, the performance of the closed loop system is compared to the 

LQG/LTR case. 

Figure 6-19 a shows the controlled response of the system to a 5° disturbance 

in roll. The improved performance with the Hoo controller is apparent. The pitch 
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10"̂  h 

10^ 

Figure 6-16 Singular values of the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity trans
fer functions and the associated weights. 

transient response is considerably smaller in this case (maximum value of si 0.07° for 

HQO, compared to « 0.14° with LQC/LTR). The same is true with the yaw response 

(maximum value of « 0.2° for ifoo, compared to ^ 1.5° for LQC/LTR). Furthermore, 

the roll disturbance attenuates much faster, in less than 400 s, compared to more than 

2000 s for the LQC/LTR controller. Note, the vibrational time histories of the flexible 

members are similar to the control torque profiles, particularly for the power boom 

and stinger tip responses. These results show a lower level of control effort, especially 

for the pitch and yaw CMC's. For example, in the LQC/LTR case, peak torques of 
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Figure 6-17 Stability robustness test for the HQO compensator design. 

270 N-m and 70 N-m were required for the the pitch and yaw CMC's, respectively. 

For the Hoo controller these values are 5 N-m and 25 N-m, respectively (Figure 6-

19 d). Furthermore, the control torque demand for the roll CMC is relatively smooth. 

It does not exhibit any fast 'switching' as in the case of the LQG/LTR control (-270 

N-m to +270 N-m, Figure 6-12d). 

Response results for the FEL to a power boom tip deflection of 1 cm in the yc 

direction are presented in Figure 6-20 . They are virtually identical to those obtained 

with the LQG/LTR controller. However, the CMC torque histories exhibit lower 

values (Figure 6-20c). This can be traced to the fact that the poles of the flexible 
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Figure 6-18 Singular values oiK{s)G{s). 

modes, which are at: 

-0.08398 ±jl0.063; 

-0.11512 ±j l l .704; 

-0.05125 ±j3.8542; 

-0.03183 ±i3.1702; 

-0.01597 ±i l .0117; 

-0.00648 ± jO.6370; 

-0.00685 ±j0.6551; (6.27) 
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Figure 6-19 FEL response to a roll disturbance of (?!i(0) = 5° with the Hoo control: 

(a) librational motion. 
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Figure 6-19 FEL response to a roll disturbance of 0(0) = 5° with the Hoo control: 
(b) power boom and stinger tip vibrations. 
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Figure 6-19 FEL response to a roll disturbance of 0(0) = 5° with the Hoo control: 
(c) PV radiator and array tip deflection time histories. 
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(d) control effort. 
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are farther from the poles of the HQO compensator (eq. 6.26) than the poles of the 

LQG/LTR compensator (eq. 6.17). Hence, the vibratory motion does not excite 

the modes of the ifoo controller as much as it does the modes of the LQC/LTR 

controller. This is preferable because the control action is, in a sense, not useful. 

That is, the CMC torques for the LQC/LTR control, although considerable, are 

unable to attenuate the vibratory motion appreciably. 

To summarize, the HQO controller appears to be superior to the LQC/LTR design 

in many respects. It is more robust to the unmodelled (flexible) dynamics. This is 

borne out not only in the robustness test, but also in the simulation results. In terms 

of performance, the HQQ design leads to quicker settling times for librational distur

bances. The control torques required in the directions normal to the disturbance are 

significantly lower. Also, because of the ability to tailor the closed loop characteristics 

of the design, the ifoo procedure requires significantly less iteration effort compared 

to the LQC/LTR case, to achieve the desired loop shape. In fact, this was achieved in 

a single step using the the weighting functions in the HQO design. Of course, a certain 

degree of iteration was required in the HQO procedure to obtain designs which did not 

saturate the CMC's, however, the effort involved in achieving this was substantially 

less than that in the LQC/LTR controller synthesis. 

It must be emphasized that the HQQ controller is relatively more complex. In the 

present study it gave a 12^^ order controller, while the LQC/LTR procedure resulted 

in a 6 order one. Therefore, in terms of implementation, the HQO controller would 

demand more computing effort. However, the possibility of reducing the order of the 

resulting compensator, which was not pursued here, may result in a more attractive 

design. 
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6.3 Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC) 

Many of the proposed experiments for the Space Station will rely on its low 

microgravity level. This will be adversely affected by the presence of vibration in 

the power boom to which the various experimental modules will be attached. To 

overcome this problem, the suppression of the power boom vibration through active 

control is proposed. 

The simultaneous control of vibration and attitude motion is difficult to accom

plish in a single controller design, principally due to the widely different natural 

frequencies associated with the rigid body motion and flexure. Manipulating the 

weighting matrices in the LQG/LTR procedure to obtain the desired loop shapes to 

meet the performance criteria for both the rigid and flexible subsystems is a challeng

ing task. For the PMC, the eigenvalues of the rigid modes are: 

1.2427 X 10-3 ± i9.5562 x 10"^ rad/s; 
- 1.2427 X 10-3 ± i9.5623 x 10-^ rad/s; 
± 1.2385 X 10-3 rad/s. 

In the 66-state PMC model described in Chapter 5, the 60 eigenvalues for flexure lie 

in the range of -6.2502 x 10"^ ± jO.62756 to -1.2384 ± ; 19.684 rad/s. The rigid and 

flexible natural frequencies differ almost by three orders of magnitude. 

In order to overcome this problem a number of investigators have employed a 2-

level controller whereby a so-called Low Authority Controller (LAC) is initially used 

to enhance the damping of the critical flexure modes [71, 129-132]. Typically this 

is accomplished by using colocated rate feedback. Subsequently, a High Authority 

Controller (HAC) is introduced to provide the necessary performance characteristics. 

Apart from stabilizing the higher flexural modes, the LAC does not provide any per

formance enhancement. In the present study, an alternative procedure is proposed to 

achieve simultaneous attitude and vibration suppression control. Using the linearized 
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equations obtained through the multibody code, control of the proposed Space Sta

tion is achieved by designing the compensator in two stages. Initially the vibration 

suppression controller is synthesized. Next, the attitude control system is designed. 

The LQG/LTR procedure is employed at both the stages, after appropriate model 

reduction. The resulting controller is implemented on a higher order nonlinear plant, 

simulating the entire closed loop system in the presence of realistic disturbances. 

Attitude control of the PMC is achieved by employing a 3-axis CMC located 

at the center of the power boom (Figure 5-17). Also, a 2-axis CMG is placed on 

the power boom, 31 m from the center (i.e. at Xc — —31 ), to provide torques 

in the two transverse directions, yc and Zc, for vibration suppression of the power 

boom. This position was chosen to coincide with the point of maximum slope for 

the first admissible function of the power boom, thus providing the highest possible 

control and sensing of the first mode. Colocated along with the CMG's are sets 

of attitude sensors which measure the local slope due to both attitude motion and 

flexure. Thus, a total of 5 control inputs and 5 measured outputs are available. 

Among all the elastic members, vibration control of the power boom is the most 

critical. Studies have shown that power boom vibration can cause microgravity levels 

at locations of the experimental modules to exceed the maximum allowable value [12]. 

The saturation level of the attitude CMG is taken as 270 N-m in each axis, while for 

the vibration suppression CMG it was left unspecified. It is anticipated that due to 

the high flexural rigidity of the power boom, relatively large torque demands will be 

placed on the vibration suppression actuator. 

6.3.1 Control System Synthesis 

The truth model for the PMC with 66 states was described earlier. The complete 
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linear state equations are: 

X = Ax + Bu; 

y = Cx; (6.28) 

where X e 3?^^ y e 3f̂ ^ u G 3fj5 are the state, output and control vectors, respectively. 

A e K^^^^^, B e ^^^""^ and C G dt^""^^ are time invariant matrices. Prior to 

commencing the design of the controller, the system output is manipulated in the 

following way: the roll and yaw channels of the 3-axis attitude sensor are subtracted 

from the output of the 2-axis sensor so that the local slope due to flexure is isolated 

from the rigid motion. Also the system is scaled so that outputs 1 to 3 (rigid) are 

expressed in centiradians, while outputs 4 and 5 (flexible) are in milliradians. The 

inputs are measured in kN-m. The singular value plots of the open loop system is 

shown in Figure 6-21 . 

Next eq. (6.28) is partitioned into the flexible and rigid subsystems as follows: 

Xr 

{;;)• 

Ar 
Afr 

Cr 
Cfr 

Arf 
Af 

Cj-f 

C f . 

{:;) 
{:;} 

+ 
Br Bpf 
Bfr Bf 

Ur 
Uf 

(6.29) 

Here Xr G 5? , Ur G K and yr G 5i are the state, input and output vectors of the 

rigid subsystem, respectively. Similarly, Xf G 3?^ ,̂ Uf G 3? and yf G 5ft represent the 

state, input and output vectors for the flexible subsystem. The first step is to design 

the controller for vibration suppression. For this, the flexural dynamics is considered 

alone, i.e. neglecting the effect of the rigid body motion. This can be justified due to 

the widely separated time scales of the two subsystems. Thus, in the time scale of the 

elastic motions, the attitude dynamics remains essentially unchanged. The resulting 

vibration controller is connected to the unpartitioned system. Next, the attitude 
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Figure 6-21 Singular values of the open-loop plant. 

controller for this augmented system is designed. Note, in this second design stage, 

the flexible dynamics is not neglected. This is important, because it is principally the 

inaccurate representation of the high frequency dynamics which leads to unacceptable 

performance. The overall design procedure is represented schematically in Figure 6-22 

The vibration of the PMC is governed by: 

Xf = AfXf + BfUf; 

Yf = CfXf. (6.30) 

The above 60-state model is unacceptably large for the controller design. Moreover, 

the model is both uncontrollable and unobservable, which precludes the possibility 
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of its use in design. Therefore, prior to applying the LQG/LTR procedure, model 

reduction is imperative. The Schur procedure [133] was implemented using the MAT-

LAB Robust-Control Toolbox [128] to obtain an observable and controllable 14-state 

reduced order model. The details are given in Appendix X. In order to ensure robust

ness against unmodelled dynamics, the multiplicative model error, Ef(s), between 

full flexible, G6o('S) and the reduced flexible, Gi4{s) models was developed. For the 

present application of the LQG/LTR procedure, the optimal state estimator Lf is 

first established, followed by the design of the state feedback matrix Kgf to recover 

the properties of the state estimator. The design procedure is an iterative one, accom

plished by manipulating the input and output error covariance matrices of the state 

estimator, until a design which satisfies the stability robustness criterion and does not 

require overly large control torques is obtained. The resulting compensator Kv(5) has 

the same order as the design model (i.e. 14 in this case). Details of the LQG/LTR 

design and the compensator model are presented in Appendix X. The singular values 

of both the optimal estimator and the loop transfer function Gi4(s)Kv(s) are shown 

in Figure 6-23. A greater extent of recovery could have been achieved, but at the 

cost of higher peak actuator torques. The stability robustness test, which requires 

a[l + [Gi4(s)Kv(s)]~^] > W[Ef{s)] [115], is shown in Figure 6-24 . It is clear that 

the design of the vibration suppression controller is robust to the unmodelled higher 

frequency elastic states. 

The state equation for the vibration controller can be written in terms of the 

plant input and output as: 

Xcf = AcfXcf + Bcf(rf - yf); 

Uf = CcfXcf; (6.31) 

where x^f G 5R is the vector of controller states and rf € 3fJ is the reference input 
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F i g u r e 6-23 Singular values of the loop transfer function: flexible subsystem. 

for the flexible subsystem. The details of the time invariant matrices Apf, B^f and 

Ccf are given in Appendix X. 

The vibration controller is then connected, in feedback, to the original 66-state 

system. The result is an 80-state, 5-input, 5-output augmented system, although 

the inputs and outputs of the flexible part are not of interest in the design of the 

at t i tude controller. The t ruth model for the attitude control design is taken to be the 

80-state, 3-input, 3-output system obtained by neglecting the 2 inputs and 2 outputs 

associated with the flexible subsystem: 

yr = 

Ar 
Afr 

-BefCfr 

^rf 

Br 
Bfr 

0 
u F) 

(6.32) 
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Figure 6-24 Stability robustness test: flexible subsystem. 

Again, the large order necessitates model reduction. For this case, the model is re

duced by truncating all the non-rigid states. The multiplicative model error between 

the truth model and the truncated model is evaluated and, as in the design of the 

vibration suppression controller, the robustness of the synthesized controller to the 

unmodelled dynamics is ensured. The LQG/LTR procedure is applied, again by de

signing the state estimator first, and recovering the design with the state feedback 

(Appendix X). 

The singular values of the loop transfer function of the plant with both the 

LQG/LTR compensator and the state estimator matrix Lr are presented in Fig

ure 6-25 . This plot shows the extent to which the estimator properties are recovered. 

In order to lower the required CMC torques, recovery only in the low frequency per

formance area is obtained. The stability robustness test of the design is presented in 

Figure 6-26 . The design is quite robust except in the low frequency region (< 10""̂  
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rad/s). This is of little consequence since most disturbances occur at considerably 

higher frequencies, where the robustness of the system is quite good. 

The state equation for the attitude controller can be expressed as: 

Xcr — AcrXcr + Bcr(r r — Yr); 

Ur = CcrXcrj (6.33) 
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Figure 6-25 Singular values of the loop transfer function: rigid subsystem. 

where Xcr e 5R̂  is the vector of the attitude controller states and rr 6 5R̂  is the 

reference input for the rigid subsystem. The vibration and attitude controllers are 

now combined to form a single 20-state controller K2o(s) with the following structure: 

X r = 

U = 

Acr 0 
0 A, f 

Ccr 0 
0 Cef 

Xc + 

xc; 

B cr 0 
0 B cf 

( r - y ) ; 

(6.34) 
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Figure 6-26 Stability robustness test: rigid subsystem. 

where 

Xc ={x:} 
Note that u and y refer to the plant input and output vectors, respectively. The 

singular values of the complete (20-state) compensator are given in Figure 6-27 and 

the loop transfer function for the 20-state compensator and 66-state plant model pair 

(i.e. GQQ{S)K2O{S)) are presented in Figure 6-28 . 

6.3.2 Numerical Simulation of the Controlled System 

In order to assess the effectiveness of the controller a comprehensive set of sim

ulations were conducted. The controlled response of the PMC was obtained over a 

range of external disturbances. Only a few of the results useful in establishing trends 

are discussed here. 

For the controlled dynamical studies, the 66-state nonlinear plant model described 
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Figure 6-27 Singular values of the complete controller. 

earlier was employed. This allows for the closed-loop simulation of the manipulator 

maneuvers, as well as the slewing of the PV arrays to track the sun. Both the 

maneuvers require that a nonlinear, time-varying model be used in representing the 

system dynamics. LQG/LTR control, on the other hand, is linear. However, it has 

robustness properties which may allow it to cope with the time varying nature of the 

system during the aforementioned maneuvers. Cases which demonstrate the vibration 

suppression as well as the attitude control are also presented. The use of a higher 

order plant model is necessary to indicate the presence of spillover, if it is a problem. 

This requires that the equations governing the attitude and flexural dynamics of the 

system be augmented with those for the compensator dynamics. 

Responses to Attitude Disturbances 

The first case considered is the system response to an initial pitch disturbance 

of 0.5°. Both the controlled and uncontrolled responses of the librational degrees 
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of freedom are shown in Figure 6-29 . The controller is able to settle the pitch 

disturbance in approximately 15 minutes with very little overshoot. The coupled 

transient roll and yaw excitations are indeed quite small. 

Figure 6-30 presents the closed-loop response of flexible members in terms of tip 

deflections in transverse directions. Note, the beam elements are hardly excited. The 

peak tip deflections, which are experienced by the PV arrays and radiators, are less 

than 0.5 cm. As can be expected, these small amplitude vibrations are confined to 

the pitch plane. 

The control torque histories show the effort required to be relatively moderate 

(Figure 6-31 ). The peak CMG torque in pitch is less than 100 N-m. The control 

effort needed for the vibration suppression is very small (< 1 N-m) and hence are not 

shown. The response to disturbances in other librational degrees of freedom exhibited 
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Figure 6-29 Librational response of the PMC to a pitch disturbance of V(0) 

0.5°. 
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Figure 6-30 Controlled flexural response showing tip deflection time histories for 
a librational disturbance of V (̂0) = 0.5°: (c) PV arrays. 

similar trends. 

Responses to Flexural Disturbances 

In order to evaluate the vibration suppression performance of the compensator, 

the system response to an initial power boom tip deflection of 1.5 cm (i5c(0) = 1.5 

cm) was simulated. The first two shape functions of the power boom were deflected 

by 1 cm and 0.5 cm, respectively, to provide the prescribed initial tip motion. The 

controlled and uncontrolled vibrations of the power boom and stinger tips are shown in 

Figures 6-32 and 6-33 , respectively. The controller is able to suppress the dominant 
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power boom vibration {6c) within 150 seconds. With structural damping alone (i.e. 

without control), the same degree of attenuation required approximately 400 seconds. 

Similarly, the power boom vibration in the other transverse direction (6^) is also 

attenuated significantly. Through coupling, the stinger vibration in the yi direction 

is also abated compared to the uncontrolled case. The attenuating effect of the 

controller on the other elastic members, although present, is not as significant as that 

on the stinger. 

The required attitude CMC torques were found be minimal (< 2 N-m) and hence 

are not shown. The torque time histories for the vibration suppression are given in 

Figure 6-34 . A peak torque of approximately 900 N-m is required in the Zc direction. 

This high value is not surprising, given the high flexural rigidity of the power boom 

as well as the degree of vibration suppression achieved. 

Responses to Operational Maneuver 

The first maneuver considered is that of the PV arrays. To simulate the tracking 

of the sun, the 4 PV arrays are slewed about the orbit normal at a rate of 1 revolution 

per orbit. The maneuver is performed for 1 orbit, after which the arrays remain fixed 

with respect to the PMC. The uncontrolled response to this maneuver was discussed 

in Chapter 5. 

The time histories of the attitude angles are shown in Figure 6-35 for both the 

controlled and uncontrolled cases. The controller is able to maintain the pitch angle 

within ±2°, while the uncontrolled response is quite unstable. Due to the slow slew 

rate, the vibrational response of all the flexible members was found to be very small. 

The highest tip deflection, as expected, occurred in the PV arrays, although even that 

was found to be less than 0.3 mm in amplitude. The vibration time histories are, 

therefore, purposely omitted here. The required CMC torque levels (Figure 6-36 ) 
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Figure 6-34 Vibration suppression CMG torque histories: 6c{0) — 1.5 cm. 

are quite modest, with the peak value about the pitch axis of only 2 N-m. The ability 

of the time invariant controller to maintain the attitude angles within acceptable 

limits is perhaps a little surprising, given the nonautonomous character of the system. 

With the addition of a simple nonlinear control effort based on the computed torque 

method, even the relatively small cyclic variation of ±2° can be eliminated. Because 

of the known nature of the disturbance, i.e. the slewing maneuver, the design of such 

a controller is not a major challenge. 

The final case considered is a 180° rotational maneuver of the manipulator in 

the ONLV plane with a payload located at its tip. The uncontrolled response to 
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this maneuver was studied in the previous chapter. A schematic diagram illustrating 

the model and the maneuver was given in Figure 5-17. The maneuver is executed 

in 1 minute and has a sine-on ramp profile, commencing and terminating the action 

with both zero angular acceleration and velocity. Figure 6-37 shows the librational 

response. As can be expected, the yaw degree of freedom is affected most, although 

the pitch and roll are also disturbed due to the dynamic coupling. Because of the 

speed of the maneuver, the controller is unable to reduce the librational excursions 

during the maneuver. However, in the post maneuver phase, the controller is quite 

effective in regulating the attitude motion. A nonlinear controller may improve the 

behaviour during the maneuver. 

The power boom and stinger remained relatively unaffected by the maneuver, 

however, the same cannot be said of the other elastic members. The manipulator 

experienced a peak tip deformation of approximately 3 cm (Figure 6-38 ). The station 

radiators also show relatively large tip deflections. Note, the PV arrays exhibit a peak 

deflection of almost 4 cm (Figure 6-39 ). Of course, all the large displacements occur 

in directions which lie in the plane of the maneuver. Thus the PV radiators, which are 

free to deflect in the direction normal to the plane of the maneuver, remain unaffected. 

The attitude control effort required is shown in Figure 6-40 . The demand imposed 

on the vibration suppression CMG during the maneuver was found to be very small 

and hence is not presented here. Note that the CMG torques during the maneuver 

are relatively large, especially in the yaw channel. Nevertheless, the corrective action 

is not observed until after the maneuver is complete. To reiterate, this may be 

attributed to the bandwidth of the controller which is not large enough to cope with 

the relatively fast maneuver. If the actuators were capable of providing the necessary 

torque, the control system can be designed with a greater bandwidth, provided that 
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Figure 6-37 Librational response to the manipulator maneuver. 
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Figure 6-39 Controlled vibrational response of the PV arrays to the 180° slew 
maneuver of the manipulator. 

the robustness criterion is not violated. 

6.4 Summary 

Three linear control strategies, namely the LQR, LQG/LTR and //oo, were ap

plied to synthesize an attitude controller for the FEL configuration of the proposed 

Space Station. The procedures employed ensured the robustness of the design to the 

unmodelled dynamics. The resulting controllers were implemented on the nonlinear 

plant model which included both the attitude and the flexible system dynamics. The 
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results of the closed loop simulations indicate that the performance of the HQO con

troller is superior. However, it involves a larger size of the compensator model, which 

may require careful consideration during its implementation. 

For the PMC, a two-level LQG/LTR controller for both the attitude and vibra

tion control was synthesized. The controller was subsequently incorporated into the 

nonlinear code, and dynamics of the closed loop system to attitude, vibration and 

slew disturbances were simulated. The results show excellent attitude control and 

vibration suppression behaviour. This is indeed gratifying considering the fact that 

the linear controller was designed based on a time-invariant plant model. Moreover, 

no spillover effect was observed. 
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7. CLOSING COMMENTS 

7.1 Concluding Remarks 

The thesis represents a comprehensive study aimed at the dynamics and control 

of flexible multibody systems. In the process it deals with several important aspects 

of this challenging problem: 

(i) A relatively general dynamical formulation applicable to a large class of sys

tems, characterized by interconnected flexible structures in a tree topology, has 

a number of attractive features all of them not found in any single formulation 

reported in the open literature. Beam as well as plate type members in an 

arbitrary elliptical trajectory free to undergo slewing and translational motion; 

coupling between the orbital, librational and vibrational motions; accounting of 

the shifting cm., foreshortening effect and structural damping; compact char

acter of the governing equations through cancellation of terms; incorporation 

of quasi-comparison functions for discretization; arbitrary number of force and 

moment actuators on each member; etc. lead to a powerful and versatile tool for 

studying this class of problems. As the nature of the deflection is kept general in 

the formulation, it can be readily extended to other structural members (shells, 

membranes, tethers) undergoing a wide range of deformations (axial, bending, 

torsion). 

(ii) An efficient numerical code has been developed for the integration of the non

linear, nonautonomous and coupled equations of motion. Its modular character 

is ideally suited to assess the relative importance of various system parameters, 

thus assisting in the evaluation of system performance and design. The versa

tile formulation together with the numerical code, both with attractive features, 
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represent a significant contribution to the field. 

(iii) The conservation of energy to a high level of accuracy as well as comparison with 

results for particular cases reported in the literature substantiate the validity of 

the formulation and code. 

(iv) The versatility of the approach has been illustrated through its application to 

study uncontrolled dynamics of several different configurations, of contemporary 

and future importance, under a variety of disturbances. This clearly suggests its 

potential role during the design as well as operational phases of complex multi-

body systems. In terms of the dynamical response, disturbances represented by 

the Shuttle docking, PV array slew and the manipulator maneuvers resulted in 

significant excitation of the attitude angles and/or of the flexural members. As 

can be expected, the degree of freedom most affected depended on the character 

of the disturbance as well as the system. For example, the docking of the Space 

Shuttle on the FEL resulted in significant excitation of both librational and 

vibrational degrees of freedom (particularly the PV arrays). Solar tracking by 

the PV arrays on the PMC affects the attitude angles but the elastic members 

remain virtually unaffected. On the other hand, the effect of the manipulator 

maneuvers is primarily on the elastic degrees of freedom. 

(v) An approximate analytical solution to the dynamics of a flexible multibody 

system through an extension of the Butenin method represents an important 

development. The approach is attractive because of its applicability to a set of 

n second order differential equations. It gives results of sufficient accuracy, at 

least during the preliminary design stage, and promises considerable savings in 

time as well as effort. 

(vi) A fresh approach to the linearization of the complex model through the compu-
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tation of the system Jacobian matrices by finite differences has been developed. 

Linearized equations are often indispensable for the controller design. 

(vii) The effectiveness of three control strategies is studied with reference to two 

evolving configurations of the proposed Space Station. The provision for a 

dynamic compensator permits simulation of the closed loop system consisting of 

both the nonlinear plant and the linear controller. The controller design ensures 

robustness to unmodelled dynamics. When applied to the FEL, results show 

superior performance of the HQO controller, however, it involves a larger size of 

the compensator. The two-level LQG/LTR controller showed excellent attitude 

and vibration suppression behaviour, when applied to the PMC, without any 

spillover effect, although it was based on a time-invariant plant. 

(viii) The comprehensive study involving formulation, numerical code, validation, dy

namics and control provides a versatile and powerful tool for studying a wide 

range of dynamics and control problems associated with space based multibody 

flexible systems. 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The field of dynamics and control of fiexible multibody systems, like any other 

area of inquiry, is full of endless challenges. The present study, though comprehensive, 

has tried to address only some of the issues. Attention to several other aspects 

indicated below may prove to be fruitful, satisfying and improving our understanding 

of the subject: 

(a) The mathematical formulation presented in the thesis considers a topological 

tree with two levels of branching. An extension to higher levels with open 

and/or closed geometry as well as an extension of the numerical code would be 
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the next logical step. Incorporation of the joint degrees of freedom as generalized 

coordinates in the code would further enhance its versatility. 

(b) In order to improve verification of the energy conservation, a generalized coor

dinate for the out-of-plane orbital motion may be incorporated in the model. 

(c) The use of quasi-comparison functions was found to improve the discretization 

process. For more complex interconnected systems, the selection of these func

tions requires closer attention. For example, when secondary or tertiary bodies 

are not connected at the extremities of the preceding ones, the use of eigen-

functions with moments and forces applied at the appropriate locations may 

be investigated. This would provide the shape functions with the necessary 

discontinuities in their second and third derivatives. 

(d) Structural elements such as shells and membranes, not considered in the thesis, 

may be incorporated in the code. This would add to the versatility. 

(e) The application of the HQO method to the simultaneous attitude and vibration 

suppression control of the PMC would be an important contribution. 

(f) The use of piezoelectric elements for vibration control can be readily incorpo

rated in the formulation and code. This method of sensing and actuation has 

numerous benefits for space structures. 

(g) Attention should be directed towards control of complex multibody systems 

accounting for their nonlinear dynamics. Application of the Feedback Lin

earization Technique (FLT) would represent an important step forward in that 

direction. 
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Appendix I: Details of System Kinetic Energy, Inert ia 
Matrix and Angular Momentum 

The details of the terms which constitute the system kinetic energy (equation 

2.20) are given below: 
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The system inertia matrix Isys, which is given by equation (2.39), is comprised 

of the following terms: 
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where E is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. 

Contributions to the system angular momentum vector, which is given in equation 

(2.40), are as follows: 
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A p p e n d i x II: G o v e r n i n g E q u a t i o n s of M o t i o n 

The complete equations of motion governing the orbital generalized coordinates 

Rem and 9 are: 

Rem — Rcm^ — fJ-e/Rcm ~ OMR^ trace[Igys] + 4 i Isys^i 
h2 

RamG — —2RcmG — 
MRr dt\de) 

sys'^ + T T IsysW + -—r Isyst^ 

+ir^V;?+^^^ 
dt \de J de 

( I I - l ) 

The time derivatives of Igys and H as well as the derivatives of cj are given in Appendix 

IV. 

The kinetic energy contribution to the equations governing librational motion is: 

dt \dtp) 

. - \ T dT d /duy . _ 

d^aoy.^o,-. 
dt \dipj aV 

- 7 [IsysJw + - 7 [Isysjw 
dip dip 

dt V a j / ~ 
dco^ dC-T lu- duj - tT 

d^-dt\d;i>) f^^^^]"""^ f̂^̂^̂" + ^ f'^y^J'^'a^ f̂ ^̂ Ĵ" 

+ 'dt \d^) ~ d(f) 
H + ^ H; 

d4> 

d_ for' 
dt [dX, 

dT duj^, duJ ^T du^ dCo^ St 
— =-^ [Isys]uJ + ^ [ I sys ] - - - [lsys]u - ^ H 

dx 
(11-2) 

The kinetic energy contribution to the equation governing the central body flexibility 
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generalized coordinates, qc^, is: 

d f dT dT 

dt\dqcmJ d(lcm 

•MCcm 

N 

^ 9(lcm J Jm 
i<Pcm • Sc) drric 

+E 
1 C 

^^cm I Jmc 

Cm 

+ ( ^ ( ^ ' ' ^ + ^i)) • (CfS,) + cl>,^{o,) . (C9{pi + 6i)j + 2$,^{oi) . {C\6i) 

j = l 

+2(^ci.fe+^,,)).(Cl=c|/,,) 

+ 
/ac dC? . (5^C|j(p,,,- + S,j)) . (C?CK ,̂,,) + [-g^d,j) . {C9cl^ip,j + 6ij)) 

+2(Cfd;,) • (^Ci_j(p,,,- + \^)) + (Cfrf;,) • (^Cij(ft , ,- + \^)) 
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"- f^^l i ^ A' 

+ 

+ 0 e ^ ( o i ) • ( C f j ; , , ) + dl • {-of-di^j) + ( C f d l j ) • ( ^ r f l , i ) 
Cm 

^^^*-^ • i-^'-') + ='°f̂ «> • (s^*'^) 
i.Ti dH 

Cm 5 ,̂ 
+ W 

aif 
d(lcm 

dH 

Cm 

J j 2 
dl sys 

<99, Cm J 
UJ 

dt V ̂ ^ c m / 9qcm 
(11-3) 

where 

7n = 1 , . . . , Nrric, 

and A '̂rric denotes the number of assumed modes (and hence generalized coordinates) 

used in discretizing the flexible nature of the central body, ^cm i^i) ^^ ^^^ value of the 

m-th mode shape vector for body Be evaluated at the point of attachment of the body 

Bj. Details of 
5gc ̂ ] • ( O -^ [* ( O - sSr] -^«-- - A»p-<"=' ̂  

The kinetic energy contribution to the equation governing the flexibility general

ized coordinates q^^ of body B^ is 

d f dT 
- - -= -MCcm 

+ 

dt\dqi^J dqi^ ydqi^ 

{$rn • ^̂ ) + i^Uin) ' ^i + ( C f ^ ) • Cf(p^ + 6{) + 2(Cf<^"iJ • {C\6i) 
JTT, 

N, 

drrii 

rdC\., 

L [i'd^^^'^^^^'^^^) • (̂ iĵ "̂̂ .̂ - -̂̂ î) 

" n 
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,i) 

+2(cfCi,j(pl,i + kj)) • i^Uinioi^j)) + 2(Crci / \ , . ) . (CF4(o,,,)) 

+ [d; • (C[=.^i„(oij)) + dlj • 0i„(oij) + (Cfdlj) • (C?<^i„(oij)) 

+2(Cf4,)-(C?4K,))' 

dm 'id 

a?, 
CJ + uj 

dH 

1 - ^ 
dH 

dt I 5g, '«n 

dH 

dq, 'tn 
(11-4) 

where: 

1=^1,...,N; n = l,...,Nmi; 

and AT̂mj denotes the number of assumed modes (and hence generalized coordinates) 

used in discretizing the flexible nature of body B^. (l>iji{oij) is the value of the n-th 

mode shape vector of body B^ evaluated at the point of attachment for the body Bij. 

Details of 91 
dq, 

s y s 

^n 

dH 
dq, and 

«n 

dH 
dt \ dq. ^in 

dH 

H «n 
are given in Appendix V. 

The kinetic energy contribution to the equation governing the flexibility general-
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ized coordinates q^j of body B^j is given by 

d dT 

dt \ dQij 
= -MCcm 

^lij dQi >jp 

ami -i ^ 
51 s y s 

dQi Jpj 

U + UJ 
dH 

dQi tjp 

dt \dqij 

OH 
( I I -5 ) 

where: 

i = l,...,N; j^l,...,Ni; p = 1 , . . . , iVm^j; 

and Nm^j denotes the number of assumed modes (and hence the generalized coor

dinates) used in discretizing the flexible nature of the body B^j. Again, details of 

ai, s y s 
dq. i,Ji 

dH 
dq 

and 
^,3l 

dH dH 
dt \ dq, «n 

dQi 
>3p 

are given in Appendix V. 

The equations governing the degrees of freedom for the joint between the bodies 

J5j and 5 j j {ot^ai ^ — 1)2,3) are: 

dT 

dt \ daf.. 
-MCcm • I -^-r 

dal 

+ ( ^ ( P i + Si)) • {C96i) + di • [•^{P^ + S^)) drrii 

J mi A L a,-

;v. 
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•5Cf / C « J r • ^ \ . . 1, 

/5Cf 
+ 2 ( 5 ^ ^ b ( ^ ' ' ^ . i + "̂'̂ .̂ •)) • (CfCij(pl j + ^"^j)) 

•acf 

+ 

+ 

/5Cf 
id^^i^p^'^ + ̂ .i)) • (cf cij(p;j + ^j)) 

acp ̂  (a^ci_j(^,^ + ^..)) • (cfcj/,^) + ( ^ ^ j ) • (cfci .(p;,̂  + 6,j) 

dCf ^ rdC? -. 
Hd^'^'^) • (^iCijCPij + ^;,)) + 2 ( ^ d ; , ) . (c?ci/,,) 

acf ^ 5CF . 
Hd^M • (^i ^ij^^^)+(a^'^"-^) • (^i îj(̂ ^ .̂-+ îj) 

+ 
dC? -. dC? 

id^M • ( î ̂ iJ .̂̂ ) + (^i^.i) • (a^^ij(^'^ + ̂ '̂ ) 
5Cf , 

1 r-ii +2(Cfci,,,) • ( ^ C J j ( p , , , - + 6,j)) + {C9d,j) . [o^CliiPij + kj) 1 /-<1 ^;? 

•1, /5C? . 

+ 
•ac?. ac? . 

dC? _ 
+2(6f4i)-(g;;f4.) rriij - -u ; 

51 sys 

9< 
i^Ti dH 

UJ + iV , 

OH 
dt \ da^. 

dH 

where: 

(11-6) 

a= 1,2,3; 

Details of 
dl sys 

^"1-
dH and ± I dH 

dt \ daf,. 
\ dH 

d< 
are given in Appendix VI. 

Similarly, the contribution from the Kinetic Energy to the equations of motion 

governing the dynamics of the joints between the bodies B^ and Bij (a*, ,, a = 1, 2,3) 
J>j 
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is given below: 

d dT 

dt \ ddf,. 
,3 

dC] 

da 
= -MCcm 

"1,3 
dal 

t,3 

dC\ 

I,J 

+ {-Q^^P^^3 + kj)) • di,J + ( C i ^ ( P l j + ^rj)) ' (Cf^^j) 
"hJ 

+ ̂ '°f... 
dC\. 

^'-{Pi,j+6ij)].iC9d,j) drrij A uj 
1,3 2 

di sys 

^«1-«J 

u -\- u 
da 

1,3 

where: 

ai^ dH 

dt \ da^ 
«J 

da'a 
»J 

(11-7) 

a = 1,2,3; z = l , . . . ,7V; j = l,...,Ni. 

Details of 

VI. 

dl sys a/f 
dal 

and 
«J 

d. / dH _ a g are given in Appendix 

The gravitational potential energy contribution to the equations governing libra-

tional motion are: 

dUg _ 3ne di 

d^p ~ i ? L ^ 

dUg _ 3/ie df 

d<f> ~Rl^d<l> 

[Isys] i; 

[Isys] f; 
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dUg _ 3/Xe di 

dX ~ i?L d\ 

T-T 

[Isys] /. (11-8) 

The details oi 4^, 4^ and ^ are presented in Appendix III. 

The gravitational potential energy contribution to the equations governing the 

vibration of the Be, B^ and Bij bodies are: 

dU„ fJ-e 

dq, Cm ^^cm 
trace 

di sys 
dq, Cm ^^cm 

dl sys 

dq Cm 

dUg_ Me 

^•^cm 
trace 

dl sys 
dq., In 

I 3/Xe -T ai sys 

^9in 

where: 

dUa 

dqi >Jp 

Me 

2i?3 
trace 

dl sys 

^9i, i , 

I 3/Xe -T 
2i?3 *̂  

ai sys 

^^^Jr 
^; (11-9) 

i = l,...,N; j = l,...,Ni; 

m = 1 , . . . , Nrric; n — 1,..., Nmf, 

p= l,...,Nmij. 

The contribution of the strain energy to the equations of motion can easily be 

determined by differentiating the strain energy expression, given in equation (2.46), 

with respect to the appropriate fiexibihty generalized coordinates. There is, of course, 

no strain energy contribution to the equations governing the Hbrational or joint de

grees of freedom. For the equations governing the fiexibihty generalized coordinates 

of the central body, the contribution is given by: 

dU, 

dq, Cm 

dUe. 

dUe 

for odd m(a = 21+1^ 

for even m (^a — Y) 
(11-10) 
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where: 

and: 

dUe 

dUe 

Jlc 

= / 
Jlr 

^dczz 

Mrric 

1=1 

'Mm 

ErL 
yy 

i=\ '̂  

y 
dxi 

dxl 

UXQ^ 

dxc] (11-11) 

m = 1 , . . . , Nrric] a = 1 , . . . , Mrric. 

Implicit in the above equations is the "matching" of the generic flexibility general

ized coordinates qc^ with the beam flexibility generalized coordinates P^ (for the y 

direction), and Q}. (for the z direction). To make this more clear, the relationship 

between the two is given below, 

/ pi \ 
•̂  c 

Ql 
P. 

Q 

>. 

r,Mmc 
-' c 
QMmc 

(11-12) 

The contribution of the strain energy to the equations governing the elastic de

grees of freedom of the beam-type Bi bodies is: 

for odd n{h^ ^ \ 

for even n {b = ^ ) 

dUe 
dq in 

dUe 

I 

dUe 
(11-13) 
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where: 

dUe 

dUe L 

^i^izz 
e.=i 

^MrriA 

E4L 
^yy 

^^z 

2„i,b d^ip. 

dxi 

d^\ 
^^z 

dx' dxj 

dxi 

dxi (11-14) 

and: 

i — 1,..., Ni,; n = 1,..., Nmf, 6 = 1 , . . . , Mm^. 

The contribution to the equations governing the elastic degrees of freedom of the 

plate-type Bi bodies is, 

dUe dUe 

dQir.. dH] 

JWA JIA 
EE^'w ^V' .f., A (d^'P'' 

I L \s=lt=l 
m,- n: 

^ ^ ' ( ' " ' 
dx2 " • " ' « * 

d^4>l i J.t i^'M) <t>n^i) 

+^i[Y.i2^f{tWM) 
\s=lt=l 

dyf dx 2 "̂ i 

' . 8=1 t = l 
dxj dyj / y dXj dy. 

rf^^r' 
"^^^'^^ dy^, 

dxidyi, (11-15) 

where: 

i = Nh + l,...,N; u= l,...,mi; v = l , . . . , n j ; n = l,. ..,Nmi. 

The ordering of the generalized coordinates for the plate-type B^ bodies (i.e. i — 

Ng + 1,... ,N) is slightly more complicated. The mj shape functions are used along 
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the x-direction and nj functions along the y-direction. So, a total of mjnj generalized 

coordinates are required for representation of the body B^. The following convention 

is adopted 

9: 

^ K + 1) 

\2 ^i) 

(K-iK+1) 

I *(" î"i) J 

r H. 
H 

> = < 

1,1 ^ 

2,1 

H 

H 

m^,l 

1,2 

^ " ^ 1 . 2 

/ / 
l , n j 

rjmi,rn 

Contribution of the strain energy to the equations governing the elastic degrees 

of freedom of the beam-type B^j bodies is given by: 

for odd p (c = £ ^ ) 

for even p (c = j ) 

£_ 

dUe 

,3p 

dU, 
dP'r . 

dUe 
(11-16) 

where: 

dUe 

^,3 

J 
/MI 

^iJ-'^iJzz 

"^,3 

E ^iW 
dH' 2„LC 

i=l 
dx 

h3y 
2 

d^V, ,3y 

dx? 
J, J 

dXij; 
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dUe 

dQ 
1,3 'L 

Mruij 2„i,i \ 
i-^Jz 

i^\ 
dxi 

« j 
dx"^ . 

1;J 

and: 

dx^j; 

(11-17) 

i=l,...,Nb; j = l,...,Nb; p = 1,... ,Nmij; c = l,...,M m « J -

Similarly, corresponding contribution to the equations governing the plate-type B^j 

bodies is 

dUe dUe. 

dq, 

--Di,j I I 
^"^ij " i j d'<t>h . . \ ld^<^'i 
Y.Y.<^')^<MA\^^IM.) 

J «J L \s=\t-\ t,j I \ 1,3 

i'r,„ 
^"i.i EE<i'<')x^<.fe,.) *"^(^«'̂  

s=\ t^\ 1,3 
dy, 

h3 

'^i,j '^i,j 

s = l < = 1 
dy. 

h3 
dx' 

1,3 

<mij rnj dcj)"" . dlb"^ 
^1,3 ^1,3 f V ^ V ^ St ^^Ij^^lj 

^rriij HJ 

+ EE<'w<^Ki) 
d'^lp*. • \ ( d^^'" 

s=l f = l 
dy 

1,3 
dy. 

1,3 

dxij dy^j, 

(11-18) 

where: 
i = l,...,Nb; j = Nb. + l,...,Ni; u=l,...,mij; 

V = l,...,nij; p = l,...,Nmij. 
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Appendix III : Derivatives of uj and / 

The terms related to the librational angular velocity a? are given by: 

uj — [(V' + 6) cos <j) cos A — (•0 + 6)4) sin cj) cos A 

— {ip -{- 6)X cos 0 sin A — 0 sin A — (̂ A cos AJ ip 

+ [ - (V̂  + 61) sin (̂  - (V- + 0)4> cos (?!> + A] jp 

+ [(v̂  + ^) cos (j)si-a.X — {tp + 0)4> sin </> sin A 

-\- {ip -\- ^)Acos0cos A + ^cos A — (j}\smX\kp\ (III—1) 

—r =\ cos (j) cos \\ip — [s in0]jp+ [cos0sin AJ^^; (III—2) 
dip 

— ( —r ] =\ — 4>sm4) cos A — A cos cj) sin A] ip — \4> cos (t)\jp 

+ [—(jisin^sin A + A cos (?i» cos A] fcp; (III—3) 

—r = — [sinAJzp + [cosAJfcpi (III—5) 

— ( —r I = — [AcosAJzp — [AsinAJfcp; (III—6) 
dt \d(pJ 

— = - [(•^ + ^) sin (p cos A] ip - [{ip + 0) cos 0] jp 

-[(t/' + ^)sin(^sinA]fcp; (HI-7) 
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are: 

dcu 
TT =ip; (n i -8 ) 
oX 

d (dQ\ 

— = — [(-0 + 9) cos (t}S\n\ + (j) cos A] ip 
u A 

+ [(V' + ^) cos(f)CosX-^sin A] fcp. (Ill-10) 

The direction cosine vector and its derivatives with respect to the Euler angles 

£ =(cos ^/J sin (f) cos A + sin ip sin X)ip + cos ip cos (l>jp 

+ (cos •0 sin 0 sin A — sinf/'cos A)A;p; (III—11) 

di , . , 
— =(— sin Ip sin cf) cos A + cos -0 sin X)ip — sin ip cos (j)j„ 
dip 

— (sin ^ sin 0 sin A + cos'^cos A)A;p; (III—12) 

di - - " , , 
— = cos Ip COS (j) COS Xip — cos ip sin (/)jp + cos ip cos 0 sin Xkp] (III—13) 

- ^ =(— cos Ip sin (̂  sin A + sin ip cos X)ip 
dX 

+(cos'!/'sin(/>cos A + sin^" sin A)/cp. (Ill—14) 
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A p p e n d i x IV: T i m e Derivat ives of Isys and H 

The time rate of change of the moment of inertia matrix Isys can also be written 

as the sum of the different contributions, 

Isys = Icm + Ir + Ih + Iv + Ih,r + Ih,v + Ir,v, 

where: 

Icm = - M ^^cm ^cm'^ ^cm^cm ^cm^cm 

N 

i^=E 
i=l 

N^ 

cfpfcf - cfpfcf +Y, 
J - 1 

- cfc! jP?jCi/cr 

-crcLjP^jCb^r- crcijp?jc! .-cf- c?ci^i^c\fcf 

with Pf = / pipjdmi and P y = / pijpij'^ druij; 
Jnn ' Jrrnj 

N 

i = l L 

2dj d jE — djdj — djdj 

-hdj j C ; d,•+ d,' ,• C j d,• + d. 
•,j ^ 1 "1,7 ^ 1 "-J I " i 

rUi + Y^ 
j=l 

/dij^E- ^ 

b di di + dij C ? dj 

-t -^ rp ^ -t rp 

didi + didi 

+didij Cf + didij C f + didij C ? + C ^ d j j d j 

" ' " ^ i ^ j j ^ i + C I j d j j d j + C j d j j d j j C j + C j d i j d j j C j 

+ C j d j j d i j C J + C J d j j d j j Cj m »J 

iv - / 2 ^ 4 E - 6c6c - ScSc drric + ^ J / 25j (5j drrijE 
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•CfT>fcf-Cf 6i6idmi}C9-C9 6,6, dm^ (Ci 

N, 

-C9Bfcf+Y: J 26,j%j dm.jE - C9clpl^C\/cf 

- C f c | : D ? , c | , ' c f ' ' - C f C ! J / 1,6,/dm, Ac],"^Cf 
1 i j i j i j 1 

-CfCJj^ 1^^ 6, J,/dm,J \C\/Cf - C9C\^plc\/cf 

-CfC|:D?;Ci7cr 1 i j i j i j 1 

wi th D ? = / 
Jm 

-* -» rp 

6j^6{ dm, I and 
Jm, -• 

A/d^i,v 

N 

ih,, = E 
i = l 

2 M7cfP,: + d7cf P; "i ^ 1 "2 ^ 1 - E - d,P,'^cf - d,P,'^cf "X-^ I " ^ l 

Ni r 

- c f P i d 7 - c f P i d 7 + ^ 

+dj Ci C i j P j J + djJ C j j P j J + d j j C j jP j J 

ip^c^cj.^, 

''2-' I ' - ' l 

3 "^di C-^C-^^Pij 

^M ^ E 

diPij C j j Cj +diPij C j j Cj +diPij C y Cj 

+ C j d i j P j J C J J C J + C j d j j P j J C j j Cj + C j d j j P j J C J J C J 

^ r x ;̂  r r + Cfdi , jPjJ C J J C J + C j C i j P j j ( i i +C^C\^Pijd 

+^i^i,i^i,jdi + C j C j j P j j d j j C J + C j C j j P j j d j j C J 

+ C f C j j P i j ( i j j Cf + C f C j j P j j d j j Cf 

with P, = / PiC^rrii and P j j = / Pij dmij; 
Jm, Jm, 

hJ 
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N 

th,v=E 
i = i 

:p7c[ ""Di + di^C^Di + di^C ?^i]E-a diDiC? 

- d j D i C j - d jDi C | - C j J O j d j - C j ^ j d j - C j £ > i c ( j 

^ i 

j = l L 

2[j;^Cfcij5,,^ + ^"Cfclj^,,^ + d7c9C\^Dij 

7T, r T- E 

''d^D^M^Cf+dA/c\^Cf^d,D^/Q\^Cf 

cJ* f! T r i i ^ r ^ c ^ , / - i c7 n /^ r^ i ^AcT' +Cjdj j i : ' j j Cj j C} + C j c(jjr>jj Cj j Cj + C j d j j D j j C y Cj 

+ C f C | ;£),:,d,: + CfCj jA:.iC?,: + CfC} :D,: ,dj 

+C?Cjj£) i jdi ' + CfCj j l J j j d j j ' C ? ' + C?C| j£Jijdi , /C?'^ 

T^r .T +C\C\.^Di^jdi/C\^ + C?CJj5ijdij '^Cf'^+ CfCljDijdi^/cf"^ 

with D, -j 
Jm 

6i dmi and D j , 
Jm 

o^j dm^j] 

hJ 

2pc ScE — pc<5c — ̂ cPc 
1 = 1 

/ 
2pj 6j d m j E 

^c^rT^cT ^ c ) / p.s.^dmAcf-C\T>fcf -cfDr̂ cf -C^ 

? - ,T -cfD[cf-cf^ / 8ipCdmi)a{'-aiD\a( HC^ / - . C T » r A c ^ 

+E 
«J 

-cf cj ,Dr/cl ,^cr - cf ci; - ? T 
1 IJ IJ IJ 1 1 IJ 

PijSi/dmij ^C\/Cf 
"1,3 

-Cfc\p\/C\/Cf - C9c\^\/C\/Cf 
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• C f c i j D j j C i j ' c r - C f c i j D l j C i j ' c r 

•cfclj 
? - T T^cT i T^c.T KjPi/ dm,j \C\/Cr - C?C? .Dr.C|y C? 

'i,j 

/-iCp.1 T-vT p i ^ p C (IV-1) 

with 
Jm 

~* ~t T 

6iPi drrii and Dr.= / 

In much the same way, the time rate of change of the angular momentum vector H 

can also be written as the sum of the different contributions, 

H = Hem + Hfi+ Hy + Hfij. + Hf^y + Hr,v + Hr,s + Hy^g + H f^g, 

where: 

Horn = - M ^r.m, X (^ cm ^ ^ cm. 

N 

i = l i = i 

[di X ( j ; + C9dij + C^dij) - di X C^dij 

'di X Cfdij + C^idij X dj j ) + Cf{dij X dj j ) mi_ 

AT 

V. 
1=1 

Hy = (4 X 4 ) c^w-c+y^ 
Jmc 

+E 

/ 
Jm 

C9{6i X ,5i) + Cf (<5i X 6i) 

/ [ c f C J j f c x 4 ^ ) + C?c |_j (4^x4^) 

drriA 

dm 
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I \c^Pi X di + Cfpi X d 
Jrui 

I [cfcjjp;J X 'di + cfcijp-,̂  X 'di + cic\.pi^^ X "l 
Jruij 

+CF(cijftj X 'dij) + C9{cyij X 'dij) + C9{cyij X 'dij) ^,J 

3 = 1 

f \c?6iXdi + C^6iXdi + d:iX{C9^i + C96i) 
Jmi -I 

/ [ic^^yij+cfcjj^j) X 'di+c9icyij X 'dij) 

+ C f ( C l / , j X d,j) + C9iC\.6ij X dij) + di X C9C\.6ij 

+di X C9C\jij + di X CfClJij + C9id,j X Cljij) 

+C9idijxC\.6ij) + C?idijxC\.6ij) druij 

Hr y= {pcX 6c) dmc + Yl I ^i"^^^ ^ ^») + ^ i ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
Jmc •_i •'f^i 

I [cfc^(p;,^x4^) + cfcij(p;,^x4^) 
Jmi^j 

drriA 

+E 
3 = 1 

+cfcJj(p;,^x6,,^) dm 
i,3 

1=1 L " ' " * 

j=l L 

[ \c9pi X C96i + Cfpi X {Cf{pi + 6i) + C?6i) 
Jmi -I 

/ [Ci Cijp;^ X C9cyij + Cf Cljp;,, x C9C\.{pij + 6ij) 

+CfCyi,j X {c^iC\.{p,j +6i,) + C^C^ip^j + 6,^,) + C f C ! / , ^ ) 
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+c\ 

+cf 

C\,iPi,j X Cl^iPij + 6,j) + C? C\.p,j X C\.6ij 

Cj j f t j X (cij(p;j + 4y) + ci j^ j ) 3 ' "i,J' 

+(CiCi jP i j + CjCijPij) X C-^dij 

+ C f C | j P i j X (CfcJij + C^dij) druij 

Hv,s = 2 J 

+Cf<5i X 

AT, 

/ 
Jm 

6iXC\pi + C\6iXC\{p,-^6i) 

+ CH. 1 ^ 1 drrii 

+Ci cij4^ X (cfcij(p;,^ + Ij) + cfcJj(p;,^ + ,̂̂ ) 

drui^j 

i = l L 

f \di X Cf(pij + 6ij) + di X (Cfipij + Sij) + C^Sij) dm^ 

j=l L 
J \{di + C9dij) X (cfdij + C?cij(ft,,- + 6ij)') 

+6?^ ;^ X Cfc i j (p i j + Sij) + {di + C9dij) X (c9dij + C^dij 

+ C f C | j ( f t j + 6ij) + CfCjj ( f t j + 6ij) + CfCjj^i j 

+ j ; X C^C\.{pij + Sij) + di X ( c ? c | j ( f t j + ^i,,) 
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+CfC\^{p^,j + 6ij) + C9C\.6ij) + C9[dij X C\.{pij + 6ij) 

+C9(dij X C[.(pij + 6ij)) + C9(d,j X (c'l^iPij + 6ij) 

dm +^\,}^iJ "JJ (IV-2) 

A significant degree of simplification, mainly due to the cancellation of terms, does 

take place, and H can be reduced to 

H = - M 

N 

E 

drrn 

Ccm X Ccm + / I (pc X 6c) + ( 4 X 4 ) 1 dmc 

{di X di)mi + / \Cfpi xdi + Cf6i x di 
Jrrn 1-

+di X {c\6i + 2C\6i + C\{pi + dS) + C?(pi X "̂'i) + C\{6i x ^^ 

+CfPi X {2C\6i + C?(p, + dS) + C\6i X (2Cf6*^ + Cf (p̂  + ^i)) 

/ [c-cjjPij X (di + c\dij + 2cfrf;,- + cfj;,,.) 

+CfC?j^ij X (dj + Cfdjj + 20?^!J + Cfdij) 

+CfC!j(pij + Si^j) + 2Cf C| j ^ j + Cf C j j ^ j j 

+c fc j j ^ , ^ X (cfcij(p;,^ + ^,^) + 2c?c^(p^,^ + 5;,̂ ) + 2 c f c i / , ^ 

+cf cij(p;,^ + ^,^) + 2 c ? c i / , ^ + cfci_j^,^) 

Hdi + c?^;,^) X (cfcij(p;,^ + 4^) + 2cfcij(p;,, + 4^) + 2cfci_.^ 

+E 

+ 

+Ci C;j(pi j + (5ij) + 2Cj Cij(5ij + Cj Cij(5ij dm 
J J (IV-3) 
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Appendix V: Derivatives of Isys and H w.r.t . the Flexibil
ity Generalized Coordinates 

9Is The derivative of the moment of inertia matrix with respect to QC^, i.e. ^ - ^ ^ . 

can be written as the sum of the different contributions, 

9 I s y s 5 I c m , 5 I r , ^ I h , ^^v , ^^h.r , ^^h.v , 5 I r , v 

dqcm dqcm d(lcm dqc^ dqc^ dqcm dqc^ dqc^' 

where: 

di cm 
dq, 

M 
Cm 

dCc 

dq, 
Crm.E 

dCr. 

Cm dq, ^cm, a 
dCc 

Cm dq, Cm 

air 
dq 'Cm 

N 

= E 

i = l 

3 = 1 L 

.^9 'Cm , 
1 1 1 1 .^9^ 'Cm , 

dC 

dqc. 
i r>2 /-~ii r „ c ^ <-<C/~ii r>2 /-li T-^^yPuClj^r-crq.p^jC| 

acf c \ 31 

•J ^ dq Cm 

dlh 
dq 

N 

E 
'cm i ^ i 

+E 

^2di'^$cm ( O i ) E - $cm iOi)di - di$cm i^iY rriA 

\_f \ ^ • V t ^ rr< ff —+ 

E 

T^rT ^$cmioi)di/cf + (-^-^ ] di,jdi/c\ 

- + didi^j m\-' 
= / [25c (l>cm'^ - ^cm^c " ^c(l>Cm \ dmc 

(^Qcm Jmc 
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^Ih,r 

N 

+E 

N 

=E 

^ I D?C? - C?D? I 5_ 

5C 

dq, Cm 

' » c|.D?.C!.^C?^-CfCJ.D?;C' ^ 
»J i j i j » 1 i,j i j 1.J 

acf 

:[0e^(o,rcfPi + d / ( — ^ i K -

c \ r 

9<lcm. 

dQcmJ \dqcm 

2[$cmi0ifC^C\.Pij+d 

i-)Pidi'-CfPi$CmiOiy 

^9c. 
E 

f j T - ^ i T „ c r 5C c \ r 

Cm 

^9cm dq, 

dq, Cm 

i D j * ^ I <-<CA~ii + U r ^ ^U^^ddi + C9C\.Pi jcf>,^{oi) 

+ 
dC 

dq, Cm 

C : iPiidij C ; + C j C ; iPi,-id. 
l,y ^,3^,3 ^ 1 I IJ «J «.J 

dC 

Cm 

c\T. 

dq Cm . 

N 

=E 2[$cm{oifC\D,+di 
,rfdC9 

dq Cm . 
E-$cm{oi)DiOl 

-diDi^ I i 
c \ r dC\ 

+E 
3 = 1 

\dQcmJ \9qcm 

2[$cmioifc9C\^Dij+d 

D 

'-]Did,'^-C9Di$cmiOif 

.^(l^)ciA. 
dq, Cm 

E 

$cmioi)Di/c\fcf + diDij^C\f 
dC\ c\T 

dq, Cm . 

fCm 

9g, 
-i-jCJjZP,,,.d/+CfC|jZ),,,-0e^(o,)^ 
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+ 
5C? 
dq, Cm 

^i,i^i,3^i,3 ^ \ + ^ f ^ i J ^ i J ' ^ J , J 
acf c \ r . 

dq Cm 

dq, 
= / ^Pc $cm^ - Pc^cm - ^CmPc] drUc 

Jmr. Cm, ''iiLc 

N 

^^Drcr-cfDr^^'"^ 
dq, Cm 

1 1 1 1 dq Cm 

:sh^^^-M: c \ r 
i 

Cm 

N, 

+E 
acf acf —i-)chDF,^ci,^cf-cfci,D[/ci/, , 

c \ T 

Cm . 

acf 
5g, 

L 1 Ci ,Df :CJ :^Cf''- CfCi ;Df :CJ / 
Cm 

i,J i j i j 1 1 i j i,J i j 

acf ^^ 
^9c, 

(v-i) 

9Is The derivative of the moment of inertia matrix with respect to q^ , -^^, can be 
»n' ag. In 

written as the sum of the different contributions, 

dlsys _ dlcra. dl^ ^Ifa ^ l y ^ I h , r ^Ifa.v ^ I r , v 

dqir, ~ dqi^ dqi^ dqi^ dqi^ dqi^ dqi^ dqi^ ' 

where: 

dl cm 
dq. 

- - M 
«n 

5C. 

dq. 
Ccm.^ 

dCcm 1 ^ r ^ / C'Gcm 

«n ^9: «n 5? In 

dir 
N, 

dq in 
= -E 

^ Q i \ /dC^ 

cf ( - ^ 1 p2.ci/cf + cfcijP?j ( ^ ^ ) c r 

dih 
dQin 

N, 

=E 
j = l L 

' Vdq^n 

2 Moij) Cf di + Moi,j) dij 

dq «n 

E Cf(?!>i(oij)dj 

+j ;0 , (o i j ) ^Cf + Cf .^ , (o , - , ) j ; , / c f + Cfd.Jiioijfcf^'^m.j 
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dl 

dq, n JruA 
(Pin^i dun ^Cf 

N, 

-c\ 
J j - 1 L 

'ac 
c ' \dq., 

'J 'D?,ci/Cf^ 
«n 

i j i j 1 

^9; «n 

dq, 

N, 

«n 

dC] 
^[Kioi,jfC\^Pi,j+di^C9 U - ^ p , 

'̂̂ "''•̂ ' I dq-'^ ' ^̂ '̂  E 

'^^^Z ( ̂  I C f + CF^,Jo,^)/^/C|/C? ^ T^i T^cT 

99in 

^ - Ti'9C\-X ^ (dC\. 
' l " ' « J - ' «J a?. I n dq, 

^i,j^i 
«n 

+ C f I ^ ^ 1 P,jd,/cf+C9c[^P,j$,Jo,jfcf 
' V5g, «n 

5g. «n 
<?in̂ "̂̂ i}cf̂  

^ i r 

j = l L 

'di 

'dC\: 

dq. 

'dC] 

^^^''^^ 1 ~df' i ^̂ '̂  E ~' " T I i j \ c ^ 

+Ci'(/'i„(oi,j)Aj C!j Cf +Cfdi jL) i j 
a?. I n 
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'dCl.\ ^ fdc'..' 
'1,3^1,3 ^ 1 

I n 

'dC] Ni r 

dC\: 

''J 'Dfs'^cL^c?^ 
I J I J 1 

I Q C Q I . J - ) ! " ^ I y . j Q C ^ I QC I IJ 1 T^r /-li Tf^C^ 

-1 " 1 , J " 1 , J dq, «n ' \ 5g I n 

^ ' ^ • ^ u ^ . o . a . (V-2) 
«n 

a i s The derivative of the moment of inertia matrix with respect to gj ̂  , Q - ^ ^ , can 

be written as the sum of the different contributions, 

5Isys _ ^ I c m ^ I r ^ I h , ^ I v ^^h.r ^^h.v ^ I r ,v 

5gi , j^ ^ 9 i j p ^ ^ i j p 5 g i j p a ^ i j p a ^ i j p dq^^j^ dqij^' 

where: 

dlcm 
dqi 

- M 
ijp 

2 I 1 CcmE — 
dq, *)Jp dq ' era ^ cm 

tJp 

--0-

=0; 

<l>i,jji,j dm 

hj 
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A p i T'-.cr 

5Ih, 

dqi <Jp 

dqi,: '"J i3p «J 

i i '•i,3 h{j^. /^.Jp''"'^'j}^ 

^ =2{ / p,/4,,yfm,,,.}E - C\Q\A f Pi,j^i,jp ^'^i^i 
«J 

.4^i/cf 

cfcJ ( V - 3 ) 

As mentioned before, considerable simplification of various expressions takes place 

due to cancellation of terms. Reduced expressions are presented below: 

dH 

Jm 

j 
^Qcm Jmc 

+ 

(pc X $cm) + (^c X $cm) drric + ^ 
TV 

i = l 

[di X 4m(0i)]"^i 

C f p i X cl)cm{Oi) + C^6i X ,^em(0 i ) + Cfpi X - — ^ ( p , + 6i) 
dc\ 
^9cm 

drriA 

N- r 

Y^ {di + Cfd j j ) X 4m{Oi) + (di + Cfdi^j) X ^-^di^j m «J 

) 

+C-C\^Pij X -*-d, ,• + Cf C | 5.5, ,• X ( rr—^d, 
dQcm'''''J ' ^ ^ ^ ^ J " ' ^ '^ V ^ ^ c m " ' ' 
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acf +{d, + C9dij) X \^—L.c\.{p,j + 6,j) 

+CfC\,Pijx(—^CUpij+6ij)] 

+ C i C | j 5 i j x ( ^ C | j ( p l , , + < 5 , , , ) 1 r^i (7! dm ^,3 

-M ^r.m X 
dCr 

dq, Cm 

( V - 4 ) 

d dH dH 

dt \ dqcm J dqcm 

2<{ / {dc X $cm)dmc + ^ 

N 

Jm; 

[di X ^cmioi)] mi 

i = l L 

+ / \C\piX(l)cm{0i) + C\6iX(j)c^{0i) + C\6iX(t>cm{0i) 

, ac? \ u /acf -.\ 1̂, /5Cf 
+d,; X I -—!-pi + di X -—L,5i + C?.5i X -^Pi 

dqcm ) \dqcm ) \9qcm 
+Cf6i X ^ 

\dqc 

dC? ^' fdCf^ •<C-' -di + C\pi X —-Lp- + C\p. 
acf •̂ 

m / y^qcjn dq Cm 

'~Pi dm,i 

[ ( j ; + C9dij + Cfdij) X $cmioi) + (di + Cfdij + C9dij)x 

J [(ciCij(p«j + Sij) + C9C\.{pi,, + Sij) 
dCf -
59c^ " ' ' 

m^j + 

'»J 

5C^ 
+ C ? C | j 6 i j ) X ,^e^(o,) + (d, + C^dij + C9dij) X ( ^ C \ . p i j 

dq Cm 

+{di + Cfdij + C9dij) X 
dC9 i . ^ 

+ 

dqcm 

{c^C\.{pij + 6ij) + C9C\.{p,, +6ij) + C ? c i / , ^ ) X 

1 r^i ;? 

dq 
— di , + -r C: :(5,- ,• + — C: :pi 

Cm 5g, Cm 5g, Cm 

dm 
•^,3 
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-2M Ccm X 
dCc 

dq, 
( V - 5 ) 

Cm 

iin Jm 

Ni 

+ 1 : 
3 = 1 L 

drriA •§^= f \diXC^^i^+Cl{piX$iJ + C9{SiX^i 

[(di + Cfdij) X C^JiJoij)^ rriij 

dC\. 

ac? . 
+{di + C9d]j) X (C9^{pij + 5;,,) 

59i 
dm 

J J 

-M ^ C T T l X 
dCr. 

dq, in 

(V-6 ) 

d dH dH 

dt I 5g. I n dq, in 

di X Cf< î„ + Cfp, X Cf 0i^ + 696, X Cf </.i„ + Cf.5̂  x C9<Pi 
«n 

dm,-

j=i 

[{di + Cfdij + Cfdij) X C9$iJoij)] m hj 

+ 
J^i,j 

dC\. 
+ {di + C\di^j + Cfdi, ,) X ( C f - ^ ( p - , , • + 6;,,) 

(cfcij(p;,^ + 5̂ ,̂ ) + cfcij(pi,^ + ^,^) + c f c ! / , , ) X 

dm,-Cf^r-^(pi,+<5i,) - 2M I cL X ^^^'^ 
dq, 

( V - 7 ) 
«n 
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dH 

dq, * i j p 

^{di + Cfdij)x C 

+ C 

Jm 

FCJj J {SiJ x$ij^)dmij 

(t>i,jp drui^j 

+ C ^ C : 

'»J 

-MCrm. X 
5a 
5g. J j p 

( V - 8 ) 

d dH OH 

2I {di + Cfdij + Cfdij) X C f C j j / v^j,j^ >.„.j,j <Pi,ir. drrii 

« j 

(CfC\,cl>,j) drriij }> - 2M ( Ccm x —^ ( V - 9 ) 
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A p p e n d i x V I : Der ivat ives of Igys and H w.r . t . t h e J o i n t 
Genera l i zed Coord ina te s 

The derivative of the moment of inertia matrix with respect to a*., ^^^^, can 

be written as the sum of the different contributions, 

ais 
da' 

5Isys 5Icm , 5Ir , 5Ih , 5Iv , ^Ih,r , ^^h.v , 5Ir,v 
+ ~—:—r ——::—h ——:;—h ——:—h ——:—r daf. daf,. da?,. da?,. da?,. da?,. da?,. da?,. ' 

where: 

die 

d<, 
- M 2 I -:::—— I CcmE — 

dC. 

da dal 
cm \ ^ T _ ^ T I dC, 

da^. 

air ^^l]p2ccT_cfp?(^^^ 
d<, 1 1 , g^s 

E ^ ] c\ ,p?,ci ,^cr+cfcj ,p?,ci / (^ 
dal IJ 1.J IJ 1 1 1,J IJ 1,J I ^Q, 

_9Ih_ 

da?. 

5Cf 

dd 
W'-'A6±] '¥-

m »J 

5a^ 
^ I D?C? - C?D? I !-

5a? 
1 1 1 1 5 a 

E 5a«. i 'J '-J 'J » ' '̂J 'J ' J I da?,. 

5Ih,r 
5a« . 

. ^ri dC9 

^o;^, 
^ 1 P,d/ 
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N, 

^l*''lf l°iĵ - E -
rp * T / C V^ • 

^ < . 
E - diDf ' ' acf 

5a 9<, 
^ ' ^,dT 

+E E -
^ —* T̂  * T' i C/V>'» 

acf 
+ I ^ ^ J ^ i j ^ i j C-j Cf +C?dijL>ij Cjj 

5a 

^i^^ij^ij ^ i 

s r T ac? 
r 1 

1 1,J « j »,j I ^ ^ S 

^Ir,v 
5a« 

5 C ? \ T T rldC9 

^ Dfcr-cfDru^ M ) DFcf 

-CfDf ' ' 
AT. r 

1 1 5a* E aa« 1 U^iJ '-'iJ '"i 

(VI- l ) 

Similarly, the derivative of the moment of inertia matrix with respect to a^. ., 
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I.e. ^ ŝ  , can be written as the sum of the different contributions: 
9^0. • • 

«,j 
da'a 

where: 

dlcm 

5Isys dlcm , 9 I r , 9 I h , dly 5 Ih , r , ^ Ih ,v , 5 I r ,v 
~ r •;;—: h -;:—:: h •;:—: 1- ——:: 1- ——:; 1 

''^,J 
dai 

"1,3 
da', da' da' da'' 

" J j *,J t,3 «J 

d<^ 
* , j 

= -M[2 £f^ a --, , dCcm I /7 r /=; / ^C'cm 

«J ^"1 i j 
5 Q ; 

«iJ 

air 
5 Q ; 

«J 

ac 
_ _ (^C 

1 « da'^^ 

''J » P ? . C J . ^ C ? ^ - C f C i ; P ? 
»>J »>J 1 

«J 
1 ~ i J iJ I da 

«J 

da^. . 
"•1,3 

=0; 

51^ 

do^l. 
Cf I —-i i ] D?,ci .^Cf - CfC| ;D?; 

»J 
' ' 5a^ 1.J i,J 1 -1 " I J - I J \ Q 

« j ^ ^ j 

da'a. . 

^ . dC\., 

' ' da'a. • daf « j 

^ ^ j 

E 

T 

cf 
h3 *>J 

aci aci; 
^ ^ da'. . I ''^ ' ' \ aa^ 

^,.^j"cf"; 
h3 i J 

°•^,3 

=2 
, . , 5CJ. dC]: 

di C: , „ 
' ^ ^ da' 

Di^j + dij 

'•t,3 
dot'a i,3 

1,3 

dC): 

E 

T 

-d;Di j , „ 

^»,j 

dC): 
- C f 

5a 
— Z),- id,- — C : 

acj. 
dai 

1,3 

h3 
''^ ' ' \ da'^ 
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5Ir,v ^c (^^k \ D F / C j / C f - CfchDf,^ 
do^a 

= - c f 
^,3 *>J 

' ' d< 
D[jCij^Cf^-CfC},Dr 

1 IJ IJ 

dC\ 
T 

1 - i j iJ I dai 

On simplification, the various expressions have the following form: 

da 

+ f [c^rC^PiJ + kj) X i^kj) 

/dC9 . -. N 

d<, 

-M ^r.m ^ 
dCc 

dal 

druij 

(VI-2) 

(VI-3) 

d dH 
dt \ dai. 

I X -

dH 

/dC9 N̂ . ^ / a c ? -. \ i 
+C?pi X [-^{Pi + -̂ ij + CfSi X ( ^ ( P i + <5,)jJ drui 

N, 
acf ^ [(d, + c?j;,,- + c9dij) X ( ^ j ; , , 771 ».J 

/ 
»>J 

[(dl + cf4,- + c? ;̂,.) X ( M c j .(p.. + 5-..) 

+ (CfCij(p;,, +6,j) + C9C\.{p,j +6,j) + C f C j / , ^ ) X 
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dC? ,^ 

2 M Ccm X 

3 ' ~1J ' 

oCcm 

dm. «J 

( - ^ - X ^ ) 
(VI-4) 

ac} 
+(j; + cfd;,.) X (cf ^ ( p , , , . + 5;,.)) dm, 

«J 

(< -MiCcm X ̂ ^5—J; 

dt \ da% 
dH 

dal 
*j J 

+ (Ci cijCp̂ j + ^j) + cfcij(p;j + ^j) + c?c!/,^) X 

* j 

2M 
5a fe x - ^ 

I '^ cm ^ o 
\ da 

I, J 

(VI-5) 

(VI-6) 
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Appendix VII: Simplification of the Governing Equations 
of Motion 

Consider the following two components of the system kinetic energy: 

• h,s 

N 

E / di.C9{pi + 6i)dmi + Y^ f \{di + C9'dij)-C9C\^{pij+6ij) 

+ dj • Cj Cjj(pi j + 6ij) + djj • Cjj(pi j + <5jj) dm «J 

+ (j; + c?d i j ) - ( c fd ; jKj (VII-l) 

N 

Th,v - 2Z 
i=l I'^'^i 

N, 

f di-{C96i)dmi + J2 / di • (CfCjj^ij) 

+ ^iJ -(^l/hj) drriij (VII-2) 

Their contribution to the equations of motion are: 

A 

d_ (dT, 

dt f i ^ ) - f^ = - ( / ['̂  • (Cic|ĵ ;.,) +cFj;,. (cfci .̂ -,,̂ ) 
\^'ii,3p J "^i,3p \ Jrriij 

+ di . {C9C\fij^) + dij . {Cyi,jp)]dmij I; (VII-3) 

B C 

A 

d_ (dThA _ p ^ ^ f n- . ( ^cc j J. . ) + 'd, . ( C ? c | Ji , J 

+ di • {C^Cli$i,jp)+dij • (C-j<^ijp) + dij • {C\.$ijp) druij. 

B C 

(VII-4) 

It is apparent that the terms marked A, B and Cin eqs. (VII-3) and (VII-4) cancel 

each other. 
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Similar reduction in the expression for d/dt{dH /dq) — dH /dq also takes place. 

Consider, for example: 

N 

y. Hy = {6c X 6c)dmc + ^ 
Jmc 

/ [{C\l) X {C\6i)\dmi 

N 

Hv,s - 22 
1 = 1 

r ""' \ r' 
/ [iC96i)xC9{pi + 6i)]dmi + Y^ / 

X \Cfc[i{Pij + Sij) + CfC^(p^,^ + 6,j) + C9d,j] 

(VII-5) 

( C ? C | j 4 j ) 

. (VII-6) dm hj 

The contributions of the above terms to the equations of motion are: 

d_ (dHy\ _ dHy_ 
dt \ dji^ j dq «n 

/ 
Jm 

D 

'•^,J 

+E 
j=l L ^ ' ^ i j 

iC96i) xiCf$iJ+{2C^6i) X (Cf<^iJ + (C?,^,) x (Cf<^,J 

F 

I [(crc!^)x(cf^4,) 

dm,-

G 

+ ( C f ^ ^ i j ) x ( C f C | j ^ , , ^ ) 
" n 

drn » J 

E 

(VII-7) 

d_ dHy^\ _dIL^ 
dt \ dq. ] dqi^ 

j 
Jm 

D 

iC9p,) X {C?$iJ + {C96,) X {C9$iJ + {C^^.J x {C?6,) 

F 

drriA 
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5 C | : 

+ (Ci Cij^J + ^^Ai + CfCj/,^) X {c9-^p,j) 

+ {C9cy,j) X (Cf^^" , , , . ) - (CfCj/;,) X {c9$,Jo,j)) druij 

E 
(VII-8) 

In this example, terms D and £'in eqs. (VII-7) and (VII-8) cancel, while terms Fand 

G in eqs. (VII-7) and (VII-8) can be combined. 

Simplification also occurs with the equations for the joint generalized coordinates. 

This is illustrated by first examining the terms contributed by Tg and Ts^v'-

AT r N^ 

^ i=lV-^'^i 3=1 
(Cfdjj) • (Cfdjj)mjj 

/ 
Jm «J 

2(Cfd,,,) • CfClj(p-,,• + ^,,,) + 2(Cfd,,,) . CfC|j(p-,,• + 6,^^) 

+ ^Wi,j + kj) • ^\pi,3 + ^ j ) + CfC|j(p;,^ -f ^ , , ) • CfC|j(p;,^ + 6,^j) 

(VII-9) + 2CfC| j(p,,,- -f <5i,,) • CFC|_j(pi,,- + <5,,,) dm,,,-

^ • 

•̂s.'y ~ 2_^ 
i = i 

AT, r 

I fcb(ftj+4i)-(ciA7) 
J mi A L 

+ (Cfd,,, + CfC|j(ft,,- + 5,,,)) • (CfC! / i , , ) dm,,,- (VII-10) 
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The resulting contributions to the governing equations of motion are: 

d / dT, dT, 

dt \ dai . I da?.. . 

/ 
Jm ».J 

dC\ 

H 

aC!. . • dCl. 

da 
«J 

dal 
i,j 

K 

L 

dC\. . . . . . dC\. ^ . . :. 

+ c 
dC\. 

'5af 
"«,j 

/ a c ; . • X 

M I 

dC. . dCl. 
+Cf ,:-:^iPij + 6,,) . {Cfd,j) + C9—^ipij + 6,j) • {Cfd^j) 

' dal. 
« j 

dal 
» j 

+ 
dC\. -^ 

s 

SCI 

(Ci ^ ^ ^ . , . ) • ̂ ^^^''^^ -^^d^^^''^ + '̂ '̂ '̂ •) • ^ i îĴ "̂̂ .̂ - + '̂̂ .i) 

J 

dC\. . . . 
1 ar^,s daf. 

'•1,3 

druij; (VII-11) 

M 

d I dTs,v \ dTs^v 

dt \ daf.. . I da?.. . 

K 

/ 
Jm 1,3 L "'1,3 

dal 
h3 
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L 

dC] 

i - / c ^ ^ i " ^ \ • • - / ^ ^ i - - \ 

"i,j '^Jj 

/ if 

drriij. 

(VII-12) 

The terms labelled H, I and J from eqs. (VII-11) and (VII-12) cancel one another. 

In addition, the terms marked M in eq. (VII-11) also cancel. Furthermore, the K 

and L terms from eqs. (VII-11) and (VII-12) combine. 

The terms labelled L do not appear to be alike. However, the fact that they 

are identical can be illustrated as follows. Consider the homogeneous transformation 

matrix C? which transforms a vector in J^^ to J^c- C? is a unitary or orthogonal, i.e.. 

cfc^ = I. 

Taking the derivative of the above yields 

C?^C? + C ? X f = 0, 

or 

Cfcf = -Cfcl (VII-13a) 

The term labelled L in eq. (VII-11), i.e., 

dC\ 
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can be rewritten as 

(VII-13b) 
« j 

Similarly, the term labelled L as it appears in eq. (VII-12), i.e.. 

can be rewritten as 

^cb ̂ T, 
-(P^J + -̂ Ĵ) ( 5 ^ ) Cf'^CfCl/,,,-. (VII-13C) 

Substitution of eq. (VII-13a) into eq. (VII-13c) yields 

- T( ^ ^ i j \^ cT- c i ^ 

da 

which is identical to eq. (VII-13b), proving the identity. 

The simplification in the d/dt{dH /da) — dH /da terms can be shown by consid

ering the contributions from Hf^y and Hf^g-. 

N 

Hh,v - 22 
1 = 1 

3=1 

f [{C96i)xdi + diX{C^6i)]dm, 
Jnn 

I [(c?ci/"*i,,) X {di + cFj;,,) + {di + c?j;,,)x 

(CfC|/,^)]dm,,^ (VII-14) 

AT 

Hh,8 - 2Z 
1=1 

/ [di X Cfipi + Si)]dmi + ^ / (dj -I- C^dij) 

X \C^Cl{p^,j + 6^J) + C9clip^,j + Kj) + ^\kj] dm i,J 

(VII-15) 
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Contributions, in this case, to the equations of motion are: 

d I 9Hf^y \ dHf^y 

dt \ daf. 
i,J 

d< 

dC\. ^ 

«,j -^,3 
'dal 

hj 

d (dHh,s 

dt \ da^ 
*>j 

o 

/ dC\. -^ . . ] 
+ {d, + C9d,j) X (c9-^6,j)\dmij V, (VII-16) 

N 

- A i = / [id, + C9d,, + C9d,j) X ( C f ^ p , , ) 
dc 

/ dC\. 
+ (di + C9dij)x (c?^-^6. 

O 

dC\. 

da 

+ (di + c^dij)x q 

s ^1-^3 
'i,3 

dC\. -^ 

dai. . ''^ 
dm^ •. (VII-17) 

N 

The terms labelled A'' above cancel, while those marked O combine. 
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Appendix VIII : An Overview of Linear Optimal Controller 
Design 

VIII.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Design 

The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) aims at finding a control signal u that 

minimizes the cost functional 

oo 

J= f {z^Qz + U'RU) dt, (VIII-1) 

0 

subject to the dynamics: 

X = Ax -I- Bu; 

z = Mx. (VIII-2) 

z is referred to as the controlled variable. Q and R are positive semi-definite and 

positive definite symmetric matrices, respectively. They serve as "tuning parame

ters" for the design procedure, with the principal objective of providing satisfactory 

principal gains or singular values of the open-loop transfer function. The motivation 

behind choosing such a performance index is to force the states to zero quickly while 

penalizing the control effort, both in a weighted sense, to prevent unreasonably large 

inputs. 

The control u is taken to be a linear function of the state vector x, i.e. 

u = - K c x . (VIII-3) 

The solution to this problem is well known and can be found in many papers and 

texts. It is described in great detail in [105]. Of particular interest is the steady-state 

solution when A , B , M , Q and R are taken to be time-invariant matrices, and for 
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cases when the pair [A, B] is controllable. This solution is given by 

Kc = R-^B^Pc, (VIII-4) 

where Pc satisfies the following algebraic Pliccati equation, 

A^Pc + PcA - P C B R - ^ B ' ^ P C + M'^QM = 0. (VIII-5) 

Two desirable features of LQR control is the guarantee of stability and the optimality 

of the control law [105]. Unfortunately, there are two features of real dynamical 

systems which tend to limit implementation of the LQR controller: a real system 

is corrupted by noise and disturbances which tend to drive it away from the steady 

state; and all the states of the system may not be measurable directly, requiring their 

estimation. These two caveats can be overcome by employing a modified control 

design procedure called the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) method. 

VIII.2 Linear Quadratic Gaussian, Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) 

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) problem is similar to the Linear Quadratic 

Regulator (LQR) problem with two notable exceptions: in addition to the state, the 

concept of the system output is introduced; and the plant model has a stochastic 

element in the form of input and measurement noise models, characterized as zero-

mean Gaussian or "white noise" processes. They are taken to be uncorrelated in time. 

The system equations are: 

x = Ax + Bu + rw; (VIII-6) 

y = Cx + v; (VIII-7) 

where y is the output vector, and w and v are the input and measurement noise, 

respectively. F represents the input noise influence matrix. The cost functional to be 
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minimized is identical to that for the LQR problem, i.e. eq. (VIII-1). 

The LQG procedure involves solution of two subproblems. This is referred to 

as the separation problem and is discussed in detail in Refs. 105 and 117. To begin 

with, it requires an optimal estimate, x, of the state vector x. The estimate is optimal 
rp rp 

in the sense that £^[(x — x) (x — x)], i.e. the expected value of (x — x) (x — x), is 

minimized. The estimate of the state is then used as a true measure to solve the LQR 

problem. 

An optimal estimate of the state can be obtained by implementing a Kalman 

filter as shown in Figure VIII-1. 

U 
B o 

+ f + 

+ o-

J 

K 

a y 
+ 

- • X 

Figure VIII-1 Block diagram for a Kalman filter. 

The state equation for the Kalman filter is 

k = {A- KfC)x + Bu + Kfy. (VIII-8) 
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The Kalman filter gain matrix Kf is given by 

Kf = P f C ^ V - \ (VIII-9) 

where: V = Efvv ]; W = E[ww ]; and Pf satisfies the following algebraic Riccati 

equation, 

PfA^+APf-PfC'̂ v ĉPf + rwr^=o. (viii-io) 

The solution to the second part of the problem, namely the optimal regulator 

problem, is given by equations (VIII-4) and (VIII-5). The matrices Kf and Kc exist 

and the entire closed loop is internally stable if the systems given by (A, B, Q-"̂ ' M) 

and ( A , r w l / 2 ^ c ) are stabilizable and detectable. In other words, all the uncon

trollable and unobservable modes are stable. 

The two resulting designs, the optimal estimator and the quadratic regulator, have 

good performance and robustness quality when viewed individually. However, when 

the LQG design is viewed as a whole, robustness and performance is, in general, not as 

anticipated. Doyle showed that such designs can exhibit poor stability margins [119]. 

Even when the conventional wisdom, which requires the observer dynamics to be 

much faster than the plant dynamics, is followed an improvement in the performance 

is not always realized [120]. Doyle has outlined a procedure for the adequate design 

of observer based linear quadratic compensators [120]. In fact, there are two dual 

approaches. One involves first solving the deterministic linear quadratic regulator 

problem by adjusting the Q and R matrices until a satisfactory loop transfer function 

K c ( 5 l - A ) - l B , 
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is obtained. The next step involves design of a Kalman filter by setting: 

r = B; 

W = Wo + ql; 

V = I. 

g is a design parameter which is increased until the combined compensator-plant loop 

transfer function (broken at the plant input), 

-In ^-l^ Kc(sl - A + BKc + KfC)~'KfC(5l - A ) ~ ' B , 

converges to the loop transfer function of the plant, Kc(sl — A)~^B, with the LQR 

controller. The final controller-plant structure is shown in Figure VIII-2. 

LQG/LTR Compensa tor 

Plant 

Figure VIII-2 Architecture of plant with LQG/LTR compensator. 

Alternately, the procedure can be viewed as the one where the poles of the Kalman 

filter are chosen to coincide with the finite transmission zeros of the plant. The rest 

of the poles are taken to be very large. Therefore, this approach can be viewed as 

the one in which some of the dynamics of the Kalman filter cancels part of the plant 
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dynamics. An in-depth discussion of this topic is presented by many researchers 

including Doyle. The procedure is successful for only minimum phase plants (i.e. 

plants which have no right half plane transmission zeros). 

The second part of this procedure is termed Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR). Here 

the objective is to recover the original LQR properties through a special estimator 

or filter design. The combined design procedure, called LQG/LTR, provides good 

stability robustness, and performance characteristics not present either in the LQR 

or the LQG design. The dual of this entire procedure involves first designing a 

Kalman filter followed by the state-feedback regulator design. The procedure can be 

implemented as discussed in Ref. 117. 

VIII.S /foo Design 

Consider a linear model, consisting of the plant augmented by frequency depen

dent weighting functions, described by the following dynamics: 

X = Ax + B i w + B2U; 

z = C i x + D i i w + Di2u; 

y = C2X + D2iw+D22U. (VIII-U) 

Here, K e ^"^ , y e W2, z e W^, u e 3fJ'"2 and w G JR""! are the state, observation, 

error, control input and disturbance vectors, respectively, and A, B i , B2, C i , C2, 

D i i , D12, D21, and D22 are time-invariant matrices of appropriate dimensions. 

P(s) is the transfer function matrix for the standard or augmented plant [122]. It 

consists of the nominal plant along with frequency dependant weighting functions 

used to shape the system transfer functions. The standard plant is represented along 

with the compensator K(s) in Figure VHI-S. 
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w 

u 

F i g u r e V I I I - 3 Standard plant/compensator arrangement for i/oo design. 

Considering the control and disturbance input as well as the error and observation 

output of the plant, the open-loop transfer function, written in the standard form, 

C ( s l - A)~^B + D ) , is given by 

P(a) = P l l ( s ) P l2(5) 
P2lis) P22{s) 

D i i D i 2 
D21 D22 + 

C i 
C2 

\ - l ( S I - A ) - M B I B 2 ] . (VIII-12) 

With the compensator K(5), the closed-loop transfer function from w to z, denoted 

^ , ( P , K ) , is given by 

- 1 P l l ( s ) + Pl2{s)K{s) (I - P22( s )K(s ) ) -^ P 2 i ( s ) . (VIII-13) 

It is obvious that the above transfer function should be as small as possible in order 

to minimize the effects of disturbances on the system. The objective of the Hex 

design problem, then, is to find a controller K(s ) , which renders the closed-loop 

system internally stable and minimizes the 00 norm of the transfer function matrix 

J^l{P,K). A related sub-optimal problem is the one of finding a stabilizing controller 
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satisfying the relation 

|J^KP,K)| |oo<7. (VIII-14) 

The optimal problem amounts to solving for the smallest value of 7. 

There are a number of techniques developed for the solution of the Hoo problem, 

including the so-called Model Matching problem [117]. However, this is challenging, 

both computationally and numerically. A relatively simple alogoritm developed by 

Glover and Doyle [124], which results in a state space parametrization of stabilizing 

controllers, is outlined below. The present technique is quite popular and has been 

implemented in the Robust Control Toolbox used in conjunction with the MATLAB 

software. 

VIII.3.1 Glover-Doyle î oo Algorithm 

Consider a system with its dynamics represented by eq. (VIII-11). The following 

assumptions are made: 

(Al) The realization (A,B2, C2) is stabilizable and detectable, which is necessary 

for a stabilizing K(s) to exist; 

(A2) rank(Di2) = m2 ; rank(D2i) = P2', 

(A3) u and y are scaled, and unitary transformations of w and z are made which 

allows for the following assumption, without loss of generality, 

D 12 D21 = [0 I ] , D i i = 
D i m D1112 

D1121 D1122 

{mi-p2) P2 

(pi-m2) 

(A4) D22 = 0 ; 

(A5) r a n k ' ^ - ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
D 12 

= n + m2 Vw e 5i; 
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(A6) rank 
A — Jul 

C2 

Furthermore: 

where Di* = [ D n D 

B i ' 
D 2 1 . = n+p2 VCJG 3fJ. 

def T 
R = Di=K Di:^ — 

" def T 
R = D^^jD^i — 

12] and D*i = 
D 
D 

0 

0 

11 
21 

0" 
0 

o" 
0 

The state feedback, Fj, and output injection, Hj, matrices are defined as: 

Fj = - R - 1 ( D I / C I + B^X 00 I ) 

Hi = - ( B / D ^ I ' ^ + Y O O C ^ ) R ~ ^ 

The matrices are partitioned as indicated: 

Fr = 
F i i 

F12 

F2 

} 
} 
} 

{mi-p2 

P2 
m2 

Ui= [Hn H12 H2]. 

{pi-m2) "̂ 2 P2 
Xoo and Yoo are the stabilizing solutions to. the following pair of algebraic Riccati 

equations: 

XooUi + Ui^Xoo - XooBR-^B^Xoo + Vi = 0; 

YooU2^+ U2Y00 - YooC^R-^CYoo + V2 = 0; 

where: 

Ui = A - B R - ^ D i / C i ; 

V I = C I ^ ( I - D I , R - 1 D I / ) C I ; 
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U2 = A - B I D ^ / R - ^ C ; 

V2 = B i (I - D^i '^R-lD^i ) B i^ . 

Earlier XQO and YQO were described as being 'stabilizing solutions'. By this, it is 

meant that the A + B F j and A + H / C matrices have all their poles in the open left 

half plane (OLHP). The main result of the Glover-Doyle algorithm is given by the 

following theorem: 

Theorem VIII-1 (Glover and Doyle , 1988) 

(1) A stabilizing,controller K(s) exists, such that | |^ ; (P,K) | |oo < 7, iff 

(a) 7 > m a x | a p i i i i , D i i i 2 ,a- D i i i i ^ , D i i 2 i ^ j and, 

(b) 3 Xoo > 0, Yoo > 0 such that p (Xcx>Yoo) < 7^-

(2) If the conditions given in (a) and (b) are satisfied, then all rational stabilizing 

controllers, K(s ) , satisfying | |^ ; (P,K) | |oo < 7 are given by 

K{s)=Ti{Ka,^) 

for any rational $ G i/oo such that ||$||oo < 7- Here Ka has the realization 

K . 

'1 B^ 

C i 

C2 

D l l D12 

D21 0 

where 

D l l = -D1121D n i l 7 I - D i i i i D n i l D i n 2 - Dii22. 

D12 e 5R'"2^"»2 and D21 G dtP2^P2 are matrices which satisfy the following 

relations: 

Di2D^i2 = I - D1121 (7^1 - D ^ n i i D i n i ] D^i i2 i ; 
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D^2lD2i = I - D^i i i2 (jh - D i i i i D ^ i i i i j D^i i i2 ; 

and 

B2 = ( B 2 + H i 2 ) D i 2 ; 

C2 = - D 2 i ( C 2 + F i 2 ) Z ; 

B i = - H 2 + B2Dr2^Dii ; 

C i = F2Z + D i i D ^ / C 2 ; 

A = A + H C + B2Df2^Ci; 

Z = ( I - 7 - 2 Y O O X O O ) ~ V 

In order to minimize | |^ / (P ,K) | |oo , the above algorithm must be applied iteratively 

by repeatedly reducing 7 until the hmiting value 70 is reached, which occurs either 

when p(YooXoo) = 7o, or when one of the two Riccati equations fails to return a 

positive-definite solution for either YQO or X Q C 

A common form of the if 00 problem is the so-called mixed-sensitivity problem 

whereby ^ ; ( P , K ) is defined as 

•5^/(P,K) = 
Wi{s)S{s) 

W3{s)[l-S{s)] 
(VIII-15) 

where 

S(5) = [I + G(s)K(s)] - 1 

The significance of such a formulation is that both performance and stability robust

ness are addressed. With the above weightage, the augmented plant model P{s) is 
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given by 

P(5) 
P l l ( s ) 

P2l(^) 

Pl2(5) 

P22(5) 

Wi{s) 

0 

- i y i ( s ) G ( 5 ) 

W3is)G{s) 

I ••. -G{s) 

For the closed loop system to be be stable in the presence of model uncertainty 

expressed as a multiplicative model error, EmOi^), the following condition must be 

satisfied. 

a[Em{jio)]^[l-S{juj)] < 1. (VIII-16) 

Moreover, if W^{ju)) is taken to be an upper-bound for Em(i<^), i-e. iW âO'f̂ )! > 

^ [Em(j"^)], then the condition for stability robustness can be rewritten as 

a[WsiJLo)iI-SiJu;))]<l. (VIII-17) 

Therefore, applying eqs. VIII-15 and VIII-17 to eq. VIII-14, and incorporating 7 

into Wi{juj), the design objective for the mixed-sensitivity problem can be written 

as [71] 

where 

^ 1 " ! 

II A/][U2 |̂|oo ^ 1) 

W^is) [I - S(s)] 

(VIII-18) 

(VIII-19) 
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Appendix IX: Linear Control Designs for the FEL Model 

The design model for the FEL is given by (Ar ,Br ,Cr) , while the truth model 

by the (Af,Bf,Cf) matrices. Note, the control input is in kN-m, while the output 

is measured in 10~ radians (centiradians): 

Ar = 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

- 1 . 1 3 1 e - 6 1 .799e- l l 
1 .349e- l l 4 .3102e-6 

0 0 

B r = 

0 
0 
0 

- 1 1 0 
e - 6 0 

1.1655e 

0 
0 
0 

1.5010e-3 
-2.384e - 6 

0 

1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

- 6 6.3720f 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

l.9025e -- 4 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

- 9 2.1616 

0 
0 
0 

1.9472e - 5 
1.8339e - 4 

0 

0 
0 
1 

-3.976e -
-2.084e -

e - 3 0 

) 

- 9 
- 3 

A 2 1 = 

99.992 -1.2974 0 0 0 0 
0 0 100 0 0 0 

1.2974 99.992 0 0 0 0 

1.6889e 
1.8078e 
1.985e -
-1.008e 
1.588e -
3.6647e 
1.694e -
-1.828e 
-1.146e 
1.1459e 

2.5539e 
-1.640e 
-3.06e -
1.5965e 
-4.89e -
-1.482e 
-5.44e -
2.0939e 
-5.298e 
5.2978e 

- 6 
- 8 
15 

- 7 
14 

- 5 
12 

- 5 
- 4 
- 4 

- 1 
- 2 

- 1 2 
- 1 
- 11 
+ 1 

- 1 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 
+ 0 

A f 

1.3643e -
4.5454e -
1.985e -
-2.141e 
3.706e -
1.0787e -
1.355e -
-7.304e 
-2.285e 
2.2854e -

1.767e -
-4.71e -
-9.073e 
8.947e -
-3.648e 
-4.21e -
-1.098e 
1.384e-
7.2350e 
7.2350e 

- 7 
- 6 
15 

- 5 
14 

- 5 
12 

- 6 
- 7 
- 7 

-15 
- I f 

-16 
- ] 

- 1-̂  
-1-1 
- 14 
- 2 
- 2 

OlOxlO I 
. •A-21 

- 1 . 7 7 e -
-4.71e -
1.1969e -
l . l l S e -
4.8836e -
2.630e -
4.2371e -
-2.25e -
-1.743e 
-1.743e 

-8.494e 
5 -3.496e 
5 1.022e -

1.2246e 
L - l . l l e -
l 1.3959e 
L 2.372e -

-4.786e 
1.7597e 
-1.770e 

10x10 

A 2 2 . 

15 
16 

- 6 
15 -

- 7 -
14 

- 5 -
14 

- 6 -
- 6 

- 3 
- 4 
-13 
- 3 
-13 
- 1 
-12 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 

) 

5.7830e - 1 
1.2622e-|-0 
3.594e - 12 
-l.OlOe-l-2 
-6.900e - 9 
l.4041e-F2 
-2 .176e -7 
L.6156e + 1 
-1.372e -f-1 
l.3720e -f-1 

2.0569e - 2 
-2.262e - 4 
-6.168e - 4 
- 1 . 0 2 8 e - 3 
6.4418e - 3 
-3.492e - 1 
4.7694e - 3 
1.7399e - 1 
-8.431e - 1 
4.0536e - 1 

-3.83e - 15 
-9.42e - 16 
3.7071e - 2 
- 1 . 1 2 e - 15 
-1.361e-|-2 
8.942e - 14 
-3.209e-|-2 
-3.63e - 14 
8.5946e + 1 
8.5946e -1-1 

-2.057e - 2 
2.2620e - 4 
- 6 . 1 6 8 e - 4 
1.0283e - 3 
6.4418e - 3 
3.4922e - 1 
4.7694e - 3 
-1.740e - 1 
4.0536e - 1 
-8.431e - 1 

(IX - 1) 
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A22 = 

" 8.836e -
-4.71e -
1.6578e -
4.473e -
-7.452e -

~ - 2 . 1 0 e -
-1.244e-
5.191e-
8.2735e -

. 8.2735e -

• • • 1.6264e 
••• -1.044e 
• • • -2.774e 
••• 1.0163e 
• • • -4.259e 
• • • -9.435e 
••• -1.183e 
• • • 1.3360e 
• • • -3.376e 
•• 3.3717e 

B 2 

16 
16 

- 6 
16 
- 4 
14 

- 3 
15 
- 4 
- 4 

- 3 
- 4 
- 6 
- 3 
- 5 
- 2 
- 4 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 

— 

8.836e - 16 
-7.07e - 16 
2.1893e-3 
4.473e - 16 
4.3166e - 4 
- 2 . 1 0 e - 1 4 
3.7451e - 2 
5.191e-15 
- 1 . 5 4 1 e - 3 
- 1 . 5 4 1 e - 3 

5.9924e - 9 
2.466e - 10 
-5.776e - 5 
-8.64e - 10 
-2.323e - 3 
-2.946e - 5 
-6.990e - 2 
3.3764e - 7 
4.6082e - 4 
4.6107e - 4 

Bf = 

" 5.6492e - 3 
- 6 . 2 1 2 e - 5 

0 
-2.824e - 4 

0 
- 9 . 5 9 1 e - 2 

0 
4.7785e - 2 
- 1 . 1 7 1 e - 1 
1.1711e- 1 

- 3.015e-
-2 .136e-
- 1 . 9 8 e -
4.7312e -
9.638e-
-2.384e -
-2.277e -
1.6139e -
5.0501e -
-5.050e -

-2.714e -
-1.117e-
-2.631e -
3.9129e -
2.7920e -
4.4601e -
-3.752e -
-1.529e-
5.5752e -
-5.669e -

0l0x3 
. B2 . 

0 
0 

2.0310e -
0 

-1 .582e-
0 

3.4047e -
0 

3.5111e-
3. 5111e-

5 
3 

10 
3 

10 
3 
7 
3 
5 
5 

- 4 
- 5 
- 6 
-5 
-6 
- 3 
- 5 
- 2 
-3 
- 3 

) 

4 

-5 

3 

3 
3 

1.1186e-
2.0757e -
-1.821e-
-1.661e -
-2.205e -
2.3084e -
-5.206e -
2.6746e -
-2.282e -
2.2428e -

6.515e-
-4.229e 
-1.967e 
-1.475e 
2.0571e -
-1.105e 
1.5272e -
5.5494e -
-2.677e 
1.2792e -

1.3737e -
1.9744e -

0 
-5.423e -

0 
4.9087e -

0 
2.5882e -
-2.316e -
2.3162e -

-3 
-3 
- 6 
- 1 
- 3 
- 1 
- 3 
-2 
- 2 
-2 

-4 
- 6 
- 5 
- 5 
- 4 
- 2 
- 4 
- 3 
- 2 
- 2 

-5 " 
-4 

- 4 

-3 

-3 
- 4 
-4 

4.0653e -
-1.536e-
6.0494e -
1.6195e -
-2.237e -
5.0004e -
-5.276e -
-3.296e -
1.4115e-
1.4118e -

-6.536e 
1.0124e • 
-1.972e 
5.0498e -
2.0571e -
1.1106e-
1.5188e -
-5.491e 
1.2837e -
-2.682e 

) 

-7 •• 
- 5 •• 
-5 •• 
- 3 •• 
- 1 •• 
-4 .. 
- 1 •• 
- 4 .. 
-1 . . . 
-1 . . . 

- 4 " 
- 5 
- 5 
- 5 
- 4 
- 2 ' 
- 4 
- 3 
- 2 
- 2 _ 

C f — [ C i 03x10 ] 

99.992 
1.962e - 8 
.2974e + 0 

-1.297e + 0 
0 

99.992 

1.6999e -
100 
0 

- 7 4.7261e - 10 2.3386e - 10 
-2.23e-10 -1.3792e-8 
-1.7175e - 9 0 

-1.46e-10 -1.50e-10 
-1.31e - 10 2.3260e - 9 
1.838e - 10 0 

0 -3.08e - 10 0 
l.lOle - 10 -3.47e - 10 1.956e - 10 
1.293e-10 1.288e-10 -1.29e - 10 

(IX - 2) 
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LQG/LTR Design 

The LQG/LTR compensator obtained with the tuning parameter q = 10^ is 

repesented by the following model: 

Xc = AcXc + B c ( r - y ) 

u =: L/cXcj (IX - 3) 

where: 

Ap, = 

-5.479e + l 1.1022e-4 
1.1022e-4 -1.915e + l 
- 5 . 9 3 e - 1 4 - 5 . 9 6 e - l l 

1 0 
0 1 
0 0 

-6.02e - 14 -l.SOle + 3 4.0753e - 3 -5.077e - 81 
5.96e- 11 
1.951e + l 

0 
0 
1 

4.0753e -
5.0780e -
-2.055e -
4.4661e -
-4.248e -

-3 
-8 
-2 
-8 
-9 

-1.834e + 2 
2.0502e - 2 
3.9972e - 8 
-7.649e - 3 
-2.018e-3 

-2.050e - 2 
-1.903e + 2 
6.5842e - 9 
2.2327e - 3 
-7.349e - 3 

B c = 

1.4066e - 1 
-2.079e - 3 
-5.499e - 4 
1.3689e + 1 
-5.410e - 1 
4.6726e - 3 

-1.232e-7 
-4.293e - 2 
1.4118e- 1 
-1.115e-6 
-3.737e - 1 
3.8629e + 1 

1.8251e - 3 
1.6027e - 1 
4.2388e - 2 
1.7770e - 1 
4.1700e + 1 
-3.602e - 1 

Cp = 
5 .4789e- l - 2 . 4 8 6 e - 3 - 7 . 1 3 e - 1 5 1.5010e + 1 -2.384e - 2 -2.661e - 6 
5.934e-16 5.955e-13 1.9507e - 1 -5.08e - 10 -2.051e - 4 1.9025e + 0 
7.1078e-3 1.9151e-l 5.956e - 13 1.9472e - 1 1.8339e + 0 2.0508e - 4 

(IX - 4) 

Hnn Design 

The Hoo compensator is described by the following model: 

Xc = AcXc + Bc(r - y ) ; 

u = CcXc; (IX - 5) 
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where: 

Ac = 

-2.008e -
1.6447e -
-1.249e-
6.2740e -
9.6022e -
-1.738e-
-1.877e-
-1.211e-
2.6635e -
-1.537e-
-2.254e -
3.8445e -

-5.14e-
3.054e -
9.638e -
1.3961e 
-2.48e -
-3.957e 
-4.273e 
-6.838e 
4.7083e 
6.7451e 
-8.595e 
-3.340e 

- 1 
6 
-4 
3 
4 
-3 
-5 
-6 
6 
-6 
-7 
7 

- 11 
11 
11 
-9 
-10 
-9 
-2 

-3 
-3 
-3 
-4 
-4 

T 

1.1379 e-6 
-2.009e - 1 
2.8237e - 5 
4.8465e - 4 
1.9408e - 3 
3.8650e - 3 
4.2161e - 6 

-1.070e-5 
1.1877e-5 
6.6168e - 7 

-1.021e-6 
3.5498e - 7 

-1.92e- 11 
-1.29e- 11 
9.555e-ll 
1.468e-ll 
-1.437e - 9 
2.3879e - 9 
1.3826e - 2 
-4.151e-2 
-4.880e - 3 
1.1028e - 3 
6.5236e - 3 
2.0754e - 3 

3 
ttc — 

-6.098e -
1.9934e -
-2.004e -
-8.437e -
1.2615e -
-1.365e-
1.2341e -
1.8038e -
1.2218e -
7.1782e -
1.3124e -
1.8042e -

1.121e-
1.391e -
3.086e -
2.569e -
-1.273e 
-1.054e 
-1.138e 
-3.685e 
-4.067e 
5.2282e 
-2.897e 

5.7862e 

"1.6656e + 0 -

-5 
-5 
-1 

-3 
-2 
-3 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-6 
-6 
-6 

-11 
-11 
- 11 
-10 
-9 
-9 
-2 
-4 
-2 
-5 
-3 
-3 

1.7534e - 3 
1.9577e - 4 
-4.828e - 3 
-1.385e - 3 
2.9542e - 4 
-2.159e-5 
3.7715e - 6 
2.4160e - 6 
1.5634e - 5 

-2.138e-5 
-1.266e-5 
3.1630e - 6 

2.892e - 10 
-2.28e - 10 
-5.85e - 10 

1.1058e-8 
-2.730e - 9 
-3.355e - 8 
-3.463e - 1 
-2.806e - 2 
-1.644e-2 
-5.904e - 2 
8.4539e - 3 

-1.019e-3 

1.8260 e — 
5.3346e -
4.9119e -
2.0102e -
-1.442e-
2.4902e -
-1.306e -
-6.465e -
-4.602e -
1.1633e -
3.7383e -
2.1645e -

3.616e -
8.039e -
-4.63e -
3.7565e 
-6.667e 
7.9166e 
2.5392e 

-3.147e 
1.2022e 
-1.584e 
-6.118e 
4.1729e 

6.780e - 1 -7.206e - 1 ̂  
5.5075e - 1 2.1506 

-1.167e + 0 -
!e -1- 0 -7.368e - 1 

5.336e - 1 -2.354e + 0 
-3.451e + 0 1.4191 
5.8784e - 1 3.578E 

-1.9306 + 0 -

e + 0 2.119c 
e - 1 4.5398 

4.693e -f- 0 5.853̂  
-1.600e-4 1.3514 
-5.594e - 3 -
-2.828e - 4 -
2.442̂  >e-3 -

!e- 1 
ie + 0 
)e-l 

e - 2 -1.435e - 3 
3.954e - 3 -6.544e - 3 
1.413e - 3 -8.539e - 3 
2.839e - 3 -1.322e - 4 

2.5187e - 3 4.3297e - 3 2.0584 

.-8.457e-5 - 1.513e - 4 3.2988 
le-4 
e-3. 

) 

4 
4 
3 
4 
-3 
5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
6 
6 
5 

11 
- 11 
-10 
-9 
-9 
-9 
-3 
- 1 
- 1 
-2 
-2 
-3 

-2.523e -
8.1090e -
-4.058e -
-1.121e-
1.9008e -
-1.146e-
-3.735e -
-2.241e -
4.1254e-
2.6192e -
-2.098e -
-3.472e -

-4.87e -
-2.58e -
-7.09e -
-3.62e -
-1.696e 
9.5081e 
4.4715e 
-1.798e 
-3.660e 
5.3966e 
-3.033e 
-5.860e 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 

-11 
-11 
-10 
-10 
-8 
-9 
-2 
- 1 
- 1 
-3 
-3 
-2 

C c = 

2.4275e-6 3.8863e - 6 1.5229e - 6 3.1729e - 7 2.1049e - 5 3.7170e - 5 
- 1 . 3 8 1 e - 5 2.2137e-5 -7.679e - 7 3.9344e - 5 6.9414e - 5 7.1467e - 5 
- 1 . 3 3 3 e - 5 - 1 . 2 0 4 e - 5 2.3080e - 5 -8.110e - 5 3.6024e - 4 - 1 . 6 6 9 e - 4 

3.1630e-2 8.1094e-4 2.9976e - 3 2.5303e - 1 
- 7 . 9 8 8 e - 2 1.5278e-l -1.184e - 1 -9.031e - 1 
-3.578e - 2 1.2867e - 1 1.8880e - 1 -1.190e - 1 

1.0428e - 1 -3.009e - 2 
1.2855e-|-0 - 1 . 8 7 2 e - l 
1.6665e - 1 2.3416e + 0 

(IX - 6) 
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Appendix X: LQG/LTR Control Design for the P M C 
Model 

Vibration suppression controller design 

The 60-state, 2-input, 2-output flexible subsystem is both uncontrollable and 

unobservable. The Schur model reduction procedure is applied. The resulting 14-

state model, which is both controllable and observable is given by the realization 

(Ai4 ,Bi4 ,Ci4) : 

Ai4 = 

3.6303e + 0 
7.8279e + 0 
6.3820e - 3 
1.7490e - 1 
4.4098e - 4 
-1.105e-3 
1.5252e - 3 
8.2361e - 2 
6.2355e - 4 
-6.124e-3 
-1.136e- 1 
-2.097e - 2 
6.9158e - 2 
9.8922e - 2 

-3.014e-|-0 
-3.791e-|-0 
-2.444e - 3 
-1.942e- 1 
2.3427e - 4 
9.9096e - 4 
2.3710e - 3 
7.1988e-3 
-4.796e - 3 
2.6145e - 3 
5.0051e - 2 
1.9539e - 2 
-1.492e-2 
3.1345e-2 

3.7940e - 3 
1.4659e - 2 
-3.112e + 0 
4.0680e - 2 
-3.550e - 1 
-3.727e - 1 
-4.596e-|-0 
6.1407e-2 
1.0745e-|-0 
3.1569e-l 
-1.334e - 2 
6.6842e - 3 
-7.798e - 3 
-1.507e-2 

1.0819e-|-0 
2.1779e-|-0 
3.6163e - 2 
1.7895e + 0 
-4.061e-6 
1.5067e - 4 
2.8827e - 2 
-1.924e-|-0 
1.2067e - 1 
1.3348e - 2 
6.0797e - 1 
-5.380e - 2 
-6.289e - 1 
-2.609e -I- 0 

-1.65e-3 
-3.426e ̂  3 
5.1195e-2 
-4.640e - 3 
-3.213e-l 
-1.304e + 0 
-4.733e - 1 
1.6164e - 2 
2.8799e - 1 
5.2686e - 1 
-2.995e - 2 
6.0160e - 3 
-1.560e-3 
4.2740e - 3 

2.5834e - 4 
8.9918e - 4 
-2.236e - 2 
2.2183e-3 
1.3347e-|-0 
3.1848e- 1 
5.7420e - 1 
-2.255e - 2 
-3.032e - 1 
-5.634e - 1 
3.2401e - 2 
-2.096e - 3 
4.0784e - 3 
5.5711e-4 

5.9487e - 3 
4.9428e - 3 
4.5824e + 0 
-2.659e - 2 
4.1584e - 1 
4.1056e- 1 
4.4230e -I- 0 
-5.272e-2 
-7.459e - 1 
-1.495e + 0 
9.2875e - 2 
-1.299e-2 
1.0925e - 2 
-8.034e - 3 

-1.095e- 1 
-2.413e-l 
-4.344e - 3 
-9.029e - 2 
-2.241e - 2 
-2.356e - 2 
-1.331e- 1 
-3.959e - 1 
6.8815e-2 
1.9315e-l 
1.0732e + 0 
-2.449e - 2 
-1.440e- 1 
1.1527e- 1 

1.1788e - 2 
2.6932e - 2 
4.4538e - 1 
1.1189e-2 
-2.669e - 1 
-2.842e - 1 
-1.392e + 0 
6.4411e-2 
4.7606e - 1 
1.7511e + 0 
-1.764e- 1 
1.3681e-2 
3.7973e - 3 
-1.063e-2 

-1.298e-2 
-3.225e - 2 
4.3191e + 0 
-4.371e - 2 
5.8809e - 1 
5.6115e-l 
4.9284e -I- 0 
-3.420e - 1 
-2.402e 4- 0 
-1.996e-l-0 
1.4429e - 1 
-1.640e - 2 
6.1331e-5 
-1.833e-3 

-3.476e - 1 
-6.601e - 1 
-2.488e - 1 
-3.395e - 1 
-3.385e - 2 
-3.630e - 2 
-2.990e - 1 
-2.934e -f- 0 
3.4010e - 1 
1.3211e- 1 
4.3957e - 1 
-1.683e-2 
-3.364e - 1 
4.1331e-2 

-5.3182e - 1 
-1.056e-|-0 
1.8045e - 2 
-9.349e - 1 
3.4650e - 3 
2.4420e - 3 
1.8978e - 2 
5.2489e - 1 
-4.581e-2 
-1.413e-2 
-1.728e-l 
3.9652e - 3 
-8.108e - 1 
2.5258e - 1 
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- 1 . 3 4 2 e - l 
-2.427e - 1 
-4.058e - 2 
-3.764e - 1 
-2.829e - 3 
- 6 . 1 5 6 e - 3 
- 4 . 1 0 2 e - 2 
1.819e- 1 

-1.246e - 3 
4.7419e - 3 
- 1 . 2 9 5 e - l 
1.2735e + 0 
1.9702e - 1 
4.5227e - 1 

B i 4 = 

2.8256e + 0 
5.5411e + 0 
3.8529e - 2 
5.4370e + 0 

-8.5280e - 3 
- 1 . 5 1 5 5 e - 3 
- 1 . 4 1 5 e - 2 
-5.382e + 0 
3.6916e - 1 
3.2447e - 2 
1.3415e + 0 
-9.459e - 1 
-2.049e + 0 
-2.173e + 0 , 

- 2 . 4 6 0 1 e - 7 
-7.0247e - 7 
4.1053e - 4 

-2.8201e - 6 
6.0574e - 4 
5.3969e - 4 
9.3994e - 4 

- 2 . 5 1 2 7 e - 5 
-4.2296e - 4 
-6.3905e - 4 
3.4806e - 5 

-4.4235e - 6 
2.1108e-6 

-2.5214fe-7 

8.6319e - 5 
1.9425e - 4 
3.5256e - 6 
4.3392e - 4 
1.8436e - 6 

-2.9529e - 6 
-2.2825e - 6 
- 1 . 5 1 7 2 e - 3 
9.7565e - 5 
1.6763e - 6 
2.4982e - 4 
4.0902e - 4 

-1.4220e - 4 
- 1 . 2 5 5 6 e - 4 

p _ r2 .5713e-2 - 1 . 9 4 9 e - 2 4.3400e + 1 -2.624e - 1 2.7705e + 1 -3.413e + 1 • 
' -^l^ - [ i i290e + 0 6 .7704e- l -2.038e - 1 -2.765e + 1 -1.269e - 1 -1.728e - 1 • 

••• -6.207e + l - 5 . 7 5 7 e - l -1.608e + l -5.531e + 1 3.1105e + 0 -6.086e - 1 • 
••• - 8 . 5 0 3 e - 2 4.4585e + 0 -4.269e - 1 -9.878e - 1 -8.620e + 0 2.2803e + 1 • 

••• 4 . 1 6 0 2 e - l 9 .4251e-2 
••• -2.797e + l -6.288e + l 

( X - 1 ) 

The process and measurement error covariances matrices, denoted by Qf and Rf, 

respectively, are: 

Qf = 

Rf = 

Note, both are used as tuning parameters in the Kalman Filter design. The resulting 

"l o" 
0 1 ) 

"0.25 0 
0 0.25_ 
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filter gain matrix Lf is 

Lf = 

9.8303e • 
4.2325e -
8.8013e -
4.6988e -
3.1767e-
-3.726e 
-9.922e 
-1.761e 
-2.761e 
6.1485e -
-5.025e 
-4.906e 
-1.743e 
-4.306e 

07 
07 
07 
07 
04 

-04 
-05 
-05 
-04 
05 

•06 
-06 
-06 
-07 

- 1 . 7 2 4 e - 0 4 
- 1 . 9 9 7 e - 0 4 
- 4 . 1 8 2 e - 0 7 
-4.731e - 05 
- 2 . 1 1 3 e - 0 6 
-2.142e - 06 
3.3252e - 07 
1.2435e - 04 
- 1 . 0 8 8 e - 0 5 
-9.033e - 06 
-4.480e - 05 
3.0666e - 04 
-6.130e - 04 
- 3 . 0 8 3 e - 0 5 . 

The optimal state estimator design is recovered by employing an appropriate state 

feedback matrix Kgf. The ficticious measurement noise intensity corresponding to 

the design is g^ = 1 x 10-'̂ '̂ . The resulting LQG/LTR vibration suppression controller 

is given by the following model: 

Xcf = AcfXcf + Bcf (rf - yf) 

" f = CcfXcf; (X-2) 

where: 

'•cf 

-5.858e-f 0 
-1.352e-|-l 
-1.474e + 0 
-4.752e + 1 
-1.815e + 0 
-1.113e-|-0 
-2.250e-|-0 
1.6694e -I- 2 
-9.599e -I- 0 
1.5110e + 0 
-2.767e + 1 
-4.497e + 1 
1.5696e + 1 
1.3902e -f 1 

-8.659e + 0 
-1.649e + l 
6.8009e - 1 
-2.857e + 1 
1.2269e + 0 
1.3944e-f 0 
2.2422e -I- 0 
9.9157e + 1 
-7.325e -I- 0 
-1.528e4-0 
-1.621e-f 1 
-2.674e + 1 
9.2882e -I- 0 
8.2405e -I- 0 

2.5650e-f 0 
6.4497e -I- 0 
-1.854e-|-3 
2.0055e -I-1 
-2.732e + 3 
-2.434e -f 3 
-4.243e -f 3 
8.7829e -I-1 
1.9097e -f 3 
2.8817e-i-3 
-1.527e-|-2 
2.6832e + 1 
-1.192e-f-l 
-9.904e - 1 

2.2846e -I- 2 
5.1385e + 2 
2.0002e + 1 
1.1448e + 3 
2.0613e + 1 
6.2601e + 0 
1.8466e + 1 
-3.999e + 3 
2.4613e + 2 
-1.219e-f 1 
6.5960e -I- 2 
1.0773e -I- 3 
-3.752e + 2 
-3.334e -f 2 

1.6493e + 0 
4.1316e + 0 
-1.157e-|-3 
1.2759e + 1 
-1.708e + 3 
-1.523e-f-3 
-2.650e + 3 
5.4021e -f 1 
1.1937e + 3 
1.8021e-f 3 
-9.538e -I-1 
1.7014e -I-1 
-7.523e-t-0 
-6.777e - 1 

8.4483e - 1 
1.3990e + 0 
1.3857e-f 3 
-1.097e + 0 
2.0459e -f 3 
1.8218e-f 3 
3.1731e-f3 
-1.143e + 2 
-1.426e + 3 
-2.158e + 3 
1.2236e + 2 
-6.996e4-0 
4.3692e -f 0 
-3.287e + 0 
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-4.797e - 1 
-2.007e + 0 
2.5402e + 3 
-1.225e + l 
3.7416e + 3 
3.3336e + 3 
5.8097e + 3 
-1.734e + 2 
-2.612e + 3 
-3.948e + 3 
2.1805e + 2 
-2.244e + 1 
1.1345e + 1 
-3.069e + 0 

-3.741e + 1 
-8.419e + l 
2.2192e + l 
-1.877e + 2 
3.4179e + 1 
3.2434e + 1 
5.5160e + 1 
6.5354e + 2 
-6.651e + 1 
-3.745e + 1 
-1.048e + 2 
-1.770e + 2 
6.1407e + l 
5.4338e + 1 

3.3247e + 0 
7.2436e + 0 
6.5844e + 2 
1.4128e + 1 
9.7047e + 2 
8.6441e + 2 
1.5047e + 3 
-1.0536e + 2 
-6.731e + 2 
-1.022e + 3 
6.6326e + 1 
1.0491e + 1 
-2.721e + 0 
-5.807e + 0 

2.4068e + 2 
5.4169e + 2 
-7.671e + 0 
1.2103e + 3 
-2.063e + 1 
-3.121e + l 
-4.640e + 1 
-4.231e + 3 
2.9018e + 2 
3.1870e + l 
6.9534e + 2 
1.1425e + 3 
-3.966e + 2 
-3.498e + 2 -

9.8303e - 7 
4.2325e - 7 
8.8013e - 7 
4.6988e - 7 
3.1767e-4 
-3.726e - 4 

_ -9.922e - 5 
'cf - -1.761e-5 

-2.761e-4 
6.1485e-5 
-5.025e - 6 
-4.906e - 6 
-1.743e-6 
-4.307e - 7 

7.4588e + 0 
1.5966e + 1 
2.2556e + 3 
2.8835e + 1 
3.3220e + 3 
2.9594e + 3 
5.1584e + 3 
-2.932e + 2 
-2.312e + 3 
-3.506e + 3 
2.1651e+2 
1.7526e + 1 
-2.958e + 0 
-1.422e + l 

5.4589e + 2 
1.2277e + 3 
1.6934e + 1 
2.7355e + 3 
3.7908e + 0 
-2.553e + 1 
-2.648e + 1 
-9.551e + 3 
6.1964e + 2 
1.8806e + 1 
1.5726e + 3 
2.5724e + 3 
-8.968e + 2 
-7.921e + 2. 

-1.724e-4l 
-1.997e-4 
-4.182e - 7 
-4.731e - 5 
-2.113e-6 
-2.142e-6 
3.3252e - 7 
1.2435e - 4 
-1.088e-5 
-9.033e - 6 
-4.480e - 5 
3.0666e - 4 
-6.130e-4 
-3.083e - 5 

7.4312e + 1 
1.6740e + 2 
-1.239e + 2 
3.7547e + 2 
-1.854e + 2 
-1.692e + 2 
-2.924e + 2 
-1.306e + 3 
2.1522e + 2 
1.9886e + 2 
2.0556e + 2 
3.5477e + 2 
-1.239e + 2 
-1.084e + 2 

-2.006e + 2 
-4.513e + 2 
1.7206e + 1 
-1.007e + 3 
3.3148e + l 
4.0184e + 1 
6.3371e + 1 
3.5153e + 3 
-2.523e + 2 
-4.337e + 1 
-5.770e + 2 
-9.483e + 2 
3.2890e + 2 
2.9123e + 2 

Ccf = 
2.6623e + 3 -2.224e + 3 4.5088e + 6 
1.0993e + 5 6.5387e + 4 -1.682e + 4 

-6.176e + 6 -5.775e + 4 -1.602e + 6 
-1.198e + 4 4.3197e + 5 -4.295e + 4 

-2.601e + 4 2.8191e + 6 -3.375e + 6 • 
-2.634e + 6 -1.109e + 4 -1.940e + 4 • 

-5.483e + 6 3.0871e + 5 -6.177e + 4 • 
-1.022e + 5 -8.641e + 5 2.3176e + 6 • 

• • • 4.2546e + 4 1.2876e + 4 ' 
••• -2.790e + 6 -6.292e + 6 
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Attitude controller design 

The augmented 80-state, 3-input, 3-output system, obtained by employing the 

vibration controller in feedback with the original PMC plant model. The model used 

to design the attitude controller is obtained by truncating the non-rigid states of the 

augmented model. The associated error model is evaluated and used in the robustness 

test. The 6-state rigid design model, represented by the realization {AQ,'BQ, CQ) is: 

A 6 = 

0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

3.3206e-6 -4.532e - 7 - 1 . 6 3 e - 1 0 1.9646e - 16 1.034e - 17 1.0115e-4 
2.4713e - 8 4.7807e - 6 6.462e - 10 -8.53e - 17 4.394e - 17 -2.207e - 3 
1.737e-15 - 6 . 4 6 e - 1 0 1.1602e-6 -1.662e - 6 2.1568e - 3 - 5 . 3 4 e - l l , 

B, 

0 
0 
0 

5.8740e - 4 
-5 .1094e-7 
1.489e - 12 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

- 2 . 1 9 7 e - 7 2.068e-14 
2 .044e-5 2.120e-13 

0 1 .9452e-5. 

Cfi = 
l.OOOOe + 2 1.2922e-6 6.3621e - 6 0 0 0 
2 .0187e-7 l.OOOOe + 2 3.1756e - 7 0 0 0 
6.8131e-8 1.2062e-6 l.OOOOe + 2 0 0 0 

The process and measurement error covariances matrices Qr and Rr are: 

Qi 

R r = 

The estimator gain matrix is given by 

8.1088e-05 
-6 .180e -09 
-1 .809e -08 

"" ~ 3.2877e - 07 
1.3485e - 10 
-1 .398e - 10 

1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

4 X 10^ 
0 
0 

) 

0 
4 x 10^ 

0 

0 
0 

4 x 10^ 

-6.178e - 07 
5.2841e - 05 
2.3094e - 06 
-2 .218e -08 
1.3988e - 07 
6.4094e - 08 

-1 .809e -06 
2.3094e - 06 
4.4861e - 05 
-8.952e - 09 
-4 .153e -08 
1.0089e - 07 

The estimator design is recovered using a state feedback gain corresponding to a 
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ficticious measurement noise intensity qr = 2000. The resulting attitude controller 

has the following model: 

Xcr — Acr^cr + Bcr( r r ~ yrji 

Uf = CcrXcrj ( X - 3 ) 

where: 

A c r — 

- 8 . 1 0 9 e - 3 
6.1797e - 7 
1.8092e - 6 
-2.628e + 0 
2.2418e - 3 
-8.529e - 7 

Be 

"4.47336 + 3 
2.1438e + 0 
4.4219e - 2 

6.1796e-5 1.8092e-4 1 0 
- 5 . 2 8 4 e - 3 -2.309e - 4 0 1 
- 2 . 3 0 9 e - 4 -4.486e - 3 0 0 
2.2433e-3 3.8281e-5 -2.292e + 0 1.6454e - 3 
-9.146e - 2 -4.684e - 4 1.6483e - 3 -4.277e - 1 
4.4321e - 4 -8.703e - 2 -1.686e - 6 2.1291e - 3 

r = 

- 8.1088e-5 -6.190e - 7 - 1 . 8 0 9 e - 6 -
-6.1798e - 9 5.2841e - 5 2.3094e - 6 
-1.8092e - 8 2.3094e - 6 4.4861e - 5 
3.2877e - 7 -2.218e - 8 -8.952e - 9 
1.349e-10 1.3988e-7 - 4 . 1 5 3 e - 8 

. -1.40e - 10 6.4094e - 8 1.0089e - 7 . 

! 

-2.143e + 0 - 5 . 5 0 0 e - 2 3.9027e + 3 5.0241e + 0 
4.4734e + 3 2.3114e + 1 1.6912e + 1 2.0920e + 4 
-2 .3 Ue + l 4.4733e + 3 9.5681e - 4 1.423l€ + 0 

0 
0 
1 

1.055e - 4 
-2.238e - 3 
- 4 . 1 7 2 e - l . 

- 6 . 8 4 9 e - 3 " 
1.4953e + 0 
2.1446e + 4 
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